TUESDAY, MARCH 24

(T-35) TUESDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference A
Building an Appalachian Agenda for Economic and Environmental Justice (PESO)

CHAIR: TAYLOR, Betsy (VTU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BILBREY, Kendall (Alliance for Appalachia), JALBERT, Kirk (RPI), PERRY, Simona L. (c.a.s.e. Consulting Services), SIMONELLI, Jeanne (Wotsamatta U), COPTIS, Veronica (Ct for Coalfield Justice), DIXON, Eric (Appalachian Citizens’ Law Ctr), TAYLOR, Betsy (VTU)

(T-64) TUESDAY 12:00-1:20
Frick
Pittsburgh History and Future

CHAIR: MUSANTE, Kathleen (U Pitt)
DELOUGHRY, Catherine M. (Allegheny Conference on Community Dev) Opening Remarks
MULLER, Edward K. (U Pitt) A City with a History of Reinvention
DEITRICK, Sabina (U Pitt) Renewal in the Rustbelt: Neighborhood Planning in Economic and Neighborhood Revitalization in Pittsburgh
BUCCO, Diana (Buhl Fdn) Building a Consensus Plan for Community Change: Lessons Learned from the Northside of Pittsburgh
DISCUSSANT: TARR, Joel A. (Caliguiri U)

(T-65) TUESDAY 12:00-1:20
Conference A
Mine Lands and Mining Towns: Reclamation, Cleanups and Policy (PESO)

CHAIR: SIMONELLI, Jeanne (Wotsamatta U)
SIMONELLI, Jeanne (Wotsamatta U) Extracting History: From Leadville to Frackland
DAVIS, Laura M. (UIUC) Where Did All the Money Go?: A Community Assessment of the Abandoned Mine Land Fund Uses in Illinois
MACLENNAN, Carol (MI Tech U) Reclamation Lessons from Two Copper Mining Districts
BILBREY, Kendall (Alliance for Appalachia) and DIXON, Eric (Appalachian Citizens’ Law Ctr) Reclaiming the Abandoned Mine Lands Fund: Bottom-Up Policy-Making for Post-Extraction Economic Transition in Appalachia

(T-69) TUESDAY 12:00-1:20
Sternwheeler
Common Ground, Diverse Voices: Community-Engaged Research and Generative Knowledge in Social Science

CHAIR: DOSTILIO, Lina (Duquesne U)
QUINONES, Sandra (Duquesne U) Youth Films Collaborative: Engaging Youth and Adults in Digital Media & Civic Literacy Initiatives
KRONK, Rebecca (Duquesne U) PhotoVoice: Grandparents’ Experience Raising Grandchildren
CONTI, Norman (Duquesne U) Community-Engaged Scholarship: Activist Teaching

(T-94) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Frick
Latinos in Emerging Communities: Challenges and Health Problems
CHAIR: DOCUMÉT, Patricia I. (U Pitt)
PESANTES, Maria Amalia (U Peruana Cayetano Heredia) Taking Care of Undocumented Children in Pittsburgh

DOCUMÉT, Patricia I. and KAMOUYEROU, Andrea (U Pitt), PESANTES, Amalia (U Peruana Cayetano Heredia), MALDONADO, Hernan (Latino Engagement Grp for Salud), FOX, Andrea (Squirrel Hill Hlth Ctr), BACHURSKI, Leslie (Consumer Hlth Coalition), MORGENSTERN, Dawn (Latino Engagement Grp for Salud), GUADAMUZ, Thomas E. (Mahidol U), MACIA, Laura (U Pitt), BOYZO, Roberto and GONZALEZ, Miguel (Latino Engagement Grp for Salud) Participatory Assessment of the Health of Latino Immigrant Men in a Community with a Growing Latino Population

KAMOUYEROU, Andrea (U Pitt) Images of an Invisible Community: A Photovoice Project with Latino Immigrant Men in Allegheny County

MACIA, Laura (U Pitt) Immigration at the Home: Domestic Grievances as Faced by Latinos in an Emerging Community

BENADOF, Dafna (U Mayor) Developmental Toothbrushing Trajectory in Children of Mexican Immigrant Families

DISCUSSANT: QUINONES, Sandra (Duquesne U)

(T-95) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference A
Fracking and Citizen Science: Bridging the Data Gap?

CHAIR: WYLIE, Sara (Northeastern U)
WYLIE, Sara (Northeastern U), THOMAS, Deborah (Shale Test), and WILDER, Elisabeth (Northeastern U) Co-creating Tools for Community Based Monitoring of Health Hazards Associated with Fracking: Mapping Hydrogen Sulfide with Photographic Paper

MALONE, Samantha (FracTracker Alliance) FracTracker Grassroots Oil and Gas Data Collection

MATZ, Jacob and WYLIE, Sara (Northeastern U) Speck: Low-Cost Air Monitoring for Individual and Community Action in the Marcellus Shale Region

MANTHOS, David (SkyTruth) Satellites, Citizen Scientists, & Skytruthing: Measuring the Impact of Shale Gas Drilling through Remote Sensing and Crowdsourcing

(T-99) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Oliver
The Arts and Community Development

CHAIRS: RAK, Kimberly (U Pitt) and YONAS, Michael (Pittsburgh Fdn)
YONAS, Michael (Pittsburgh Fdn) and RAK, Kimberly (U Pitt) Visual Voices, an Arts-Based Research Method, to Engage and Learn from Youth

HIMBERGER, Rebecca (Attack Theatre) Some Assembly Required

WILLIAMS, Germaine (Pittsburgh Fdn) Seeding Community Change through Arts Philanthropy in Pittsburgh

OLIJNYK, Michael and LUDEROWSKI, Barbara (Mattress Factory) The Social and Economic Impact that an Arts Organization Can Have upon a Community

NZAMBI, Paulo (Manchester Bidwell Corp) Cultivating Community Change through the Creative Arts, Training and Diverse Program Engagement

(T-123) TUESDAY 3:30-5:20
Frick
Men’s Often Neglected Health: Two Interventions with Minority Men
CHAIR: **DOCUMÉT, Patricia I.** (U Pitt)

**ALBERT, Steven M.** (U Pitt) *A Hospital-Based Violence Prevention Intervention to Prevent Emergency Department Recidivism*

**GARLAND, Richard** (U Pitt Grad SPH Ctr for Hlth Equity) *Social Support Role of Gunshot Reoccurring Injury Prevention Services (GRIPS) Interventionists*

**DOCUMÉT, Patricia I.** (U Pitt) *“Lend a Hand to Health”: A Male Promotores Network in an Emerging Latino Community*

**MACIA, Laura,** **DOCUMÉT, Patricia I., RUIZ, Camilo,** **ARCHILA, Luis,** **DELGADO, Jorge E., GONZALEZ, Miguel,** **POLANCO, Angel,** **RAMIREZ, Herminio,** and **TEZAK, Boris** (U Pitt) *A Male Promotores Network through Promotores’ Eyes*

**DISCUSSANT:** **THOMPSON, Kenneth** (Squirrel Hill Hlth Ctr)

**(T-125) TUESDAY 3:30-5:20**

*Conference A*

**Contesting Fracking: Grassroots Mobilization and Legal Strategies**

CHAIR: **O’DONNELL, Katherine** (Hartwick Coll)

**COLLINS, Emily A.** (Fair Shake Env Legal Serv) *Access to Environmental Justice: A Look at Law Firms, Lawyering, and Modest Means Clients in the Appalachian Basin*

**O’DONNELL, Katherine** (Hartwick Coll & Jolom Mayaetik) *Aligning Campus with Community Against Fracking*

**SOUTER-KLINE, Valessa** and **JUGOVIC, George** (PennFuture) *The Role of Local Government to Regulate Shale Gas Development*

**DELCOGLIANO, Nicole** (Appalachian State U) *Community Engagement in Shale Gas Development: A Sustainable Foray in an Unsustainable Industry*

**VASTINE, Julie** (Alliance for Aquatic Resource Monitoring, Dickinson Coll) *Pennsylvania Stream Monitoring: Data Collection to Policy Action*

**(T-154) TUESDAY 5:30-7:20**

*Conference A*

**Frick**

**Dads, Meds ... and Dreads: Applied Public Health in Southwestern Pennsylvania**

CHAIR: **TERRY, Martha Ann** (U Pitt)

**ELIAS, Thistle** (BCHS SPH, U Pitt) and **THOMAS, Tammy** (Early Head Start) *“Everything Is for Moms”: Engaging Fathers in Evaluation Research*

**RAK, Kimberly** and **KUZA, Courtney** (U Pitt Med Sch), **KELLY-COSTA, Deena** (U Mich), **KAHN, Jeremy** (U Pitt Med Sch), **KITTO, Simon** (U Toronto), and **REEVES, Scott** (Kingston U & St George’s U London) *The Role of Availability, Affability and Ability (the 3As) in Interprofessional Care in an ICU*

**BRAY, Lora Ann, BROWNE, Mario C., DURRANT, Chantel, WILCZAK, Brittanie M., and DOCUMET, Patricia I.** (U Pitt) *Moving beyond the Cut: Barbershops as Social Support Venues that Promote African American Men’s Health*

**DISCUSSANT:** **MACIA, Laura** (U Pitt)

**(T-155) TUESDAY 5:30-7:20**

*Conference A*

**Communicating the Impacts of Gas Extraction in Film, Photography, and Digital Storytelling**

CHAIR: **JALBERT, Kirk** (RPI)

**COHEN, Brian** (Independent) *The Marcellus Shale Documentary Project*
PRIBANIC, Joshua and TROUTMAN, Melissa (Public Herald) Public Herald, Gas Extraction, and the Role of Investigative Journalism
JALBERT, Kirk (RPI) Knowing Our Waters: Citizen Science and Digital Storytelling
CAMPBELL, Brian C. (Berry Coll) Fracking Dead Blackbirds: Applied Visual Anthropology of the Natural Gas State

TUESDAY 8:30-10:00
Conference A
Film Event: “Triple Divide”

PRESENTERS: TROUTMAN, Melissa and PRIBANIC, Joshua (Public Herald)

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25

WEDNESDAY 8:00-5:00
Parkview W
SfAA Board Meeting

(W-02) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Sternwheeler
Contentious Spaces: Political Ecological Perspectives (PESO)

CHAIR: GULLETTE, Gregory (Santa Clara U)
GULLETTE, Gregory and THEBPANYA, Paporn (Santa Clara U) Assessing Urbanization Policies and Livelihood Strategies within Thailand’s Transitional Spaces through Combined Ethnography and Landsat Data
WHITSEL, Brad (PSU-Fayette) Disaster Perceptions Within Separatist Groups: Apocalyptic Belief and Implications for the Surrounding Society
CINTRON-MOSCOSO, Federico (Ctr for Landscape Conservation) Citizen Participation and Natural Resource Management in Colonial Caribbean: The Case of El Yunque National Forest, Puerto Rico
OSKARSSON, Patrik (U Gothenburg) No Strings Attached?: The Indian Coal Mining Expansion and Community Rights at Home and Abroad
EKLUND, Elizabeth (U Arizona) Processes of Protection: How the Political Negotiations of Conservation Can Shift Goals

(W-03) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Riverboat
Collaborative Practice and Action Research on Survivors-Centered Long-Term Recovery from the 3.11 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami

CHAIR: NAGATA, Motohiko (Kyoto U)
KANGYU, Toshikazu (Kuji Regional Tourism Assoc) Recovery through Local History and Culture with Disaster Volunteers: A Case in Noda, Iwate, Japan after the 3.11 Earthquake & Tsunami
YAMAGUCHI, Keiko (Tokyo Gakugei U) and SAKUMICHI, Shinsuke (Hirosaki U) The Recovery Process from the Great East Japan Earthquake: Analyzing the Experiences of Noda Villagers through Life History Interviews
NAGATA, Motohiko (Kyoto U) Collaboration of Local Survivors and Disaster Volunteers for Developing a Regional Care System
LEE, Young-Jun (Hirosaki U) Who Are Volunteers in Japan’s Disaster Zone?
ATSUMI, Tomohide (Osaka U) Transitional Relationship between Disaster Volunteers and Survivors: A Theoretical Framework based on 3-year Activities in Noda Village

(W-05) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference A
The Impacts of Changes in Coastal Use on Fishing Communities, Part I

CHAIRS: GARCIA-QUIJANO, Carlos G. and POLLNAC, Richard B. (URI)
GARCIA-QUIJANO, Carlos G. and POGGIE, John (URI) Human Well-being and Rural Coastal Livelihoods in Puerto Rico
POGGIE, John, POLLNAC, Richard, and GARCIA-QUIJANO, Carlos (URI) Fishing as Therapy: Implications for Fishery Management
BLOUNT, Benjamin (SocioEcological Informatics), JACOB, Steven (York Coll), WEEKS, Priscilla (HARC), and JEPSON, Michael (NOAA) Change and Continuity in Shrimp-Dependent Communities on the US Gulf Coast
HIMES-CORNELL, Amber, KASPERSKI, Stephen, KENT, Keeley, MAGUIRE, Conor, WEIDLICH, Stephen, DOWNS, Mike, and RUSSELL, Suzanne (NOAA AFSC) Creating a Social Baseline for a Pre-rationalized Fishery: The Gulf of Alaska Groundfish Trawl Fishery Social Survey
DOWNS, Mike and WEIDLICH, Stev (AECOM), HIMES-CORNELL, Amber and KASPERSKI, Steve (NMFS AFSC) Gulf of Alaska Groundfish Fishery Social Survey Results Part II: Implementation, Industry Involvement, and Shorebased Processors

(W-07) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference C
Environment, Sanitation and Anthropology

CHAIR: O’REILLY, Kathleen (TAMU)
BUETE, Sherri (UNT) BackyardAnthropology: Groundwater Contamination in Tallevast, FL
CAIRNS, Maryann (Northeastern U) Want Not, Waste Not?: Analyzing Alternative Strategies for Wastewater Management
LUBORSKY, Mark, SHAY, Kimberely, DUROCHER, Mary, NOWINSKI, Kathryn, and SANKAR, Andrea (Wayne State U) Detroit Engaging Community Action for Safer River Fish Consumption: Industrial Toxins Legacy, Food Justice, and Valued Life-ways in a Distressed City
STOTTS, Rhian, DU BRAY, Margaret, WUTICH, Amber, and BREWIS, Alexandra (AZ State U) Cross-cultural Perceptions of Wastewater Treatment and Reuse
O’REILLY, Kathleen (TAMU) and LOUIS, Elizabeth (UH) The Toilet Tripod: Understanding Successful Sanitation in Rural India

(W-08) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Phipps
Gender and Extraction

CHAIR: RYDER, Stacia (CO State U)
MASLENITSYN, Dmitriy and RYDER, Stacia (CO State U) Health and Quality of Life Risks in the New Age of Oil and Gas: What Difference Does Gender Make?
STEPHENS, Alyssa (CO State U) Gendered Narratives, Gendered Networks?
KIZEWSKI, Amber (CO State U) The Ease and Unease of Gendered Alliances in Grassroots Organizations in Northern Colorado’s Hydraulic Fracturing Movement

(W-09) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Oliver
Studies of Food and Food Movements
CHAIR: GERBER, Elaine (Montclair State U)
GERBER, Elaine (Montclair State U) Disability Justice in the Food Movement
FREISITZER, Katharine (Christopher Newport U) The Bellyfull City: The Food Revolution in Japanese Anime
HOWARD LEMMON, Jennifer (Chatham U) Romanticizing the Historic Dinner Table: The Move Beyond Traditional Food Interpretation at Old Salem Museums and Gardens
ROSS, Anamaria and BACCHI, Donna (SUNY Upstate Med U) Paleo, Slow Food, Mediterranean, Locavore (and More): Re-imagining Time and Space through Popular Approaches in Nutrition

(W-10) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Vandergrift
Linking Human Rights and the Environment in the Context of Climate Change
(PESO)
CHAIR: ALEXANDER, Sara E. (Baylor U)
MILLER HESED, Christine (UMD) Balancing Environmental Conservation and Human Adaptation on Maryland’s Eastern Shore
LORING, Philip A. (U Saskatchewan), GERLACH, Craig (U Calgary), and PENN, Henry (U Alaska) Adaptation or Acquiescence: Climate Change, Niche Construction, and Community Security in Alaska
SHERPA, Pasang Yangjee (Penn State U) When Money Is Not Enough: Adjusting Actions and Redefining Goals for Climate Change Adaptation in Nepal
SOUTHWORTH, Franklin C. (U Penn) and MENCHER, Joan P. (CUNY) Human Rights to Food, Climate Change and Agro-Ecology Including SCI
THOMPSON-BALLENTINE, Katherine (AZ State U) A Sustainable Future for Forced Migrants: Human Rights and Loss and Damage as Tools for Meeting the Needs of the Homeless

(W-13) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Carnegie III
Young Adult and College Student Health
CHAIR: CADZOW, Renee (D’Youville Coll)
SCHUG, Seran (Rowan U) and SOCKLOW, Paulina (Drexel U) Anthropology and a Participant-Centered Approach to the Design of a mHealth App for At-Risk Teens
CADZOW, Renee (D’Youville Coll) and O’BRIAN, Audrey (U Pitt) Urban College Student Perceptions of Breastfeeding and Future Infant Feeding Intentions
KADONO, Mika and SIVÉN, Jacqueline (USF) Sexual and Reproductive Health among International Students: A Mixed Methods Approach
MOWSON, Robin (USF) Identifying and Applying Female Perceptions of Sexual Health Care at a Public University in Florida
OTWORI, Beverly, SARMIENTO, John, VILLA, Priscilla, and HENRY, Lisa (UNT) Exploring Food Insecurity among UNT Students

(W-14) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Laughlin
Developing Curriculum for Undergraduates: Integrating Applied Anthropology with Environmental Studies (Workshop, Fee $20)
ORGANIZERS: AUSTIN, Rebecca and MILLER, Janneli (Fort Lewis Coll)

(W-17) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Parkview

Is the Whole Ever Greater Than the Sum of Its Parts?

CHAIR: STUMPF-CAROME, Jeanne Marie (KSU-Geauga)
FARRELL, Allison (KSU-Trumbull) “Illumination”: Participant Observation in Fieldwork
BRAFORD, Deborah (Kent State U) Shared Cultural Embodiment of Shamanic Practices and the Sacred Self
KALIL, Arimys (KSU-Ashtabula) Subcultures and Sanctions: Time-bound Changes
ZABUKOVEC, Michael (KSU-Geauga) Seeing the Light: A Look at Private Sector Insecurity and Vulnerability
STUMPF-CAROME, Jeanne Marie (KSU-Geauga) Dead or Alive: Forced Migration via Operation Babylift

(W-18) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Oakmont
Disconnection, Criminalization, and Genocide

CHAIR: BIRD, S. Elizabeth (USF)
ANDERSON, E. N. (UCR) Motives for Civil War and Genocide
BIRD, S. Elizabeth (USF) Rebuilding Memory in an Age of New Media: The Case of the Asaba Massacre
BRACAMONTE-TWEEDY, Deborah (UC-Merced) Determining the Fundamental Disconnections between the Housed and Unhoused in Contemporary Societies
FESSENDEN, Sarah (UBC) “We Just Wanna Warm Some Bellies, Man”: Criminalization of Hunger and the Persistence of “Food Not Bombs”
BECKETT, Amy (Glenville State Coll) Unmeasured Power Distance in America’s Criminal Justice System

(W-19) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Shadyside
On Managing Cultural and Historical Preservation

CHAIR: CERVENY, Lee (USFS PNW Rsch Stn)
BARCALOW, Kate and SPOON, Jeremy (Portland State U), ARNOLD, Richard (Pahrump Paiute Tribe) Evaluating the Use of the National Historic Preservation Act for Protecting Indigenous Ancestral Lands: Nuwauvi (Southern Paiute) and Southern Nevada Protected Areas
CERVENY, Lee (USFS PNW Rsch Stn) and MCLAIN, Rebecca (Portland State U) Finding the Wide Place in the Road: Building Collective Capacity for Public Engagement about the Future of a National Forest Road System
COUGHLIN DEPCINSKI, Melanie (Historic Bethlehem Museums & Sites) Historic Moravian Bethlehem, A National Historic Landmark District in the Local Tourism Landscape
SURVANT, Cerinda (Portland State U) Telling Stories on Living Lands: The Public Presentation of Archaeology on Ancestral Lands, Archaeological Sites, and Protected Areas
TIMMER, Andria (CNU) Whose Land Is It Anyway?: Protecting Land and Memory at Antietam National Battlefield

(W-20) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Fox Chapel
Researchers’ Forms and Practices of Institutional Embeddedness

CHAIRS: BAIM-LANCE, Abigail and VINDROLA-PADROS, Cecilia (U Coll London), LEONARD, Lori (Cornell U)
AHMED, Naheed (Johns Hopkins U) *Negotiating Embeddedness: Using an Anthropological Lens to Navigate Differences and the Anthropologist’s Role*

VINDROLA-PADROS, Cecilia (U Coll London) "Uncomfortable Findings": Negotiating the Purpose and Uses of Research as an Embedded Healthcare Researcher in the UK

GOTTLEIB, Samantha (CSU-East Bay) *Startup Culture and Anthropological Endeavors: Must This Be a Tale of Incommensurability?*

BAIM-LANCE, Abigail (U Coll London) *Coming of Age in an Anthropology of Uncertainty*

LEONARD, Lori (Cornell U) *Embedded at Home: Anthropology and Ethnography in the Corporate University*

HEBERT, Marc K. (SFHSA) *Design Anthropology in Human Services Agencies*

**DISCUSSANT:** ONO, Sarah (VA)

(W-21) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50

Churchill

**Applied Anthropology and Mental Health**

CHAIR: RATTRAY, Nick (VA/IUPUI)

FOLMAR, Steven, KIANG, Lisa, and PALMES, Guy (WFU) *Changes in Caste and Their Effects on Mental Health*

MEHMOOD, Saira (SMU) *(De)Criminalizing Mental Illness and Homelessness in New Orleans*

RATTRAY, Nick and KUKLA, Marina (VA/IUPUI) *Adapting to Civilian Work: Narratives of Combat Veterans with Invisible Injuries in Negotiating Work Reintegration*

CANTRELL, Dustin and LYONS, Thomas (Chicago State U) “What Do They Mean by That?” – Cognitive Interviewing; Meaning Making; and Mindfulness Assessment Tools

TORTORELLO, JR., Frank (ProSol LLC, USMC) *The Cargo Cult of Neuroscience, or How Neuroscientists Are Fooling Themselves and Others with Rituals*

(W-22) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50

Mt. Lebanon

**Experiencing Urban Infrastructures**

CHAIR: STOREY, Angela (U Arizona)

PALUS, Matthew (Ottery Grp) *Infrastructure as Heritage and the Archaeology of Infrastructure in Washington, D.C.*

MCDougALL, Dawn and KENNER, Alison (Drexel U) *Legacy Infrastructures and Urban Health: Understanding Community Differences in Philadelphia “Districts”*

FINEWOOD, Michael (Chatham U) *An Upstream/Downstream Political Ecology of Pittsburgh’s Urban Water Challenges*

STOREY, Angela (U Arizona) *Navigating Infrastructure at Urban Peripheries: Experiences of Informal Service Access in Cape Town*

BRADSHAW, Amanda (Columbia U) *Coercing Infrastructure: A Comparison of Slum Electrification Projects in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, Brazil*

BORODINA, Svetlana (Rice U) *Failing Infrastructures Re-Inhabited: Blind Walkers in a Post-Soviet City*

WEDNESDAY 9:00-5:00

Frick

**Book Exhibit**

The Exhibit includes tables displaying the most recent publications in the applied social sciences. Several press representatives will be available to discuss publishing options for authors. The Exhibit will also include craftwork (for sale) from several cooperatives.
(W-32) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Sternwheeler
Federal Anthropologists: Promoting Community Reintegration for Veterans through Health Services Research

CHAIR: COTNER, Bridget (CINDRR)
O’CONNOR, Danielle R., COTNER, Bridget A. TRAINOR, John K. and OTTOMANELLI, Lisa (CINDRR) Why Veterans with Spinal Cord Injuries Choose to Participate in an Evidence Based Supported Employment Program
DISCUSSANT: SMITH-MORRIS, Carolyn (SMU)

(W-33) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Riverboat
Educators, Education, and Pedagogy

CHAIR: STULL, Donald D. (U Kansas)
NAPORA, John (USF) Applied Pedagogy: Getting Personal with Political Economy
STULL, Donald D. (U Kansas) “We Don’t Celebrate Anything Anymore”: Educators’ Attitudes toward Diversity in a Minority-Immigrant Public School District
WIDARSO, Tariq (Ithaca Coll) Crossing International Perspectives: Understanding the International Student Experience at a Small College in the United States

(W-35) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference A
The Impacts of Changes in Coastal Use on Fishing Communities, Part II

CHAIRS: GARCIA-QUIJANO, Carlos G. and POLLNAC, Richard B. (URI)
SEARA, Tarsila, CLAY, Patricia M., and COLBURN, Lisa L. (NOAA Fisheries) Perceived Adaptive Capacity of Commercial and For-Hire Fishermen One Year after Hurricane Sandy
POLLNAC, Richard (URI) Social Unrest and the Coastal Fisheries of Somalia
MARCHIONI, Meredith (ADFS) One Salmon Run, Two Fisheries: What Salt Water Commercial Fishers and Freshwater Subsistence Fishers Can Tell Us about the Same Salmon Run
DEL POZO, Miguel H. (UPR-Mayaguez) (Im)mutable Mobiles and the Institutionalization of Ignorance: Some Implications for Puerto Rico’s Fisheries

(W-37) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference C
Food In/Security

CHAIR: BURKE, Tracey (UAA)
BURKE, Tracey (UAA), and DURR, Cara (AK Food Coalition) Linking Social Capital and Economic Capital: The Role of Relationships in Supporting Food Security among Pantry Users
MONROE, Douglas A. (UF) From Neighborhood to Nation: Contextual Factors that Influence the Food Security of African Americans in Tallahassee FL
SAUDERS, Robert R. (E Wash U) The Real Food Deserts of Spokane County
BLYSTONE, Rebecca (UC-Denver) The Production of “Local” Food: Understanding Context in an Urban Food Movement
MASS, Samantha and FINEWOOD, Mike (Chatham U) Urban Resilience in Pittsburgh, PA: A Food Access Perspective

(W-38) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Phipps
Environment vs. Economy: Worldwide Controversies around the Extraction Industry

CHAIR: CANTONI, Roberto (LATTS – IFRIS)
RIFKIN, Will, UHLMANN, Vikki, and EVERINGHAM, Jo-Anne (U Queensland) Impacts on the Physical, Social, Economic, and Political Landscapes from Queensland’s Onshore Gas Boom
CANTONI, Roberto (LATTS–IFRIS) Poland, France and the Shale Gas Revolution
RENFREW, Daniel (WVU) Mega-Mining Sovereignty: Landscapes of Power and Protest in Uruguay’s New Leftist Agro-Industrial Frontier
FINEBERG, Richard (Fineberg Rsch Assoc) Public Revenues and Extraction Profits from Alaskan Oil: An Updated Case Study

(W-39) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Oliver
Cultural Responses to Climate Change and Natural Hazards (SASci)

CHAIR: JONES, Eric (UT Houston)
EMBER, Carol R. (HRAF Yale), PEREGRINE, Peter N. (Lawrence U), JONES, Eric (UT-Houston), ABATE ADEM, Teferi and SKOGGARD, Ian (HRAF Yale) Do Natural Hazards Transform Culture?
ABATE ADEM, Teferi, SKOGGARD, Ian, EMBER, Carol R. (HRAF Yale), and JONES, Eric (UT Houston) Natural Hazards and Property Rights: Towards Exploring Cross-Cultural Patterns
JONES, Eric (UT Houston) Cultural Models of Climate Change among Farmers in Ecuador
DISCUSSANT: BENNARDO, Giovanni (NIU)

(W-40) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Vandergrift
Redefining Communities by Reengineering Health Care (CONAA)

CHAIR: KENDRICK, Lorna (U Phoenix CHER)
DAROSZEWSKI, Ellen (U Phoenix) Introduction to the Center for Health Engineering Research
COLE, Casey (U Phoenix, CHER) Building a Healthy School Environment: What Students Envision
KENDRICK, Lorna (U Phoenix CHER) Developing Healthier Families Using a Cuban Prevention Model
MCGEEHAN, Laura (U Phoenix) An Evaluation of Volunteer Provider Attitudes toward Service at Safety Net Clinics
WALLACE, Debra (Kaiser Permanente, CHER) The Impact of Drugstore Clinics

(W-43) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Carnegie III
Applications in the Health of the Public
CHAIR: AMAYA BURNS, Alba (Duke Kunshan U)
AMAYA BURNS, Alba (Duke Kunshan U) A One Health Story: A One Health Solution
HILTON, Molly (Wayne State U) Breaking Bread into the Dog Dish: A Multispecies Exploration of Agency and Obesity
COLEMAN, Kathleen (Georgia State U) Globalization of Allergies: Consequences of Global Urbanization
MARR, Kelsey (U Saskatchewan) “Regulating” Reproduction: The Struggle between the Norm of Parenthood and Surrogacy Policy in the United Kingdom
MENTZER, Kari (E Wash U) Where Should Baby Sleep?: An Examination of Discourse Regarding Bed Sharing in the United States

(W-47) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Parkview E
Rethinking Development from Below: Post, Neo, or Nothing New?

CHAIRS: BERESFORD, Melissa and WUTICH, Amber (AZ State U)
SHEAR, Boone (UMass) Assembling (Post?) Development through Difference: Ontological Politics and Solidarity Economies in Massachusetts
HUNT, Carter A. (Penn State U), DURHAM, William H. (Stanford U), and MENKE, Claire M. (Versal) Social Capital and Development in the Osa and Golfito Region of Costa Rica
BERESFORD, Melissa and WUTICH, Amber (AZ State U) Decolonization, Alternative Modernizations, or Neoliberalism?: Bolivian Development Ideologies in Practice
MENDOZA, Marcos (U Mississippi) Eco-Regionalism in Southern Andean Patagonia
KRAUSE, Elizabeth L. (UMass) and BRESSAN, Massimo (IRIS) Development from the Diaspora: Reciprocity and Its Applications
DISCUSSANT: BURKE, Brian J. (Appalachian State U)

(W-48) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Oakmont
Environmental Health Issues

CHAIR: BRIJBAG, Brian S. (USF)
BRIJBAG, Brian S. (USF) Southern Chivalry: Perception of Health and Environmental Injustice in a Small Southern Town
ABDULRAHMAN, Dalia (UC-Denver) Explaining Lead Poisoning among Refugee Children: The Resettlement Process

(W-49) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Shadyside
Cultural Heritage and Tourism

CHAIR: CRYTSER, Gabriele (Independent)
CRYTSER, Gabriele (Independent) From the Australian Outback to the Pennsylvania Wilds: Using Tourism for Conservation
FLADEBOE, Randee (UFL) “There Are Many Mexicos”: Community Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in the Casas Grandes Region of Northern Mexico
HYLAND, Stanley E., SADLER, Cynthia, and TRIMBLE, Carolyn (U Memphis) Hidden Assets: Cultural Heritage, Identity and Preservation in Abandoned Spaces
KOENIG, Eric S. and WELLS, E. Christian (USF) Reclaiming Development: Community-Based Heritage Conservation and University-Engaged Research in a Garifuna Community in Belize
MCGILL, Alicia (NCSU) Community-based Heritage Preservation and Cultural Exchange in Belize

BERG, Kimberly (SUNY-Albany) Ethnic Collaborators: Using Tourism to Increase Minority Visibility in Chubut Province, Argentina

MCCHESNEY, Lea S. (UNM) Reconnecting Displaced Subjects: Cultural Protocols, Sustainability, and Museums

(W-50) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Fox Chapel
Humans and Animals (C&A)

CHAIR: HANES, Samuel (U Maine)
PARME, Lindsay (CUNY Grad Ctr) Disrupting Wolf Hunts: Coalition Building and Sabotage
RASIULIS, Nicolas (U Ottawa) Improvising Life and Anthropology with Mongolian Dukha and the Reindeer They Herd
HANES, Samuel, WARING, Timothy, and COLLUM, Kourtney (U Maine) Pollinator Commons: Wild Bee Conservation and the History of Collective Action in Maine’s Blueberry Industry
MASON, Rachel (NPS) Managing Muskoxen in Northwest Alaska: From Ice Age Relic to Subsistence Species, Source of Cash, and Nuisance Animal
JACOBSEN, Petter (Dedats‘eeitsaa: Tłı̨chǫ Resch & Training Inst, Tłı̨chǫ Gov’t), ZOE, John B. and JUDAS, Joseph (Tłı̨chǫ Gov’t) On Indigenous Research, Industrial Development and Caribou Hunting

(W-51) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Churchill
Controversy in the Museum: Current Issues

CHAIR: BARONE, Lindsay M. (UWM)
HENRY, Jamie Patrick (UW-Milwaukee) The Orphaned Collection and Its Place in the Modern Museum
MARSH, Diana E. (UBC) Complementarities and Frictions in Planning Smithsonian’s Fossil Exhibits
BARONE, Lindsay M. (UW-Milwaukee) “Creationists Don’t Come Here”: An Examination of Perceptions about Museum Visitors’ Religious Beliefs
KIRKER PRIEST, Jennifer, SCHULLER, Mark, MCDOWELL HOPPER, Laura, and DROCHTER, Rachel (NIU) Activist Anthropology in the Museum
MURPHY, Liam (UW-Milwaukee) “Bear” with Me: Object Necromancy in the MPM
DISCUSSANT: WOOD, W. Warner (UW-Milwaukee)

WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Room 866
CONAA Business Meeting

(W-62) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Sternwheeler
Translating Ethnography into Intervention

CHAIRS: SCHENSUL, Stephen L. (UConn Med Sch), SCHENSUL, Jean J. (ICR), and BRAULT, Marie (UConn)
SCHENSUL, Jean (ICR), NAIR, Saritha (NIMS), BILGI, Sameena, BEGUM, Shahina, and DONTA, Balai̇ah (NIRRH) Developing a Multilevel Intervention for Women Smokeless Tobacco Users in Mumbai
SCHENSUL, Stephen L. (UConn Med Sch), SAGGURTI, Niranjan (Population Council), and SCHENSUL, Jean J. (ICR) Factors Contributing to Antiretroviral Therapy Adherence among Men at Governmental Hospitals in India

BRAULT, Marie A. (UConn), SINGH, Rajendra and JAGTAP, Vaishali (Int’l Ctr for Rsch on Women) Multi-Level Perspectives on Sexual and Reproductive Health Outcomes for Young Women in Low-Income Communities in Mumbai, India

(W-63) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Riverboat
Gendered Perspectives in Public Anthropology

CHAIR: CRAVEN, Christa (Wooster Coll)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: JACKSON, Antoinette (USF), CRAVEN, Christa (Wooster Coll), HYATT, Susan B. (IUPUI) WEINMAN, Alissa (Wooster Coll)

(W-65) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Conference A
Obstacles to Health and Healthcare

CHAIR: BAER, Roberta (USF)
ACKERMAN, Raquel and COBIN, Gina (CSULA) Abuse and Mental Illness in Immigration Court
BAER, Roberta (USF) A Heath Needs Assessment of a Burmese Refugee Community in West Central Florida
DUKE, Michael (U Memphis) Barriers to Healthcare among Marshall Islanders in the US
DUKES, Kimberly (U Iowa ICTS) Seeing Hospital Patients as Whole and Placed: Perceived Successes and Barriers
ABARBANELL, Linda (SDSU) Continuity and Change in Healthcare Discourse among Indigenous Populations in Chiapas, Mexico
CORTEZ, Jacqueline N. (UNT) Adiposity in America: Anthropological Perspectives on Obesity

(W-67) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Conference C
Food Sovereignty (C&A)

CHAIR: MUENSTER, Daniel (Heidelberg U)
HILTON, Amanda (U Arizona) Food Sovereignty at Ndee Bikiyaa (The People’s Farm)
SCHUETZ, Eric (UW-Milwaukee) Practicing (and Marketing) “Food Sovereignty” at a Wisconsin Farm-to-Table Restaurant
MUENSTER, Daniel (Heidelberg U) The Cultural Politics of Food Sovereignty in South India
ABRAMS, Kelly (Western U) Local Knowledge Sharing, Innovation and the Struggle to Save the Family Farm: Sites of Adaptation in Southern Ontario Agriculture

(W-68) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Phipps
Engaging Extraction: Challenges to Corporate-led Mining

CHAIRS: OSKARSSON, Patrik (U Gothenburg), PLUMRIDGE BEDI, Heather (Dickinson Coll)
WOODEN, Amanda E. (Bucknell U) Glacial Movement, Justice & Satellite Imagery: Contesting Kyrgyzstan’s Mines
SPIEGEL, Sam (U Edinburgh) Political Ecologies of EIA Enforcement in Zimbabwe: Unpacking a National ‘Modernisation’ Drive in the Artisanal Mining Sector
OSKARSSON, Patrik (U Gothenburg) and PLUMRIDGE BEDI, Heather (Dickinson Coll)  
Extracting Change in Central India: Coal Pollution Regulation through Community Monitoring and Judicialization

NUTTALL, Mark (U Alberta) Mining, Impact Assessments and Community-Based Mapping in Greenland

TSCHAKERT, Petra (Penn State U) Subject Formation and the Taming of Unruly Mining Landscapes in Ghana

(W-69) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20

Oliver

U del Valle de Guatemala Nancie Gonzalez Applied Anthropology Series Part I: Broadening the Scope of Applied Anthropology in Central America

CHAIRS: COLOM, Alejandra (UVG), PAZ, Tatiana (Vanderbilt U, UVG), ÁLVAREZ CASTAÑEDA, Andrés (UVG)

COLOM, Alejandra (UVG) Multi-culturalism in Belize: Local Perspectives on Cultural Change

KAYAYAN, Vicken and COLOM, Alejandra (UVG) Arab Minorities in Guatemala: A Brief History of Integration

PAZ LEMUS, L. Tatiana (Vanderbilt U, UVG) The Myth of Peer Education: Evidence from a Grassroots Youth Initiative in Rural Guatemala

DISCUSSANTS: GONZALEZ, Nancie L. (UMD), ÁLVAREZ CASTAÑEDA, Andrés (UVG), CHAMBERS, Erve (UMD Emeritus)

(W-70) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20

Vandegergrift

Regional Culture in Theory and Practice

CHAIR: PINSKER, Eve (U IL-Chicago)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: PINSKER, Eve (U IL-Chicago), LONGONI, Mario (Field Museum), BURNETT, Hanna, LIEBER, Michael D. and WOLK, Daniel (U IL-Chicago)

(W-71) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20

Carnegie I

Place-Based Think Tanks: Locations for Co-created Generative Knowledge and Civically Engaged Initiatives

CHAIR: ALLRED, Sarah L. (Berry Coll)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CONTI, Norman (Duquesne U), WERTS, Tyrone (Temple U), ALLRED, Sarah L. (Berry Coll)

(W-73) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20

Carnegie III

Conversations on Intersectionality

CHAIRS: BOULTON, Alexander O. and TULLOCH, Ingrid (Stevenson U)

Open Discussion

(W-74) WEDNESDAY 12:00-3:00

Laughlin

Research Design Workshop (SASci Workshop, Fee $30)

ORGANIZER: BLOUNT, Benjamin (SocioEcological Informatics)
(W-77) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Parkview E
Upward Anthropology Research Community

CHAIR: TROMBLEY, Jeremy (UMD)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: UEHLEIN, Justin (American U), COLON-CABRERA, David (UMD), LESSARD, Kerry Hawk (Native American Lifelines)

(W-78) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Oakmont
Understanding and Promoting Occupational Health

CHAIR: ARNOLD, Taylor (U Memphis)
ARNOLD, Taylor (U Memphis) Consolidation in Wisconsin’s Dairy Industry: Implications for Immigrant Workers’ Health and Well-being
CASTILLO, Carla G. (USF) Latino Immigrant Workers and the Search for Justice After Occupational Illness and Injury

(W-79) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Shadyside
Marketing Heritage: Business, Development, and Symbolism of Colonial Williamsburg

CHAIR: BALASUNDARAM, Sasikumar (William & Mary Coll)
CARROLL, Sarah (William & Mary Coll) Dueling Narrative
HARRIS, Devyn (William & Mary Coll) Clinging to a Racist Past: A Continued Racial Misrepresentation in Colonial Williamsburg
DISCUSSANT: BALASUNDARAM, Sasikumar (William & Mary Coll)

(W-80) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Fox Chapel
Adaptation and Resilience in Agrifood Systems (C&A)

CHAIR: NATCHER, David (U Saskatchewan)
GIORDANO, Celeste and FRINK, Liam (UNLV) Storage and Processing in Alaskan Native Cuisine: The Influence on Nutrition and Food Contaminants
LAWRENCE, Ted (Cornell U) and LENNOX, Erin (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) The Resilience-Based Agrarian Question: A Cross-Cultural Comparison from Yucatan Mexico and Highland Peru

(W-81) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Churchill
Models of Communication By, To and About Animals (SASci)

CHAIR: KOSTER, Jeremy (U Cincinnati)
ANDERSON, E. N. (UCR) Language Evolution and Animal Communication
THOMAS, Michael (Wayne State U) Paws in the Water
KOSTER, Jeremy (U Cincinnati) and BURNS, Jessica (U Utah) Wisdom of the Elders?: The Distribution of Ethnobiological Knowledge across the Lifespan
DISCUSSANT: KRONENFELD, David B. (UCR, Kronenfeld Design)

(W-82) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Mt. Lebanon
Fishers and Fisheries (C&A)

CHAIR: RUSSELL, Suzanne M. (NOAA/NMFS)
RUSSELL, Suzanne M. (NOAA/NMFS) The Pacific Coast Groundfish Fishery Social Study: What Have We Learned after Only a Few Years of Catch Shares Management?
RAYCRAFT, Justin (UBC) Marine Conservation, Dispossession, and Out-Migration of Fishers in Southeastern Tanzania
JOHNSON, Hannah Zoe (UAA) Łuq’a Ch’k’ezdelghayi, Putting up Salmon (Pt. 2): Preliminary Results for a Study of ‘Core Values’ Relating to Salmon in Kenai, Alaska

(W-92) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Sternwheeler
Bridging the Gap: Translating Anthropology into Health and Health Services Research

CHAIR: MORRISON, Penelope (MWRI)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HAMM, Megan, RAK, Kimberly, MCCARTHY, Rory, and MACIA, Laura (U Pitt)

(W-93) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Riverboat
Engagement and Student Ethnographic Research, Part I

CHAIRS: GARCIA, Victor and POOLE, Amanda (IUP)
EARLE, Lauren E. (IUP) Campus Recycling at IUP: Who Participates and Why?
CRIVELLARO, Peter (IUP) Student Perspectives on Drug Use
BAUER, Elizabeth (IUP) Educating People about Pollinators; Applying Ethnoecology at the Community Garden
SUEVER, Jamie L. (IUP) IUP Health and Nutrition: An Analysis of IUP Students’ Understanding on Health

(W-95) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference A
The Role of Class and Money in Bioethics

CHAIRS BAZYLEVYCH, Maryna (Luther Coll)
RASELL, Michael (U Lincoln UK) Disability and the Purchase of Care Alternatives in Russia’s Welfare System
CHUDAKOVA, Tatiana (Harvard U) Caring for Intimate Strangers: Economic Vulnerability and the Politics of Aging in Post-socialist Russia
BAZYLEVYCH, Maryna (Luther Coll) Vulnerable Providers: Between the Rock and the Hard Place in Ukraine
CARROLL, Jennifer J. (U Washington) Anticipatory Interpellation and the Ethics of Care in Ukrainian Drug Treatment Programs
BLUDAU, Heidi (Monmouth U) The Value of Nursing

(W-97) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference C
Risk and Resilience in Mountain Communities: Himalayas of Ladakh and the Dolomites Alps of Cadore, Part I

CHAIR: CHIN, Nancy P. (U Rochester)
HEALEY, Michael N. (U Rochester) Deconstructing the Demographic Landslide: The Role of Taskscape in Community Resiliency
CHIN, Nancy P. (U Rochester) and TALPELLI, Marta (Independent) Emotional Distress and Healing in a Dolomite Village
PERUCCHIO, Giulia (Independent) Resilience in Women’s Labor in an Italian Alpine Community
RAMBARRAN, Shakti (U Rochester) Building Back Better: Uncovering Narratives of Flood Survivors in Ladakh

(W-98) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20

Phipps
Community-Level Responses to Environmental Impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing in Pennsylvania

CHAIR: PISCHKE, Erin (MTU)
KARAS, John (UI-Springfield) and PISCHKE, Erin (MTU) Forms and Justifications of Fracking-Related Collective Action in Pennsylvania’s Marcellus Shale Play
IRWIN, Michael D. and RESICK, Lenore (Duquesne U) Community Disruption and Health in the Gas Fields: Hidden Dimensions of Social Disorganization in the Lives of People
BURGESS, Jonathan (Duquesne U) Demographic Environments and Marcellus Drilling Violations: 2008-12
CUI, Jian (U Pitt) Justice and Shale Gas Development: What Does Pennsylvania’s Experience Tell Us?

(W-99) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20

Oliver
U del Valle de Guatemala Nancie Gonzalez Applied Anthropology Series, Part II: Broadening the Scope of Applied Anthropology in Central America

CHAIRS: ÁLVAREZ CASTAÑEDA, Andrés (UVG), SÁNCHEZ DÍAZ, Silvia (U Kansas)
GÓMEZ, Adriana (UVG) Knowledge and Misconceptions about Cervical Cancer among Urban Guatemalan Women
SÁNCHEZ DÍAZ, Silvia (U Kansas), CERÓN, Alejandro (U Wash), CHEW, Aiken (UVG), and FLORES, Walter (Centro de Estudios para la Equidad y Gobernanza en los Sistemas de Salud) Understanding Political Empowerment: Experiences of Community Leaders in Guatemala
FIGUEROA, Isabel (UVG) The Public Health System and the Private Sector: Outsourcing and Tertiarization of Health Care in Central America
BERMÚDEZ, Margarita (UVG) From Prevention to “Promotion”: Making Health an Individual Responsibility
ÁLVAREZ CASTAÑEDA, Andrés (UVG) Swollen Hearts, Blinding Worms, and Aching Bellies: The Challenges of Applied Health Research in Guatemala
DISCUSSANT: GONZALEZ, Nancie L. (UMD)

(W-100) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20

Vandergrift
Historical Perspective: A Requisite to Changing Relationships with African Americans (CONAA)
CHAIR: PORTER, Cornelia P. (SUNY Albany)
APPLYRS, Dorcey L. (Excelsior Coll.) Culture and Quality of Life for African American Women Living with Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
HASTINGS, Julia F. (SUNY Albany) Improving Health Care Services for Underserved Communities: Voices from African Americans in California and New York
JAMES, Tana D. (SUNY Albany) Separate and Unequal: Racialized Perceptions of Aging Middle Class Black and White Women
PORTER, Cornelia (SUNY Albany) The Legacy of Silence about Race and Racism: Is It So?

(W-101) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Carnegie I
Applied Ethnography and CuSAG at 25!, Part I

CHAIRS: WHITEHEAD, Tony and BUTLER, Mary Odell (UMD)
WHITEHEAD, Tony (UMD) The Cultural Ecology of Health and Change: Codifying the Culture Concept as Interpretive Human Science
SCHACHT REISINGER, Heather (CADRE - Iowa City VAHCS) Not Quite a Lifer: Reflections on 20 Years under the Influence of Dr. Tony Whitehead and CuSAG
HALL, Casey (UMD) Prison-to-Community Reentry and Mothering: A Cultural Systems Approach
KEARNEY, Maya (UMD) Ethnographic Assessment of a Human Service Organization: The Office on Returning Citizens Affairs
PETERSON, James (GWU SPH), HOWARD, Tyriesa (Howard U), GLICK, Sara, DORR, Margaret, and AKHTER, Sabina (GWU SPH), and JONES, Kevin (Metro Teen AIDS) The District of Columbia Youth Ethnography

(W-103) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Carnegie III
Crisis, Change and Policy Impacts on Health and Well-Being (SASci)

CHAIR: FELDMAN, Douglas A. (SUNY-Brockport)
FELDMAN, Douglas A. (SUNY-Brockport) Panic and Stigma: Similarities and Differences of the HIV/AIDS and Ebola Crises
COLLINS, Alexandra (SFU) “If You Do, I Do”: The Impact of Funding Mechanisms on Health Sovereignty in Sierra Leone
OTHS, Kathryn and SMITH, Hannah (U Alabama) Rapid Ecological, Social, and Cultural Change in the Northern Peruvian Andes and Its Effects on Child Growth
CHECK, Kristen (Water Missions Int’l) A Health Impact Study of Two Models of Community-Based Water Management in Uganda

(W-107) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Parkview E
“Involve Me and I Learn”: Teaching Anthropological Research Methods and Examples of Student Directed Research Projects, Part I

CHAIRS: DENGAH, Francois (Utah State U), COPELAND, Toni (MS State U)
DENGAH, Francois, FAIRBOURN, Evan, HAWVERMALE, Erica, LEIVA, Angie, MCKENNA, Christopher, SAUNDERS, Dakyn, and TEMPLE, Essa (USU) Modeling Religious Gender Roles among Mormon Students
SNODGRASS, Jeffrey G., BOMBACI, Brendan, DEWITT, Nicholas, HOWARD, Jessie, HUXEL, Angela, MEGREW, Brandi, MORTON, Scott, PHAN, Tony, ROSS, Robert,
SMARR-FOSTER, Cheri, and THOMPSON, Sascha (CO State U) *A Guild Full of Anthropologists: Teaching Ethnographic and Cultural Psychiatric Research Methods in an Online Virtual World*

BAGWELL, Andrew, BOHN, Leigha, BRANDT, Madison, and GRAVES, Kelly (CO State U) *From GW2 to IRL: Student Applications of Ethnographic Methods Learned in an Online Environment to Other Research*

KENNETT, Curtis and COPELAND, Toni (Miss State U) *Teaching the Research Process through Student Engagement: An Example Using Cultural Consensus Analysis of HIV/AIDS*

(W-108) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Oakmont
Environmental Meanings, Contestations, and Power in the United States, Part I (PESO)

CHAIR: MIDGETT, Douglas (U Iowa/Montana)
MIDGETT, Douglas (U Iowa/Montana) *Sagebrush Redux: Continuing Struggles over Land in the West*
BROWN, Timothy (Yale U) *This Is Not about the Science: Cultural Identity and Climate Skepticism in the U.S.*
LEHIGH, Gabrielle (IUP) *Flows: Water, Energy and Traditions (Dis)Connect in Rural Pennsylvania*
COLOSI, Kari (Binghamton U) *Voting for Gas: Embodied Landscapes and the Politics of Natural Gas Drilling Debates in Upstate New York*

(W-109) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Shadyside
The Crux of Refugee Resettlement: Rebuilding Social Networks, Part I

CHAIRS: RÖDLACH, Alexander (Creighton U), NELSON, Andrew (UNT), WILLEMS, Roos (U Leuven)
DESAI, Chaitri, HEINEMANN, Laura, RÖDLACH, Alexander, NASIR, Laeth, MINNICH, Margo, HERZOG, Claire, KIM, Melanie, and MITCHELL, Celeste (Creighton U), and VORHEES, Joseph (Lutheran Family Serv) *Social Capitals in Successful Refugee Resettlement: Comparing Cases in Omaha*
LUMLEY-SAPANSKI, Audrey (Penn State U) *The Role of Neighborhood in Adaptation: Refugee Resettlement in Chicago’s Northside*
MARTIN-WILLET, Renée (Vanderbilt U) *Psychosocial Wellbeing, Social Integration, and Refugee Agricultural Partnership Programs (RAPP): Developing New Methodologies for Assessment*
MOLNAR, Petra (U Toronto) *Technology, Social Networking, and Responses to Refugee Resettlement in Canada*
ODHIAMBO, Damaris (Lutheran Family Serv-Nebraska) *The Role of Culturally Diverse Social Networks on Refugees’ Preventative Health Behavior: A Case-study from Omaha, NE*
RAMSAY, Georgina (U Newcastle-Australia) *The (Re)Generation of Life in Resettlement: Birth and Social Connectedness for Congolese Refugee Women in Australia*

(W-110) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Fox Chapel
Perspectives on Agrobiodiversity (C&A)

CHAIR: ANDREWS, Deborah (UF)
DELISSIO, John (CNU) *The Doomsday Vault: Sharing and Guarding the World’s Agricultural Diversity*
ANDREWS, Deborah (UF) Continuity and Change: The Globalization of the Quinoa Market and Agro-diversity in the Peruvian Andes
SCHRAMSKI, Sam (Federal U Amazonas) In the Middle of the Field: Assessing the Relationship between Agrobiodiversity and Social Network Position

(W-111) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Churchill
Community Considerations in Fisheries Systems Part I: New Methods and Approaches

CHAIRS: CAROTHERS, Courtney and LYONS, Courtney (UAF)
POE, Melissa (U Wash, Sea Grant & NOAA) and DONATUTO, Jamie (Swinomish Indian Tribal Community) Connections to the Estuary: The Relationship between Intertidal Shellfish Harvesting, Sense of Place, and Wellbeing in the Salish Sea
LYONS, Courtney and CAROTHERS, Courtney (UAF) Means, Meanings, and Contexts: A Framework for Integrating Qualitative Social Data into Assessments of Community Vulnerability
CALHOUN, Sarah and CONWAY, Flaxen (OR State U), RUSSELL, Suzanne (NOAA) Oregon’s Fishing Community Adapting to Change in Policy, Management, and Markets: Documenting Women’s Roles and Adaptive Capacity in an Evolving Industry
HOLEN, Davin (ADFG) The Entangled Livelihoods of Salmon and People
NAKHSHINA, Maria (U Aberdeen) Anthropological Approach to Preserving Small-Scale Fisheries in the Russian Northwest
DISCUSSANT: CLAY, Patricia M. (NOAA Fisheries)

(W-112) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Mt. Lebanon
The LAKES Project: Cleaning Up Watersheds with Interdisciplinary Social Science Praxis

CHAIRS: PAULSON, Nels, LEE, Tina, FERGUSON, D. Chris (UW-Stout)
ELLIOTT, Zakia (Brown U) Cleaning Up Water Pollution in the Red Cedar Watershed: Daily Practices and Institutional Constraints
BECKWORTH, Cassandra (UW-Stout) What Do We Know about Farmers’ Social Networks?
ANSON, Alison (CO State U) The Social Network to Improve Water Quality in the Red Cedar Basin: Challenges and Opportunities
FLYR, Matthew (St Mary’s Coll) Estimating Willingness to Pay for a Cleaner Lake Menomin: A Contingent Valuation Study
L’ESPERANCE, Lauren (URI) Understanding Trends in Farmer BMP Adoption
DISCUSSANT: PAULSON, Nels (UW-Stout)

(W-122) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Sternwheeler
Considering Change & Continuity in Multiple Methods & Applications

CHAIR: CRAVEN, Christa (Wooster Coll)
WEINMAN, Alissa (Wooster Coll) Growing Food, Growing Youth: The Role of Urban Agriculture for Youth in Boston
JACOB, Cara (Wooster Coll) Amma in America: An Ethnographic Study of Hindu American Women
DANKO, Jacob (Wooster Coll) Seeking Safe Spaces: LGBTQ Experience on a College Campus
(W-123) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Riverboat
Engagement and Student Ethnographic Research, Part II

CHAIRS: GARCIA, Victor and POOLE, Amanda (IUP)
FOX, Katherine (SMU) Student Work in Applied Settings: Field Lessons from a Study of Food Security in North Texas
MCCANN, Lisa (IUP) Community Garden Outreach Strategies: Two Case Studies
JOHNSON, Lauren (IUP) Teaching with Native Plants: Promoting Sustainable Education and Ecosystems-thinking through Native Plant Cultivation at the Indiana Community Garden
SHAULIS, Kelsey M. (IUP) University Sexual Assault Education: Examining Outreach to International Students

(W-125) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Conference A
Evening with the Elders at the Poarch Band of Creek Indians: A Living Tribute to Dr. J. Anthony Paredes

In 2013, the Office of Archives and Records Management at the Poarch Band of Creek Indians launched the new ‘Evening with the Elders’ program which became an overwhelming success and is still growing in popularity today. This monthly series features the audio recordings of renowned Anthropologist Dr. J. Anthony Paredes who interviewed tribal leaders in the 1970s and collected data on tribal history that exists nowhere else on Mother Earth. This session showcases segments of the interviews from this highly praised series which brings tribal voices out into the light of the modern-day community setting. It demonstrates how the extensive anthropological work of Dr. Paredes has long-ranging influence on the Tribe’s archival acquisition expansion, Museum exhibit development, and historic Picture Book publication. The panelists discuss the impact of Dr. Paredes’ treasured recordings on the tribal community today.

CONVENOR: ALVAREZ, Roberto R. (SfAA President)
SPEAKERS: BRYAN, Stephanie A. (Tribal Chair, Poarch Band of Creek Indians), THROWER, Robert (Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, Poarch Band of Creek Indians), SUWANEE DEES Ed.D., Deidra (Tribal Archivist and Director, Office of Archives and Records Management, Poarch Band of Creek Indians), ROTH, Ph.D., George (Office of Federal Acknowledgment, retired), FAYARD, Ph. D. Kelly (Bowdoin College, Member, Poarch Band of Creek Indians), OVERBEY, Ph.D., Mary Margaret (Overbey Consulting LLC, University of Tampa)

(W-127) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Conference C
Risk and Resilience in Mountain Communities: Himalayas of Ladakh and the Dolomite Alps of Cadore, Part II

CHAIR: CHIN, Nancy P. (U Rochester)
KOUKoulos, Victoria and DUNN, Jillian (U Rochester) Disaster Recovery in Ladakh: Rebuilding “Taskscape”
PILLAI, Priyanka and PILLAI, Prishanya (U Rochester) The Role of Religious Leaders in Tobacco Control in Ladakh
PATEL, Alap and CHIN, Nancy P. (U Rochester) Amchi Medicine: Traditional Healing in a Modern Ladakh
SURESH, Aditya (U Rochester) Grassroots Resiliency: A Total Ban on Tobacco and Alcohol Sales in the Nubra Valley, Ladakh
(W-128) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Phipps
Costs, Conflict and Community: Evaluating the Impacts of Extractive Resource Development

CHAIR: REED, Ann (UND)
REED, Ann (UND) Gendered Impacts of the Bakken Oil Boom: Tales of Opportunity and Risk from North Dakota
JACKSON, Deborah Davis (Earlham Coll) ‘As Long as the Rivers Flow’: The Complicated Struggle for Environmental Justice in the Tar Sands Region of Alberta, Canada
BRASIER, Kathryn, DAVIS, Lisa, GLENNA, Leland, KELSEY, Timothy, MCLAUGHLIN, Diane, and SCHAFFT, Kai (Penn State U) The Marcellus Shale Impacts Study: Chronicling Social and Economic Change in Pennsylvania
MCGRATH, Moriah McSharry (Pacific U Oregon) Shifting Meanings of Health Impact Assessment in Pacific Northwest Coal Export Proposals
PALADINO, Stephanie (GGC) Energy Governance through a Community Lens: Using Deepwater Horizon to Reflect on Local Roles in Planning For and Negotiating Extraction Risks

(W-129) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Oliver
Food and Change

CHAIR: MORRIS, Chad (Roanoke Coll)
MORRIS, Chad (Roanoke Coll) The Rise of “NCD” in the Republic of Palau: Implementing Local Ideas for Change
HOLBROOK, Emily, POWLEY, Megan, BEHRMAN, Carolyn, and RODRIGUEZ-SOTO, Isa (U Akron) “Mmm... cake, I like.”: Food and Culture Change of Refugees from Burma
HAM, Jessica (U Georgia) Trying To Be Modern: Changing the Way Food is Made in Upper West Ghana

(W-130) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Vandergrift
Heritage Tourism and Resource Management: Tools, Tactics, and Tensions

CHAIR: ALLSOPP, Margaret (USF)
ALLSOPP, Margaret (USF) Engaging Youth in Heritage Research and Preservation: Integrating Anthropology, Education, and Technology
ROBINSON, Kaniqua (USF) Religious Sites and the World Heritage List: Management and Cultural Preservation
KOENIG, Eric S. (USF) Tourism Development and Fishing Heritage Conception: Exploring Pathways to Sustainable Heritage Tourism on the Placencia Peninsula, Belize
DISCUSSANT: JACKSON, Antoinette (USF)

(W-131) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Carnegie I
Applied Ethnography and CuSAG at 25!, Part II

CHAIRS: WHITEHEAD, Tony and BUTLER, Mary Odell (UMD)
LUNDGREN, Rebecka (UMD) Learning Gender: The Human Ecology of Adolescence in Northern Uganda
BUTLER, Mary Odell (UMD) Ethnography in Program Evaluation: Demonstrating Values in Multiple Contexts
DISCUSSANTS: SCHENSUL, Stephen L. (UConn Med Sch), SCHENSUL, Jean J. (ICR)

(W-133) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20  
Carnegie III  
Extraordinary Plenary Opening of the INDR Session Series  
The World Bank’s Social Safeguards Policies Must Be Strengthened, Not Diluted!  
(INDR Organized Session)

CHAIR: CERNEA, Michael M. (Brookings Inst, INDR)  
LIEBOW, Ed (AAA Executive Secretary) Salute to INDR on behalf of AAA  
CERNEA, Michael M. (Brookings Inst, INDR) Keynote Address: Reversing History and Ignoring Evidence is Unjustified: The Moral and Economic Imperatives for New Social Safeguards and a New Policy Vision  
PRICE, Susanna (Australian Nat’l U, INDR) Safeguard Policies and the Survival Instinct: The Impending Race to the Bottom  
JOHNSTON, Barbara Rose (Ctr for Political Ecology) Guatemala’s Chixoy Dam, Impoverishment, Human Rights Abuses and the Struggle for Accountability: Considering the Unresolved Legacy of World Bank Dams

(W-137) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20  
Parkview E  
“Involve Me and I Learn”: Teaching Anthropological Research Methods and Examples of Student Directed Research Projects, Part II

CHAIRS: COPELAND, Toni (MS State U), DENGAH, Francois (Utah State U)  
SZUREK, Sarah M. (USF), MITCHELL, M. Miaisha (Greater Frenchtown Revitalization Council), and GRAVLEE, Clarence C. (UF) Community-Academic Co-Learning: Participatory Action Research in the Tallahassee Ethnographic Field School  
MCNEEECE, Avery (Miss State U) Trying to Live: Seeking Healthcare in a Changing Marketplace  
COPELAND, Toni (Miss State U) Food, Fun, and Farming: Perspectives on a Local Farmers’ Market Community

(W-138) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20  
Oakmont  
Environmental Meanings, Contestations, and Power in the United States: Part II  
(PESO)

CHAIR: KIRNER, Kimberly (CSU Northridge)  
KIRNER, Kimberly (CSU Northridge) Power, Discourse, and the Local Ecological Knowledge of Climate Change  
REHAK, Jana Kopelentova (UMBC) Crabs, Cakes and Tourists: Aging and Changing Environment on Smith Island in Maryland  
MANSPEIZER, Ilyssa (MWCDC) Claiming Legitimate Access to Natural Resources in an Urban Pittsburgh Neighborhood and a Rural Zambian Community  
STERLING, Eric (NIU) Linkages between Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO) Expansion and County Board Politics in Rural Illinois

(W-139) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20  
Shadyside
The Crux of Refugee Resettlement: Rebuilding Social Networks, Part II

CHAIRS: RÖDLACH, Alexander (Creighton U), NELSON, Andrew (UNT), WILLEMS, Roos (U Leuven)
ROSALES, M. Renzo (Creighton U), MARCOS, Luis (Pixam Ixim), and STONE, John (Creighton U) Mayans in Omaha: Creative Intercultural Networking in the US Midwest
SIENKIEWICZ, Holly (UNCG) Re-Constructing Social Ties: The Multi-Ethnic Networks of Recently Resettled Refugees
STAM, Kathryn (SUNY Polytechnic Inst) and KINGSTON, Lindsey (Webster U) Resettled Refugee Perspectives on Community, Social Support, and Citizenship: Case Study Comparing Two Asian Groups in Utica, NY
WILLEMS, Roos (KU Leuven) All but Social Networks: First Experiences of Resettled Refugees from East African Camps in Belgium
YOTEBIENG, Kelly (Comm Refugee & Immigration Serv) Social Networks as an Essential Component of Sustainable Mental Health Support for Resettled Refugees: A Case Study from Columbus, Ohio

(W-140) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Fox Chapel
(Cultural) Diversity in Causal Cognition, Part I (SASci)

CHAIRS: BENDER, Andrea, BELLER, Diehard (U Bergen)
BELLER, Sieghard (U Bergen), ROTHEN-WULF, Annelie and KUHNMÜNCH, Gregory (U Freiburg), BENDER, Andrea (U Bergen) Weighing Up Physical Causes: Studying Causal Cognition Cross-Culturally
OJALEHTO, Bethany, MEDIN, Douglas L., and GARCIA G., Salino (Northwestern U) Conceptualizing Agency across Cultures
TUCKER, Bram (U Georgia) Natural and Supernatural Causality and Economic Choices among Foragers and Fishermen of Southwestern Madagascar
LE GUEN, Olivier (CIESAS), SAMLAND, Jana (U Göttingen), FRIEDRICH, Thomas (U Hamburg), HANUS, Daniel (MPI Leipzig), and BROWN, Penelope (MPI Nijmegen) Making Sense of (Exceptional) Causal Relations: A Cross-cultural and Cross-linguistic Study

(W-141) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Churchill
Community Considerations in Fisheries Systems, Part II: Examining the Impacts of Privatization

CHAIRS: CAROTHERS, Courtney and LYONS, Courtney (UAF)
DAVIS, Reade (Memorial U Newfoundland) The Last Generation?: Debt and Familial Tensions in Newfoundland Fishing Communities
DONKERSLOOT, Rachel (AK Marine Conservation Council) Considering Fishing Communities in the Emerging Gulf of Alaska Catch Share Program
JACOB, Steve (YCP), JEPPSON, Michael (NOAA NMFS SERO), and WEEKS, Priscilla (HARC) Expanding the Impacts of IFQ Programs to Include Broader Socioeconomics and Social Justice
REEDY, Katherine (Idaho State U) Rationalizing Families: Ending Open Access in an Aleut Fishery
CAROTHERS, Courtney (UAF) Continuity and Change in Kodiak Fisheries and the Kodiak Fishing Community
DISCUSSANT: POE, Melissa (U Wash, Sea Grant & NOAA)

(W-142) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Mt. Lebanon
Safety and Health on the Farm… Not so Much (C&A)

CHAIR: BENDIXSEN, Casper G. (Nat’l Farm Med Ctr, Marshfield Clinic Rsch Fdn)
BENDIXSEN, Casper G. (Nat’l Farm Med Ctr, Marshfield Clinic Rsch Fdn) Agricultural Health and Safety: The Cultural Approach
ORTIZ VALDEZ, Fabiola (Syracuse U) Coping and Resistance at the Farm: Labor Organizing among Undocumented Dairy Workers in Central New York and the Role of the Researcher

WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Laughlin
Guatemalan Scholars Network Meeting

(W-153) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Riverboat
Social Anthropology+Social Marketing=Social Change

CHAIRS: WHITEFORD, Linda and KETCHER, Dana (USF)
WHITEFORD, Linda (USF), LEGETIC, Branka (WHO), BRYANT, Carol and LINZERBERGER, James (USF), MERRITT, Rowen (Consultant), and PASHA, Mahmooda New Tools for Social Change
BRYANT, Carol and LINZERBERGER, Jim (USF) Social, Not Commercial Marketing
LEGETIC, Branka (PAHO-WHO) Social Marketing and the Pan American Health Organization: Their Contributions to Social Change
KETCHER, Dana, BENDER, Cori and BAUM, Laura (USF) Social Anthropology and Social Marketing: Synergistic Epistemologies
DISCUSSANTS: BENNETT, Linda A. (U Memphis), CHRISMAN, Noel J. (U Wash)

(W-157) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Conference C
Hydropower Dams, Mines, Infrastructure, and Resettlement Safeguard Policies (INDR Organized Session)

CHAIR: HITCHCOCK, Robert K. (UNM)
ALBERTOS, Carmen (IADB) Guatemala: Chixoy Dam-affected Communities: Current Status and Challenges
FUJIKURA, Ryo (Hosei U) Long-Term Evaluation of Resettlement Programs of Large Dam Construction in Asia
HARNISH, Allison (Albion Coll), CUTRIGHT, Chelsea and CLIGGETT, Lisa (U Kentucky), SCUDDER, Thayer (CalTech) Those Who Forget the Errors of the Past are Bound to Repeat Them: Field-Research on the Impoverishment Legacy of Kariba Dam 50 Years Later
TELLO, Rodolfo (Independent) and PARTRIDGE, William (Independent) Implementation Challenges: Why the International Social Safeguard Policies Must Be Strengthened and Expanded, Not Watered-down

(W-158) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Phipps
Community Responses to “New” Natural Resources Exploration and Exploitation Activities in Quebec, Canada

CHAIRS: MORIN BOULAIS, Catherine and DOYON, Sabrina (Laval U), BRISSON, Geneviève (NIPH)
BRISSON, Geneviève and BOUCHARD-BASTIEN, Emmanuelle (NIPH) Risk after Disaster: Lac-Mégantic and the Hydrocarbures Transportation
MORIN BOULAIS, Catherine and DOYON, Sabrina (Laval U), BRISSON, Geneviève (NIPH) New Mining Methods, Better Outcomes for Communities?: A View from Canadian Malartic Mine, Abitibi
FORTIN, Marie-José and FOURNIS, Yann (UQAR) Local Capacities Facing Mega-Projects: Lessons from Mobilisation against Gas Shale and Wind Power Projects
HEBERT, Martin (U Laval) Opportunities or Necessity?: Redefining the Strategies of First Nations in the Context of Pipeline Building, Windmill Farms, and Forest Certification
DISCUSSANT: JACQUET, Jeffrey (SDSU)

(W-159) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Oliver
Modeling Complexity in Network, Spatial and Visual Data (SASci)

CHAIR: RIBEIRO, Nuno F. (U IL Urbana-Champaign)
ABRAMS, Marshall (UA-Birmingham) Modeling Complex Cultural Influences on Sustainable Agriculture in Bali
GILLENWATER, Collin (SUNY Albany) La Traza of the New World: An Intersection of Past and Present in Yucatán Villages
RIBEIRO, Nuno F. and PARK, Sanghun (UI Urbana-Champaign), FOEMMEL, Eric W. (Uptown Rsch LLC) Does Context Matter?: Analyzing Visual Data without Human Input in Hedonistic Tourism Environments
LITKA, Stephanie (U Dayton) The Maya Are Still Alive?: Mediating Knowledge and Misconceptions among Tourists in Southern Mexico

(W-160) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Vandergrift
Assessing and Representing Culture

CHAIR: BOLTON, Ralph (Chijnaya Fdn)
BOLTON, Ralph (Chijnaya Fdn) The Cornell-Peru Project at Vicos: Success or Failure? By What Criteria?
VAN WILLIGEN, John (U Kentucky) “In the First Place, It Wasn’t 1941”: Notes on the Founding and Early Programs of the Society for Applied Anthropology
ARMENDARIZ, Jose Daniel (CSULB) From Mexican Curious to Youth Socioeconomic Empowerment: A Narrative of Contemporary Changes in Downtown Tijuana
PAGE, J. Bryan (U Miami) and O’BRIEN, Colleen (UH) What We Say and What We Mean: Technical and Aesthetic Considerations of Street Slang

(W-163) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Carnegie III
Food and Farming

CHAIR: COE, Alexandra (Goucher Coll)
COE, Alexandra (Goucher Coll) Considering Religious and Cultural Aspects of Food and Agriculture When Seeking to Introduce or Develop GMOs


GRAY, Benjamin J. (U Kansas) Kansas Farmers, Soils, and Greenhouse Gasses


STINNETT, Ashley (U Arizona) Heritage Butchery in the Southwestern US: Mobile Meat Harvesting Units, Niche Meat Processors and Local Food Production

WHATLEY, Amanda (UNT) Happy Kitchen: Community Designed Cooking

(W-167) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Parkview E
On Development Heritage Preservation and Revitalization

CHAIR: LOEWE, Ron (CSULB)

LOEWE, Ron (CSULB) Sacred Sites, Policy and Law: The Puvungna Case

O’ROURKE, Michael (U Toronto) Value and Significance in Heritage Research Planning

PAYNE, Briana (UNT) Social Conflict and Revitalization in South Dallas

WALKER, Leslie (USF) Narrating Climate Change at the San Juan Historic Site at Community Level

BAINBRIDGE, Maura (Binghamton U) Labor Memory at the Waterfront

(W-169) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Shadyside
The Crux of Refugee Resettlement: Rebuilding Social Networks, Part III

CHAIRS: RÖDLACH, Alexander (Creighton U), NELSON, Andrew (UNT), WILLEMS, Roos (U Leuven)

CHASE, Liana E. (McGill U) Community-Based Organizations and Care in the Bhutanese Refugee Diaspora: A Case Study of Burlington, VT

HALSOUET, Béatrice (UQAM) Socialization of Refugees at School in Québec: A Case Study of Young “Nepali” Hindu Girls

HOELLERER, Nicole I.J. (Brunel U) Refugee Resettlement & Community Development in the United Kingdom: An Ethnographic Case Study of Bhutanese Refugee Communities

NELSON, Andrew (UNT) Remaking Home in Texas Suburbia: The Social Networks of Relocation for Nepali-Bhutanese Refugees

STADLER, Joseph (U Buffalo) Spatial Politics and the Making of Nepali-Bhutanese America

(W-170) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Fox Chapel
(Cultural) Diversity in Causal Cognition, Part II (SASci)

CHAIRS: BENDER, Andrea and BELLER, Diehard (U Bergen)

FRIEDRICH, Thomas (U Hamburg) Localizing Global Climate Change: How Scientific and Non-Scientific Knowledge Intertwine

BENNARDO, Giovanni (NIU) Causality in a Tongan Cultural Model of Nature

GATEWOOD, John B. (Lehigh U) Eastern Pennsylvania Farmers’ Thinking about Causality (and Luck): Preliminary Findings

KRONENFELD, David B. (UCR, Kronenfeld Design) What “Causal Cognition” Might Mean

(W-171) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Churchill
Community Considerations in Fisheries Systems, Part III: Current Management Techniques and Outcomes

CHAIRS: CAROTHERS, Courtney and LYONS, Courtney (UAF)
CLAY, Patricia M. and COLBURN, Lisa L. (NOAA Fisheries) Returning from the Brink: Hurricane Sandy and New Jersey Fishing Communities
COLBURN, Lisa L. and JEPSON, Michael (NOAA Fisheries) Fishing Community Vulnerability and Resilience to Climate Change and Management Decisions
JEPSON, Michael and COLBURN, Lisa (NOAA/NMFS) Expanding Social Indicators for Fishing Communities to Include Business Diversity and Social Capital
LORING, Philip A. (U Saskatchewan) Solidarity or Schismogenesis?: Conflict and Resilience in a Contested and Changing Alaska Fishery
CONWAY, Flaxen and MOON, Ruby (Sea Grant, OR State U) Does the Relationship between Fishermen and Enforcers Impact Regulatory Compliance?
DISCUSSANT: REEDY, Katherine (Idaho State U)

WEDNESDAY 6:00-7:00
Sternwheeler
Student Welcome and Orientation

Designed to welcome students and to familiarize them with the opportunities available at the SfAA conference. Student Committee representatives will discuss the most productive ways to choose among sessions, workshops, business meetings, receptions, tours, and open forums. Other topics will include how to approach presenters and professionals at paper sessions, tips for first-time presenters, and other topics that students may raise. All students are encouraged to meet their peers from around the world, and to learn how to best take advantage of their time at the conference.

WEDNESDAY 7:30-9:30
William Penn Ballroom
Welcome Reception

This social celebrates the opening of the 75th Annual Meeting, and is one of the high points of the meeting. President Alvarez will preside and introduce prominent guests. Hors d’oeuvres will be served and beverages may be purchased. There will be music.

(W-199) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:30
Shadyside
A Heart Divided - A Refugees’ Tale (68 minutes) by Bhutanese Refugee UK Film Project

MODERATOR: HOELLERER, Nicole (Brunel U)

THURSDAY, MARCH 26

(TH-02) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Sternwheeler
New Media and Ethnographies with a Global Village on the Move

CHAIR: PORTER, Maureen (U Pitt)
DAWKINS, Susan (U Pitt) Social Media with Bhutanese Refugee Communities: Taking Charge of Our Image
HOGSETT, Miranda (U Pitt) Culturally Responsive Education Projects with Bedouin in the Negev Desert
DISCUSSANT: SCOTT, Safiyyah (U Pitt)

(TH-03) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Riverboat
Why Forbes Magazine Is Wrong: Communicating the Value of Anthropology, Part I

CHAIR: HIGGINS, Rylan (St Mary’s U)
HIGGINS, Rylan (Saint Mary’s U) Writing for the Public: Occasionally Hostile Encounters
DEAN, Erin (New Coll Florida) “Our Project”: Applying BARA’s Model of Community
MAZZEO, John (DePaul U) Household Production of Health and the Contributions of a Livelihoods Systems Framework for Community Health
PIEKIELEK, Jessica (S OR U) Mentoring Students to Articulate Anthropology’s Value: Teaching Applied Anthropology
BURKE, Brian J. (Appalachian State U) Useful to Whom?: Anthropological Collaborations with Community Activists to Challenge Capital, the State, and Scientific Expertise
DEUBEL, Tara F. (USF) Partnerships in Development: Adding Anthropological Value to Mixed-Method Team Research

(TH-05) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference A
From Immigrant to Asylum Seeker, What Now?

CHAIRS: HO, Christine (Fielding Grad U), PHILLIPS, James (SOU)
Open Discussion

(TH-06) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference B
Exploring the Community in Gardens (C&A)

CHAIR: FINEWOOD, Michael (Chatham U)
FARMER, Molly and FINEWOOD, Michael (Chatham U) The Role of Social Capital in Urban Gardens
ABEL, Matthew (William & Mary Coll) The Garden Myth or the Communitarian Trap?: Urban Farming in Northwest Washington, DC
DENNAN, Marie (U Memphis) The Role of an Intermediary Organization, GrowMemphis, Linking Communities and Local Institutions Focused on Food Justice and Food System Initiatives
LUNDY, Morgan (U Arizona) Home Is Where the Garden Is: The Effects of Community Gardening at Las Milpitas de Cottonwood Community Farm

(TH-07) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference C
Coming to Terms with Climate Change: Ways of Knowing, Feeling, and Practice

CHAIR: BOURIE, Wm. Porter (UC-Boulder)
JOHNSON, Katherine (UMD) Producing Resilience to Climate Change within a Social-Ecological System
SINGER, Merrill, HASEMANN, Jose, and RAYNOR, Abigail (UConn) “I Feel Suffocated”: Understandings of Climate Change in an Urban Heat Island
BOURIE, Wm. Porter (UC-Boulder) Climate Change, Development, and Collateral Learning: Facilitating Dialogue between Different Knowledges of Climate Change and Development in Burkina Faso

THORLEY, Eryka (UC-Denver) The Culture of Climate Change: What Are the Shared Practices and Beliefs around Climate Change on a Large, Land-Locked, and Urban Campus in the United States?

ADAMS, Jennifer Dawn (Brooklyn Coll CUNY), HEFELE, Noel (Independent), and PERDIKARIS, Sophia (Brooklyn Coll CUNY) Participatory Approaches to Understanding Youth Identity in a Climate Changing World

(TH-08) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50

Phipps Medical Social Sciences in Practice, Part I

CHAIR: WILLIAMS, Sarah A. (U Toronto)

ZHANG, Yunzi (Purdue U) and JIAO, Yang (UF) In the Wake of Ebola: How the Image of Sub-Saharan Africa as a Travel Destination is Changed during the Epidemic

WILLIAMS, Sarah A. (U Toronto) Multiple Sclerosis, Gender, and Stress: Anthropological Recommendations for a Holistic Understanding of Disease

MOECKLI, Jane, THOMAS, Jonathan T., and CUNNINGHAM, Cassie (CADRE, Iowa City VAHCS), CRAM, Peter (MSH UHN, U Toronto), and SCHACHT REISINGER, Heather (CADRE, Iowa City VAHCS, U Iowa) “We’ll Call You If We Need You”: Regulating Teamwork in Virtual ICUs

NAGO, Asami (UH-Manoa) Reshaping Knowledge in the Local-Global Axis of Anti-Malaria Intervention in Thai-Burma Border

NICOSIA, Francesca and HUNG, Dorothy (PAMF) Evaluating Effectiveness and Engagement: Implementing Lean Process Improvement to Streamline Hospital Discharges

PERLMAN, Sabrina (MI State U) Life and Death in My Hands: Diabetes Self-Management in Ghana

(TH-09) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50

Oliver Reclaiming Broken Environmental Policy: Exploring Alternatives to the Regulatory State in Public Trust, Nature Rights, and Commons Governance (PESO)

CHAIR: TAYLOR, Betsy (VTU)


SHIELDS, Doug (Pitt City Council) Pittsburgh Grants Rights to Nature: Movements for Ecological and Human Rights and Against Corporate Claims to Constitutional Rights

MALDONADO, Julie (American U) Corexit to Forget It: The Transformation of Coastal Louisiana into an Energy Sacrifice Zone

HUFFORD, Mary (VTU) Articulating Headwater Commonlands with the National Public Trust: A Cross-Scalar Civics for Mountaintop Retention

PERRY, Simona L. (c.a.s.e. Consulting Services) and FARRELL, Lynda (Pipeline Safety Coalition) Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Re-Thinking Local Response Capacity to Gas & Oil Pipeline Infrastructure Risks and Disasters

(TH-10) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50

Vandergrift Making It Possible: Tradition, Change and Correspondence in the Anthropology of Practice
CHAIRS: **OLSEN, Barbara** (SUNY Old Westbury), **MCCABE, Maryann** (Cultural Connections LLC)

**OLSEN, Barbara** (SUNY Old Westbury) *Musical Webs of Significance: From Consumer Histories to Commercial Histrionics*

**MCCABE, Maryann** (Cultural Connections LLC) *Menstruation as Biocultural Practice: Producing Different Truths in Advertising and Women’s Lives*

**BELK, Russell** (York U) and **SOBH, Rana** (Qatar U) *Consumption and Change in a Wealthy Muslim Society: Covered Women in Qatar and UAE*

**COLLEY, Mary Catherine** (Troy U) *Sustainability and Experiential Learning: Out of the Classroom and Into the Community*

**COTTON, Martha** (Gravitytank) *Changing the Role of the Concierge in Luxury Hotels*

*(TH-11) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50*

**Carnegie I**

*Culture and Medical Pluralism in Health Care: Perspectives from Latin America and the US*

CHAIR: **GUERRA-REYES, Lucia** (IU-Bloomington)

**FAULK, Karen** (CMU) *“It’s Her Birth”: Doula Practice and the Complexities of Culturally Competent Care*

**DELOGE, Alana** (U Pitt) *Indigenous Language, Intercultural Health, and Medical Pluralism in Cochabamba, Bolivia*

**PESANTES, Maria Amalia** (U Peruana Cayetano Heredia) *A Grassroots Model of Intercultural Health: Indigenous Nurse Technicians in the Peruvian Amazon*

**NETSCH LOPEZ, Trisha** (U Pitt) *The Roles and Limits of Culture in Intercultural Medicine*

**GUERRA-REYES, Lucia** (IU-Bloomington) *Remaking Health in Latin America: The Discourse and Application of Interculturality in Health*

*(TH-13) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50*

**Carnegie III**

*Exploring The Perduring Challenges of Environmental Risk in the Modern World*

CHAIR: **BUTTON, Gregory** (Independent)

**VANDERLINDEN, Lisa K.** and **GAILEY, Jeannine A.** (TCU) *“I Got the BP Crud”: Living with Toxic Illness in the Wake of the BP Disaster*

**ELDRIDGE, Erin** (Independent) *The Social Life of Coal Ash in the Southeastern United States*

**LITTLE, Peter C.** (RIC) *An Exploratory and Engaged Political Ecology of Electronic Waste in Ghana*

**CHECKER, Melissa** (CUNY) *Waiting for Superanthro (in the Anthropocene)*

**BUTTON, Gregory V.** (Independent) *The Rise of the Chemical Industry in the U.S.*

*(TH-14) THURSDAY 9:00-12:00*

**Laughlin**

*Pedagogy, Practice, and Participation: Teaching Anthropological Skills in the Online “Classroom”* (Workshop, Fee $30)

ORGANIZERS: **BERESFORD, Melissa** and **RUTH, Alissa** (AZ State U)

*(TH-18) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50*

**Oakmont**

*Disaster Resilience and Adaptation: Culture, Collectives, and Livelihoods*
CHAIR: DILLARD, Maria K. (U Pitt)
GONZALEZ RIVAS, Marcela (U Pitt) and LARSSON, Martin (U Manchester) Resettlement as a Strategy for the Reduction of Disaster Risk

ASINJO, Robert (OR State U) “... Groups Are Good Because These Groups Are Strength...”: Collective Action in Kenya’s Lake Basin Region, and Trajectories of Development as Smallholders Confront Climate Change

DILLARD, Maria K. (U Pitt) Finding Balance: Resilience in Island and Coastal Communities

CHERUVELIL, Jibin J. (MSU-Lyman Briggs Coll Sci) Assessing Traditional Livelihoods and Indigenous Priorities for Climate Change Adaptation

(TH-19) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Shadyside

Anthropologists as Expert Witnesses: Theory, Praxis and Ethics, Part I

CHAIR: RODRIGUEZ, Leila (U Cincinnati)

COHEN, Jeffrey H. (Ohio State U) Guilt, Innocence and Ethnography: Informants and the Expert Witness

LEAF, Murray J. (UT-Dallas) Judicial Ignorance and the Need for Expert Witnesses

RE CRUZ, Alicia (UNT) Anthropology in Organizations with Humanitarian Programs for Immigrants

RODRIGUEZ, Leila (U Cincinnati) The Epistemology of Expertise: Using Scientific Methods as an Expert Witness in a Criminal Case

THU, Kendall (NIU) The Role of Culture in Expert Witness Testimony

DISCUSSANT: RODRIGUEZ, Leila (U Cincinnati)

(TH-20) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Fox Chapel

Why Do Social and Environmental Problems Persist?: Critical Perspectives on Ritual, Practice, and Cognition

CHAIRS: VEISSIÈRE, Samuel, MUTTENZER, Frank (Luzern/McGill)

MUTTENZER, Frank (U McGill/Luzern) How Ritual Contributes to the Creation and Persistence of Ideology: The Case of Marine Foragers and Coastal Reef Degradation in Southwest Madagascar

BARBE, Monika (McGill U) Learning Race, Class, and Gender in a Peruvian Household

VEISSIÈRE, Samuel (McGill U) Kids and Kinds in Mind and Culture: Racism and Sexism as Enskilment

LEVAIN, Alix (INRA-MNHN) Drowning in Green Algae or Building Upon Failure?: An Ethnographic Approach of Farmers and Green Tides Fellowship in Western France

MALDONADO-SALCEDO, Melissa (CUNY Grad Ctr) The (Narcissistic) Mother of the Nation: Cristina Kirchner and Argentina’s “Problem” with Ambivalent Sexism

(TH-21) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Churchill

The Semester Ethnography: Teaching Undergraduate Research Methods in Anthropology

CHAIR: FLY, Jessie (Eckerd Coll)

FLY, Jessie (Eckerd Coll) Ethnographic Process vs. Research Methods Skill Set: Trade-Offs in the Undergraduate Methods Course

MONTLOYA, Alfred (Trinity U) “Are We Doing Anthropology Yet?”: Fieldwork, Pedagogy, and Disciplinary Boundary-work

32
BEHRMAN, Carolyn (U Akron) “I Wish We Had More Time in the Toolbox”: Crafting Curricular Space to Help Students Prepare for Field Methods Experiences

SEARLES, Edmund (Ned) (Bucknell U) Can Teaching Methods Actually Improve One’s Research?: Lessons from the Classroom (and the Field)

JOHNSON, Michelle C. (Bucknell U) The Madness of Methods: The Challenges and Rewards of Teaching Ethnographic Research to Undergraduates

THURSDAY 9:00-5:00
Frick
Book Exhibit

(TH-32) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Sternwheeler
Researcher and Community Engagement: The Politics of Doing Research

CHAIRS: HAVILAND, Adam and NARAYAN, Meenakshi (Mich State U)
LIN, Ying-Jen (MI State U) Indigenous Peoples’ Perspectives on the Legal Protection of Intangible Cultural Heritage and the Politics of Research on Orchid Island
HENRY, Kehli A. (MI State U) Engagement Between & Across: Working with an American Indian Community while Working through Academia
NARAYAN, Meenakshi (MI State U) Transitioning from a Researcher-driven to a Community-driven Research: Reflections from India
RODRIGUEZ-MEJIA, Fredy (MI State U) Reflecting on Positionality while Working with Indigenous Communities in Western Honduras
SCHAEFER, Marie (Sustainable Dev Inst, Menominee Nation Coll, MI State U) Collaboration in Action: Building Bridges between American Indian Tribes, Climate Scientists and Federal Agencies
DISCUSSANT: HAVILAND, Adam (Mich State U)

(TH-33) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Riverboat
Why Forbes Magazine Is Wrong: Communicating the Value of Anthropology, Part II

CHAIR: HIGGINS, Rylan (St Mary’s U)
DISCUSSANTS: AUSTIN, Diane (U Arizona), FINAN, Timothy (BARA)

(TH-35) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference A
Family Matters: Exploring Cultural Values and Practices for Raising Healthy Children

CHAIR: TASHIMA, Nathaniel (LTG Assoc)
PALMQUIST, Aunchalee (Elon U) Childhood Obesity as Structural Violence: Homelessness, Food Insecurity, and Infant and Young Child Feeding in Hawai’i
HAWLEY, Nicola (Yale U), HOLMDAHL, Inga and FREEMAN, Joshua (Brown U), MUASAU-HOWARD, Bethel (LBJ Hosp, American Samoa), ROSEN, Rochelle and MCGARVEY, Stephen (Brown U) Infant Body Size Preferences and Feeding Practices among American Samoan Mothers
DAO, Lillie, ISIHARA-BRITO, Reiko, CRAIN, Cathleen, and TASHIMA, Nathaniel (LTG Assoc) “Strong Cultures, Healthy Children”: Growing Up Healthy in Asian American, Native Hawaiian, and Pacific Islander Communities
ISHIHARA-BRITO, Reiko, CRAIN, Cathleen, TASHIMA, Nathaniel, and DAO, Lillie (LTG Assoc) “Strong Cultures, Healthy Children”: Developing Advocacy Networks for Promoting Child Wellness in Asian American, Native Hawaiian, and Pacific Islander Communities

(TH-36) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference B
Garden Plots and Pastures: Livelihoods and Diets

CHAIR: LEATHERMAN, Thomas (UMass)
O’CONNELL, Caela (UNCCH) Banana Breakdown: A Story of Agriculture, Globalization, and Disease in St. Lucia
DELARICHELIERE, Alexandra (USF) Collaborative School Garden Efforts: Exploring Intersections of Policy, Infrastructure, and Ecology
SWANSON, Mark, EVERS, Kathleen, and CHARNIGO, Richard (U Kentucky) The Social Connection in Farm to School: Field Trips and Dietary Outcomes
LEATHERMAN, Thomas (UMass) and HOKE, Morgan (Northwestern U) Dairy Production, Household Livelihoods and Health in the Southern Andes

(TH-37) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference C
UN-World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction Roundtable

CHAIR: BORET, Sebastien (Tohoku U)
ROUNDABLE PARTICIPANTS: SLATER, David H. (Sophia U), HOFFMAN, Susanna (Hoffman Consulting), STRATHERN, Andrew J. and STEWART, Pamela J. (U Pitt), OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony (U Florida)

(TH-38) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Phipps
Medical Social Sciences in Practice, Part II

CHAIR: WIEDMAN, Dennis (FIU)
REYES-FOSTER, Beatriz M. (UCF) No Justice in Birth: Continuity and Change in Mothers’ Experiences of Vaginal Birth after C-section (VBAC) in Central Florida
WIEDMAN, Dennis (FIU) Anthropology’s Role in Founding a Medical School to Train Culturally Responsive Physicians
WATSON, Marnie K. (YSU) “Mataram ela”: Murder, Maternal Mortality, and the Acceptance of Everyday Violence in Manaus, Brazil
RUBINSTEIN, Robert A., HAYGOOD-EL, Arnett, JENNINGS-BEY, Timothy, and LANE, Sandra D. (Syracuse U) The Trauma Response Team: A Community Intervention for Gang Violence
RUIZ, Hector (U Pitt) and ABADIA, Cesar (UConn) Latin American Participatory Action Research (PAR) Ethnography. Arts and Collaboration through Hope and Despair at the Colombian Child and Maternity University Hospital

(TH-39) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Oliver
Risk and Resilience: Hazards, Imagined Futures, and Emergent Responses to Fracking in the US

CHAIRS: PARTRIDGE, Tristan and HERR HARTHORN, Barbara (UCSB)
HASELL, Ariel and HODGES, Heather (UCSB) Framing Fracking: An Examination of the Public Discussion of Fracking in Social Media

BROOKS, James (UCSB) Community-Based Resistance to Fracking in the Chama River Basin, New Mexico

PARTRIDGE, Tristan (UCSB) Recovery and The Deep Underground: Responses to Unconventional Resource Extraction in California

COPELAND, Lauren and HERR HARTHORN, Barbara (UCSB), SATTERFIELD, Terre (UCB), COLLINS, Mary (UMD) Risk, Resilience and Cultural Politics in Emerging Debates about Fracking in the US

COLLINS, Mary (UMD), HERR HARTHORN, Barbara and COPELAND, Lauren (UCSB), SATTERFIELD, Terre (UCB) Fracking and Other Hazards: Towards Understanding the Spatial Aspects of Hazard Risk Acceptability among US Publics

(TH-40) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Vandergrift

Continuity and Change in International Partnerships (CONAA)

CHAIR: BREDA, Karen (U Hartford)

WRIGHT, Maria da Gloria M. (OAS/SMS/CICAD, former staff) International Partnerships for Research and Exchange of Faculty and Students: Ethical Implications

FOSTER, Jennifer (Emory U) Rocks in the Road: Resisting Inequality in a U.S.-Dominican Republic Nursing Academic Partnership

PADILHA, Maria Itayra, BRUGGEMAN, Odalea, COSTA, Roberta, GUERREIRO, Denise, VARGAS, Maria Ambrosina, and ANDRADE, Selma (Federal U Santa Catarina) Internationalization of Knowledge: Continuity and Change in the Visibility of Academic Journals

BREDA, Karen (U Hartford) Continuity and Change: Revisiting Ivan Illich’s “To Hell with Good Intentions” for International Service Missions

(TH-41) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Carnegie I

Cultural Values in Water Management

CHAIRS: WUTICH, Amber (AZ State U), GROENFELDT, David (Water-Culture Inst)

GROENFELDT, David (Water-Culture Inst) Dams, Floods, and Culture along the Middle Rio Grande of New Mexico

WAGNER, John (UBC-Okanagan) Groundwater Mounds of the Columbia River Basin

LAZRUS, Heather (UCAR) “Drought Is a Relative Term”: Drought Risk Perceptions and Water Management Preferences among Diverse Community Members in the Arbuckle-Simpson Aquifer

TESFAYE, Yihenew and MAES, Kenneth (OR State U) Competition, Cooperation, and Co-Optation: Understanding the Rapidly Changing Context of Women’s Water Use and Management in Rural Ethiopia

TUCKER, Catherine M. (Indiana U) Water Committees and Community Values in Western Honduras

TAYLOR, Joanne (UBC-Okanagan) Is Food Security Threatened in the Creston Valley of British Columbia

DISCUSSANT: WUTICH, Amber (AZ State U)

(TH-43) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Carnegie III

Cultural Consensus and Variation in Personal and Collective Identity (SASci)

CHAIR: DRESSLER, William (U Alabama)
CAULKINS, Douglas (Grinnell Coll) Three Theoretical Approaches to Ethnic Differences: Testing Hypotheses about Personhood

HYATT, Susan (IUPUI) Recycling People: Evaluating Success and Failure for Ex-Offenders in Re-entry

READ-WAHIDI, Mary (U Alabama) Continuity and Change in Guadalupan Devotion


SCHULTZ, Alan F., VAN UUM, Stan, and KOREN, Gideon (Baylor U) Chronic Psychosocial Stress among Forager-Farmers: Associations between a Culturally Salient Measure of Relative Status and a Retrospective Cortisol Biomarker

MCKAY, Kimber Haddix (U Montana), ACHOLLA, Desiree and SANDERS, Catherine (Adara Fdn), and SSEKIDDE, Moses (Kiwoko Hosp) Lessons Learned from a Menstrual Hygiene Management (MHM) Program in Central Uganda

(TH-47) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Parkview E
Ethics and Accountability for Compulsory Displacement (INDR)

CHAIR: DRYDYK, Jay (Carlton U)

DOWNING, Theodore E. (INDR) Will the World Bank’s Proposed Social Standards Undermine Their Successful Accountability Mechanism: The Inspection Panel?

RICH, Bruce (Env Law Inst) Negotiable Standards? Or Enforceable Rules Based on Shared Ethical Principles?

DRYDYK, Jay (Carlton U) Empowerment for Equitable Outcomes: More Unlikely than Ever

KABRA, Asmita (Ambedkar U) Displacement, Power and Economic Mobility among Resettlers: Lessons for Policy

(TH-48) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Oakmont
From Social Problems to Applying Anthropology to Problem Solving

CHAIR: SKOGGARD, Ian (Human Relations Area Files)

SAKACS, Leah (CSULB) Reforming Identity & Assessing Need through Narrative

WHITTLE, Matthew (Augustana Coll) Beyond Reciprocity or Honor: Understanding the Motives to Contribute to the Common Good

SKOGGARD, Ian (Human Relations Area Files) A Holistic Approach to Understanding Social Movements

SMITH, Dustin (Eckerd Coll) Managerial Adaptations among Multinational Corporations in Mexico for Changing Millennial Generation

TRASK, Lexine M. (Ohio State U) When There Are No More Kin

(TH-49) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Shadyside
Anthropologists as Expert Witnesses: Theory, Praxis and Ethics, Part II

CHAIRS: RODRIGUEZ, Leila (U Cincinnati), KNIAUER, Lisa Maya (UMass), RODMAN, Debra (RMC)


FOXEN, Patricia (American U) The Unaccompanied Minor “Crisis”: Advocacy, Activism and Analysis

KNIAUER, Lisa Maya (UMass Dartmouth) Entangled Ethnography and the Ethics of Expertise

PHILLIPS, James (S OR U) Expert Witnessing in Honduran Asylum Cases: What Difference Can Twenty Years Make?
RAYMOND, Virginia  *Can I Get a Witness? A Lawyer’s Perspective on the Critical Role of Experts in Saving Lives*
DISCUSSANT: LOUCKY, James (WWU)

(TH-50) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Fox Chapel
Indigenous People: Continuity and Change

CHAIR: MIKULAK, Marcia (U N Dakota)
MIKULAK, Marcia (U N Dakota) and DEVILLE, Lisa (Three Affiliated Tribes Activist) *North Dakota’s Oil Boom, Ft. Berthold and Indigenous Rights Social Action Research*
NEWMAN, Sara (UC-Denver) *American Indian/Alaska Native Use of Food to Cope with Trauma: Does Enculturation Help or Hurt?*
ROBLES, David (FIU) *Water for the Wayuu: Procurement and Maximization of a Limited Resource among Indigenous Pastoralists on the Guajira Peninsula of Northern Colombia*
ROTHENBERGER, Elizabeth (Penn State U) *Traditional Pottery of Bhaktapur*
VANDERMOLEN, Kristin (UG-Athens) *An Historical Perspective on the Role of Second-Tier Organizations in the Defense and Development of Indigenous Populations in Highland Ecuador*
WHEATON-ABRAHAM, Jyl (OR State U) *“They Said I Would Never Amount To Anything”: The Life of a Kootenai Woman*

(TH-51) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Churchill
Teaching Across Disciplines: Continuity and Change in Curricular Roles for Applied Social Scientists

CHAIRS: BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U), PAUL-WARD, Amy (FIU)
BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U) *Fostering Interdisciplinarity through Curriculum Development: Combining Social Science and Design Thinking*
SANKAR, Andrea and WEISZ, Arlene (Wayne State U) *SWAN: Creation of the Social Work and Anthropology Doctoral Degree and the Process of Cross-disciplinary Collaboration and Negotiation*
MEEHAN, Rebecca (Kent State U) *The Evolving Role of Applied Social Scientists in Health Informatics*
PAUL-WARD, Amy (FIU) *Opportunities and Challenges for Anthropologists in Interdisciplinary Leadership Positions: Learning By Doing*

THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Oakmont
SfAA Business Meeting

President Robert R. Alvarez will preside at the Annual Business Meeting of the Society. The agenda for the meeting includes several important items. All members are urged to attend – let your opinion be heard!

THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Parkview E
COPAA Business Meeting

(TH-62) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Sternwheeler
PEACE 1996 – 2014, Continuity and Change
CHAIRS: ROBERTS, Bill (St Mary’s Coll), NUTTER, Alyssa (UMD)
Open Discussion

(TH-63) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Riverboat
Gender, Culture and Health

CHAIR: GADSDEN, Gloria (NMHU)
GADSDEN, Gloria (NMHU) Is Mammy Killing Us?: The Persistence of the Mammy Image on Television and the Potential Impact on Body Image
SICARD, Stephanie A. (WMU) Women Truck Drivers: Life as a Woman Over the Road
SALVI, Cecilia Maria (CUNY Grad Ctr) Redefining Our Identity, One Case at a Time
MARCUS, Ruthanne (Yale U) and SINGER, Merrill (UConn) Assessing the PHAMILIS Syndemic of Homeless Women
KARBHARI, Shilpashri (NMHU) African Americans, Health, and Inequality

(TH-65) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Conference A
Normative Implications of Critical Political Ecology (PESO)

CHAIR: HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP)
HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP) Normative Implications of Critical Political Ecology: An Introduction
ALLISON, Elizabeth (CIIS) From Moral Economy to Political Ecology: A Genealogy of Normative Implications in Ecological Analysis
HOFFMAN, David M. (MS State U) Parks Are Dead: The Waning Critical Political Ecology of Parks and Protected Areas
LORING, Philip A. (U Saskatchewan) When Numbers Are Not Enough: On the Political Ecology of Equity and Sustainability in Small-Scale Fisheries

(TH-66) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Conference B
Ethnography in the High-Tech Sector: An Interactive Roundtable Discussion of Student Research on the Future of the Car

CHAIRS: JORDAN, Brigitte (Nissan Silicon Valley Rsrch Ctr), WASSON, Christina (UNT)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BRICKLE, Tyler A. and FERRELL, Chris (UNT), JORDAN, Brigitte (Nissan Silicon Valley Rsrch Ctr), MCLAUGHLIN, Logan, ROTH, Heather S., SHADE, Molly, and WASSON, Christina (UNT)

(TH-68) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Phipps
Environmental Sustainability and Safeguards: Why Does the World Bank Group Dilute Its Policies? (INDR Organized Session)

CHAIR: RICH, Bruce (Env Law Inst)
RICH, Bruce (Env Law Inst) The World Bank Group’s Flight from Sustainability
HUNTER, David (American U) Abandoning a Rules-Based Approach at the World Bank
McELHINNY, Vince (BIC) The Rise and Decline of Policy Safeguard Coverage at the World Bank
REISCH, Nikki (NYU, CHRGJ) Everything’s Negotiable?: What the Bank’s Retreat from Compliance Means for Human Rights and the Environment
(TH-70) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Vandergrift
Continuity and Change in the Study of Medical Decision-Making

CHAIR: BERYL, Louise (PAMFRI)
BERYL, Louise, HALLEY, M., and GILLESPIE, K. (PAMFRI), RENDLE, K. (Nat’l Cancer Inst), MAY, S. (Precision Hlth Economics), and FROSCH, D. (GBMF, UCLA, PAMFRI)
Redefining Decision-Making: The Case of Adjuvant Endocrine Therapy for Breast Cancer
COLON-CABRERA, David (UMD) Male Circumcision Decision Making among Latina Women in Prince George’s County Maryland
SÁNCHEZ HÖVEL, Natascha (Complutense U) Medical Decision-Making and Logics of Negotiation in Living Organ Donation

(TH-71) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Carnegie I
Anthropology and Implementation Science Roundtable: The Present and Possible Futures of Knowledge Translation and Exchange

CHAIR: HEURTIN-ROBERTS, Suzanne (NCI & UMD)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CORBETT, Kitty (SFU), MCCULLOUGH, Megan B. (CHOIR Dept of Veterans Affairs), SCHACHT REISINGER, Heather (CADRE - Iowa City VAHCS)

(TH-73) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Carnegie III
Networks in Disaster: Metaphors, Metrics, and Ethnographic Heuristics

CHAIR: FAAS, A.J. (SJSU)
FITZGERALD, Clare and KNOX VELEZ, Anne-Lise (NCSU), FAAS, A.J. (SJSU) Spanners in the Works: Bridging Actors in Wildfire Response Networks in the American Northwest
OLSON, Laura (VTU) The Dark Side of Networks
MCILVAINE-NEWSAD, Heather (WIU), CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U), and JONES, Eric C. (UT-Houston) In It Together: Mining Discursive Data for Social Networks in Flood Response
FAAS, A.J. (SJSU) Metaphors, Metrics, and Ethnographic Heuristics of Social Networks in Disaster

(TH-74) THURSDAY 1:00-5:00
Laughlin
Cultural Consensus Analysis (SASci Workshop, Fee $30)

ORGANIZERS: GATEWOOD, John B. (Lehigh U), LOWE, John W. (Cultural Analysis)

(TH-76) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Parkview W
Anthropological Airwaves: Constructing Public Dialogues through Digital Media (Workshop, Fee $15)

ORGANIZERS: TRIPATHY, Aneil, GAMWELL, Adam, COLLINS, Ryan, and HANES, Amy (Brandeis U)
(TH-79) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Shadyside
Communicating from the Standpoint of Practice

CHAIRS: FOSHER, Kerry (Marine Corps U), KRIZANCIC, Catarina (U Virginia)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ASHER, Thomas (SARC), BUTLER, Mary Odell (UMD), NOLAN, Riall W. (Purdue U), ONO, Sarah (VA), SCHOC-SPAN, Monica (TX State U), FOSHER, Kerry (Marine Corps U), KRIZANCIC, Catarina (U Virginia)

(TH-80) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Fox Chapel
The Anthropology of Expert Witnesses: A Workshop

CHAIRS: LOUCKY, James (WWU), RODMAN, Debra (Randolph Macon Coll), BURNS, Allan F. (UF)

(TH-81) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Churchill
Following Mary: From Research to Action to Lasting Friendships

CHAIRS: BASCOPE, Grace (BRIT), RE CRUZ, Alicia (UNT)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ANDERSON, E. N. (UCR), BALLESTEROS, Xochitl (UQROO Chetumal), FAUST, Betty (Centro de Investigaciones Cientificas de Yucatan), KINTZ, Ellen (SUNY Geneseo Emeritus), SIERRA SOSA, Ligia (UQROO Chetumal)

THURSDAY 1:00-5:00
Mt. Lebanon
NAPA Governing Council

(TH-92) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Sternwheeler
Thinking about Drinking: Anthropologists in Alcohol Research

CHAIR: LEE, Juliet P. (PIRE)
OGILVIE, Kristen A. (UAA) Prostrate or Indispensable?: An Anthropologist’s Role on Multidisciplinary Alcohol Research Teams
ABRAHAM, Traci, CHENEY, Ann, CURRAN, Geoff, BOOTH, Brenda, and FRITH, Katherine (CAVHS) Cultural Constraints to Sobriety among Returning Reservists and National Guards Service Members
LABORDE, Nicole D. and VAN DER STRATEN, Ariane (RTI Int’l), STADLER, Jonathan (U Witwatersrand), MONTGOMERY, Elizabeth (RTI Int’l), MATHEBULA, Florence (U Witwatersrand), and HARTMANN, Miriam (RTI Int’l) Narratives of Alcohol Use, Risk and Trial Participation in an HIV Prevention Trial in Johannesburg, South Africa
MOORE, Roland S. (PIRE), ROBERTS, Jennifer A. (SCTHC), LEE, Juliet P. (PIRE), LUNA, Juan A. (SCTHC), and GILDER, David A. (Scripps Rsch Inst) Interdisciplinary Alcohol Research in a Tribal Setting: Sovereignty, Capacity Building, and Anthropological Partnerships
BENNETT, Linda A. (U Memphis), MARSHALL, Mac (U Iowa), and AMES, Genevieve M. (Prev Rsch Ctr) Early 21st Century Developments in Anthropological Research on Alcohol

(TH-93) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Riverboat
Moving Organizations into the Foreground, Part I: Theory and Practice in Anthropology

CHAIRS: BRIODY, Elizabeth K. (Cultural Keys LLC), EATON, Tara (Wayne State U, Karmanos Cancer Inst)
BRIODY, Elizabeth K. (Cultural Keys LLC) Introduction
GLUESING, Julia (Cultural Connections Inc) Anthropologists as Change Masters
ERICKSON, Ken (U S Carolina) Interpretive Labor at Work: Structural Stupidity or Structural Violence?
MACHADO, Luis, HICKLING, Alexandra, INGRAM, Sarai, and SQUIRES, Susan (UNT) Locating Organizational Cultural Studies within University Curriculums
BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC) and PRESS, Melea (U Bath) Gatekeeping Activities as Market Communication
TREITLER, Inga (Anth Imagination LLC) Do You Want to Address World Problems?

(TH-95) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference A
Changes and Challenges in Health: A View from the Caribbean

CHAIR: RODRIGUEZ-SOTO, Isa (U Akron)
RODRIGUEZ-SOTO, Isa (U Akron) Global Health in Place: Puerto Rican Health in Global Context
CARRINGTON, June (UF) At the Intersection of Culture and Structure: Cultural Knowledge of Breast Cancer in Puerto Rico
GARTH, Hanna (Kaiser Permanente) The Changing Cuban Food System and Household Stress Levels
LERMAN, Shir (UConn) An Ugly Paradise: Mental Health, Social Stressors, and Puerto Rico’s Political Status
DISCUSSANT: RODRIGUEZ-SOTO, Isa (U Akron)

(TH-96) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference B
Food Movements: Limitations, Possibilities, and Discourse (C&A)

CHAIR: MOBERG, Mark (U S Alabama)
O’NEAL, Joseph (St Edward’s U) Back to the Land: An American Cultural Script
GOTTIDIENER, Zev (U Buffalo) The Commons as Real Estate: Mexican Agrarianism in a Global Capitalist System
LAURENCIN, Edith (Rutgers U) Defining a Food Movement on St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands: Food Insecurities, Cultural Practices or Something Else?
MOBERG, Mark (U S Alabama) Caribbean Identity and Marginalization in the Fair Trade Banana Market

(TH-97) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference C
Disaster Anthropology in China: Theoretical and Ethnographic Reflections

CHAIRS: ZHANG, Qiaoyun (Tulane U), ZHANG, Yuan and TANG, Yun (SWUN)
TANG, Yun (SWUN) Theorizing Disaster: Life World as a Total
ZHANG, Yuan (SWUN) Disaster and Disaster Response in Zangyi Corridor: An Anthropological Research
ZHANG, Qiaoyun (Tulane U) Culturally-sensitive Reconstruction of Dongmen Qiang Village after 2008 Sichuan Earthquake
CHEN, Lin, FU, Fang, and SHA, Wei (Fudan U) Mother’s Grief Experience of Losing Her Only Child in 2008 Sichuan Earthquake
REN, Jue (Independent) Digital Data Logistics of Social Mapping in Yaan Earthquake: A Case Study of Digital Disaster Management in China
DISCUSSANT: BARRIOS, Roberto E. (SIUC)

(TH-98) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Phipps
Peter K. New Student Research Award Session

CONVENER: HESSLER, Richard (U Missouri)
This session will feature a presentation by the winner (and runner-up) of the P. K. New student research competition that is sponsored annually by the SfAA.

(TH-99) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Oliver
The International Network on Displacement and Resettlement (INDR) at 15: 2000-2015 Open Business Session (INDR Organized Session)

CHAIR: DOWNING, Theodore E. (INDR)

(TH-100) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Vandergrift
Innovative Strategies for Continuity and Change among Vulnerable Groups, Part I (CONAA)

CHAIRS: BREA, Karen (U Hartford), LAMM, Rosemarie (USF retired)
JALIL GUTIERREZ, Sylvia (Central CT State U) “I Could Not Go Home to Bury My Son”: Continuity and Change among Undocumented Immigrants
VENTURA, Carla and JORGE, Majoire Serena (U Sao Paulo) Importance of Social Participation in the Culture of Brazilian Municipal Health
LAMM, Rosemarie (Rath Ctr) Culture, Collaboration, Community: Participatory Action Anthropology Partnership
SHAVER, Amy (Hartwick Coll) New Challenges, New Awareness, New Strategies for Meeting the Needs of Diverse Rural Elders
KEEN, Diane (Kennesaw State U) Intergenerational Relationships between Older Adults and Young Developmentally Disabled Adults: A Participatory Action Research Project

(TH-101) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Carnegie I
Contested Legacies, Uncertain Futures: Health and the Politics of Extraction in Appalachia

CHAIRS: SANGARAMOORTHY, Thurka (UMD), RASKIN, Sarah (U Arizona)
MORRIS, Ann and DONALDSON, Susie (WVU) A Multi-factorial Discussion of Cancer Health Disparities in West Virginia
RASKIN, Sarah (U Arizona) From Mines to Mouths: Understanding Appalachian Dental Disparities through the Lens of Extractive Industry
SANGARAMOORTHY, Thurka (UMD) Social Insecurity and Health: Community Perceptions the Potential Impacts of Fracking in Maryland
HUDGINS, Anastasia (Temple U) Energy Extraction and Health in a ‘Zone of National Sacrifice’: Coal Mining’s Past and Today’s Fracking
DISCUSSANT: PERRY, Simona L. (c.a.s.e. Consulting Services)

(TH-103) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Carnegie III
Long Term Research and Practice in Disaster Contexts: The Haiti Earthquake Case

CHAIRS: KULSTAD GONZALEZ, Tess (Grinnell Coll), SCHULLER, Mark (NIU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: MARCELIN, Louis (U Miami), PUGH, Andrew (U Pitt), SCHULLER, Mark (NIU)

(TH-106) THURSDAY 1:30-4:30
Parkview W
Becoming a Practicing Anthropologist: A Workshop for Students Seeking Non-Academic Careers (Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZER: NOLAN, Riall W. (Purdue U)

(TH-108) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Oakmont
From Social Alienation to Social Support

CHAIR: OLIVER, Elisha (U Oklahoma)
OTO, Tomoko and ITO, Yasunobu (JAIST) Tacit Norms and Hidden Rivalries in “Fujoshi” Communities: An Ethnography on Fan Fiction Activities in Japan
PARK, Seo Yeon (U S Carolina) Localizing North Korean Subjectivities in South Korea
RESENDE, Rosana (UF) Prata da Casa (Household Silver): Patronage, Domestic Labor, and Shifting Social Landscapes in Brazil’s First Capital
ROGANTI, Amanda (U Pitt-Greensburg) The Detraction of Islam and Alienation of Muslims
SAAD, Summar (Wayne State U) Making a Social Space to Talk about Grief: An Anthropological Examination of SandCastles’ Grief Support Program

(TH-109) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Shadyside
Groundwater “On the Ground”: The Social Science of Groundwater Use and Management (PESO)

CHAIR: WALSH, Casey (UCSB)
BRUNS, Bryan (Independent) Co-creating Water Commons: Civics, Environmentality, and “Power With”
MANGES DOUGLAS, Karen (SHSU) Regulating Groundwater in Central Texas: The Edwards Aquifer Authority
RANDLE, Sayd (Yale U) (Re)Localizing Water Supply through Groundwater Augmentation: The Politics of Replenishment in Los Angeles
WALSH, Casey (UCSB) Water to Wine: Groundwater and Grapes in California
DISCUSSANT: WAGNER, John (UBC-Okanagan)
THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Fox Chapel

**Trafficking Taste/Tasteful Traffic: How Food Memories Walk, Part I**

**CHAIRS:** BRAWNER, June, REID, Robin, and NAZAREA, Virginia (U Georgia)
NAZAREA, Virginia (U Georgia) Digging In/Welling Up: Memory, Affect, and Place in Food-Centered Social Movements
STANFORD, Lois (NMSU) Memorias de la Cocina: Constructing Cuisine in Mesilla
SPOON, Jeremy (Portland State U, Mountain Inst) and ARNOLD, Richard (Pahrump Paiute Tribe) Multigenerational Pine Nut Harvests as Vehicles for Knowledge Transmission and Pathways for Restoring Indigenous Place-Based Connections
REID, Robin (U Georgia) Cultural Food Categories in Japan
GONZALEZ, Melinda (Organic Melinda) There’s No Meat in Mami’s Kitchen: An Examination of Veganism in Latino Communities

THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Churchill

**Anthropology and Public Policy in Brazil, Part I**

**CHAIRS:** NELSON, Donald R. (U Georgia), FACHEL LEAL, Andréa (UFRGS)
VILLOW BACHTOLD, Isabele (U Brasilia) The Mountain Must Come to Mohammed: Notes on a Meeting of the State with Its Margins
HORTON, Emily (U Georgia) Socioecological Dimensions of Small-scale Fisheries Governance in a Brazilian Marine Extractive Reserve
JUNGE, Benjamin (SUNY-New Paltz), MITCHELL, Sean (Rutgers U), and KLEIN, Charles (Portland State U) Making Sense of Mobility and Precarity: Citizen Identities among Brazil’s Emergent Middle Classes
ECKERT, Cornelia and CARVALHO DA ROCHA, Ana Luiza (Assoc Brasileira de Antropologia) Time and Work: Multimedia Ethnographic Collections as Subsidy to Labor Policy
ITO-ADLER, James (Cambridge Inst for Brazilian Studies) Factors that Influence Educational Achievement among Brazilian Secondary Students

THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
William Penn Ballroom

**Posters**

ABERNETHY, Hannah (NCSU) Indiana Jones: A Trojan Gift for the Popularity of Archaeologists among the Public
*AMENDOLARA, Matthew (Lycoming Coll) Resistance and Globalization in Xela’s Visual Culture
AMORIM, Clarice, MENDEZ-LUCK, Carolyn, and ANTHONY, Katherine (OR State U) Discourse Versus Action: Understanding Inconsistencies in Diabetes Care among Older Latinos
ARAUJO HERRERA, Mariana (Roanoke Coll) Does Time Matter?: Education, Economic Status, and Health among Latin American Immigrants in Roanoke, Virginia
BAKER, Helen, GUILLEN, Jose, MIRANDA, Danielle, and SIGEL, Cody (Emory U), CLOETE, Allanise (Human Sci Rsch Council) Assessing the Feasibility of Fitted Male Condoms as a Sexual Health Intervention in Cape Town, South Africa
BARGIELSKI, Richard (Ohio State U) The Greening of Residence Life: A Program Assessment of Environmentally-Themed Student Housing
BECKER, Elena (U Puget Sound) Generational Change in Durable Intentional Communities
BELLENGER, M. Alex Learning To Be a Victim: Sex Trafficking Prevention and Youth Outreach
Beyer, Molly (UNT) and Cannel, Brad (UNT HSC) Older Adult Perceptions of Abuse

Bracho-Perez, Bianca (Boston U) Cellf-Care: How Women Search for Health and Self through the Smartphone

Brijbag, Brian S. and Freedman, Stephen (USF) Florida Pediatrics Medical Home Demonstration Project

Brindle, Alyssa, Puleo, Maya, Stephens, Kiana, Vigliotti, Rachel, and Olson, Liz (Allegheny Coll) Whole Bodies, Whole Families: Wellness Programming at the MARC

Brown, Angela (UN-Omaha) “Let Us Prep”: A Virtual Ethnography of Survivalism

Bryson, Jillian (U Akron) Applying Anthropology to Help Close the Confidence Gap

Buza, Heather (Wayne State U) Difficult Conversations & Driving Cessation

*Casson, Aksel (Slippery Rock U) Archaeology and Public History at the Old Stone House (PA)

Chen, Xinlin and Hansen, Helena (NYU) Narratives of Opioid Dependence among Suburban and Urban Residents: A Comparison of Staten Island and Manhattan

*Clark, Brigid (Lycoming Coll) “More Greek than the Greeks”: Historical Identities and Cultural Narratives in Dali, Cyprus

Clemmons, Tammy (U Kentucky) Young Women’s Leadership and Youth Media Mentorship in Central Appalachia

Click, Teresa L. (Wichita State U) No Pets Allowed: Homelessness and the Policies of Exclusion

Connors, Kristen (U Louisville) Gendering Crack Policy in Brazil: Implications for Reproductive Health and Justice

Conquest, Julie (U Texas) Seeing the Self with Hand Drawn Mapping

Costantino, Mason (U Puget Sound) Empowerment through Care: An Ethnographic Examination of a Youth Gardening and Sustainable Living Education Program in Tacoma, WA

Cox, Jessica (Portland State U) Creating Spaces: Access to Creative Safe Spaces for Homeless Youth in Portland, OR

Craddock Lee, Simon (UTSMC), Higashi, Robin T. and Sanders, Joanne M. (UT Southwestern), Hughes, Amy E. (UT Southwestern & UT Dallas), Bishop, Wendy P. and Pruitt, Sandi L. (UT Southwestern) Screening Outcome Data Indicates Demographic Change among the Rural Underserved

Deafenbaugh, Linda (U Pitt) Folk Arts in Education: Culturally Relevant Methods for Teaching and Assessing Learning in Schools

DeMoss, Lessye Joy (U Alabama) Cultural Models for Life Preparation: An Exploration of Young American Men’s Shared Understandings of This Developmental Task

Donahue, Katherine C., Eisenhauer, Brian W., and Bridgewater, Alexander G. (Plymouth State U) The Diffusion of Innovative Practices in the Environmental Sustainability of Recreational Boating

Ferrell, Chris (UNT) Truck Driver Turnover

Field, Hayley (Roanoke Coll) Exploring Adjustment among Refugees in the Roanoke Valley


Gonzalez, Roberto Carlos (U Arizona) Rainwater Harvesting in South Tucson: A Political Ecology Perspective

Han, Sallie (SUNY Oneonta) and Gadomski, Anne (Bassett Rsch Inst) A Healthy Love of Reading: Preliminary Findings from a Study on Literacy Practices at the Pediatric Well Child Visit

Handwerker, W.P. (UConn) Cultures and Conflict Resolution (SAsci)

*Hann, Erica (Penn State U) From Calibers to Cameras: Trophy Hunting, Livelihood Practices and Conservation Policy in Ngamiland District, Botswana

*Hansen, Brooke (Ithaca Coll) Agricultural and Culinary Tourism on the Big Island of Hawaii: Assessment of Current Models and Directions for the Future (C&A)

*Harvey, Bonnie (Portland State U) Educational Attainment of Stewardship on the Appalachian Trail

Hasan, Hira (UNT) Interdisciplinary Training
HERMAN, Augusta (Creighton U) “Nanpwen Maladi Ki Pa Gen Remèd” (There is No Illness that Does Not Have a Cure): How Biomedical Intervention Fits into the Haitian Context

INGLES, Palma (USFWS) Counting Fish and Building Trust with Subsistence Communities in Rural Alaska

JANousek, Kasey (U Puget Sound) The Fashionista’s Dilemma: The Identity Politics of Following Fashion Trends

KABEL, Allison (U Missouri) Disability & Apparel-Related Barriers

KELLY, Sarah and AULT, James (Creighton U) Energy Consumption in Creighton University Residence Halls: Comparing Attitudes and Behaviors

KHATIBI, Farnaz Evidence for Individual Mobility and Immigration in Prehistory

KIRBY, Kody C. (U Memphis) Cultivating Community: Rethinking Lawns and Landscaping through Ecologically and Culturally Sustainable Models

Kodish, Stephen and Kennedy, Caitlin (JHSPH), Aburto, Nancy and Nseluke Hambayi, Mutinta (UN WFP), Gitelsohn, Joel (JHSPH) Using Cultural Domain Analysis to Understand Local Food and Illness Classification Systems and Inform Nutrition Programming in Rural Malawi as Part of the Global Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Movement

*Koenig, Eric S. (USF) Tourism Development, Fishing, and Heritage Conception: Exploring Pathways to Sustainable Heritage Tourism on the Placencia Peninsula, Belize

Kolavalli, Chhaya (U Kentucky) Interactions between the Sacred and the Secular: An Ethnographic Analysis of Federally-Funded Faith-Based Organizations

Lichtenstein, Kylie (Point Park U) Cross-Cultural Beauty and Sexuality

Locklear, Ashley (NCSU) Environmental Inequities and PCB: A Case Study of the Haliwa-Saponi of Tribe of NC

Mack, Liza (Idaho State U) Unangam Tukungin: Aleut Leaders and the Political Ecology of the Eastern Aleutians

McGreevy, John Ryan (U Georgia) Pote Mak Sonje (The Bearer of the Scar Remembers): Systemic Causation and Linear Blame in Haitian Tree Loss

Mendoza, Sonia, Rivera, Allyssa, and Hansen, Helena (NYU) The Impact of Opioid Prescriber Surveillance on Doctor-Patient Relationships and Drug Markets

Molnar, Augusta, Pradhan, Meeta, Taber, Andrew, and Bhutia, Karma (Mountain Inst) Scaling Up Markets for Medicinal and Aromatic Plants in Nepalese Mountain Communities: Why Is This So Important?

Morrissey, Natalie (UNT) The Utility of Community in Developing a National Initiative

Morrow, Sarah Elizabeth (U Alabama) Shared Beliefs without Shared Consensus: A Look at Experiential Model Development in Food Insecure Women

Oberst-Horner, Aaron, Olson, Elizabeth A., and Martin, Kerstin (Allegheny Coll) The Effects of Modern GMO Adoption on Farmers and Food Sovereignty (C&A)

O’Brien, Audrey (U Pitt) and Cadzow, Renee (D’Youville Coll) Adolescent Perceptions of Breastfeeding and Future Infant Feeding Intentions

Osborn, Alan J., Barone, T. Lynne, Ammons, Samantha K., and Ritter, Beth R. (U NE Omaha) “I’ll Google That”: Continuity and Change in Exploring the Built Environment of Culture and Class

Overgaard, Amanda L. (UN-Omaha) Mama Knows Best: Breastfeeding Knowledge and Duration in a Social Network

Pal, Alexis (U Notre Dame) Perception, Discrimination and Marginalization: Insight Into How These Concepts Affect Adults with Intellectual Disabilities

Parham, Dirk (UMD) A Cognitive Anthropological Study of Open Defecation in the India’s Delhi Region

Petrov, Svyatoslav “Slavvy” (BUSM) The Role of Critical Incidents on Refugee-Physicians’ Development of “Sensitive Dispositional Variables” in Effective Clinical Interactions: Implications for Policy and Practice

Pope, Lexi (U Georgia) Using the Ethnographic Futures Framework to Assess the Perceived Impacts of a Hydroelectric Power Project on Livelihood Futures in Taveuni, Fiji
PROCHOWNIK, Katherine, GOODYEAR, James, and CHESKIN, Lawrence J. (Johns Hopkins U) Preventing Childhood Obesity: Barriers among Food Kiosk Owners to Implement Healthy Food Regulations in the Chilean School System

RAUP, Parker (U Puget Sound) Defending Pastoralism: Livelihood Diversification and Competing Currencies in Northern Tanzanian Maasailand

RHODES, Margaret Haley (Davidson Coll), CHARY, Anita (WUSL), FARLEY-WEBB, Meghan (U Kansas), DYKSTRA, Michael (GVSU), and ROHLOFF, Peter (BWH, Wuqu’ Kawoq Maya Hlth Alliance) Maternal Motivation: Understanding the Relationship between Maternal Autonomy, Purpose and Child Nutritional Status in Rural Guatemala

RICHARDSON, Samantha, TAYLOR, Moriah, and JENKINS, Katie (St Vincent Coll) This Is College: An Analysis of Student Experiences with Drug and Alcohol Policies

ROBERTS, Bret and HICKMAN, Vincent (Ohio State U) Latino Immigration, Segregation and Church Participation

*ROSBOTHAM, Reilly (U Puget Sound) Imagining the Wild: Conceptions of What Makes Land Wild among Proponents of Wilderness Conservation and Re-Wilding Efforts in Western Washington

SCHUELLER, Emily (Ohio State U) An Ethnographic Study of Education and Status among Muslim Women in Old City Hyderabad

SHARMA, Kalpana, MANSUR, Dil Islam, KHANAL, Kishor, MEHTA, Dilip Kumar, SHAKYA, Rojina, and HACLE, MK (KUSMS) The Study of Variation in Total Facial Index in Nepalese Population


SMITH, Colleen (U Georgia) Generational Movement and Self Perceived Livelihoods in Upper West Ghana

SOARES, Pedro Paulo (UFRGS) The Una Watershed in Belem (BRA): An Anthropological Study on Environmental Memory and Public Policies

SOLIMAN, Ann (U Mich) Anthropological Factors that Contribute to Late-Stage Diagnosis of Breast Cancer in Marrakech, Morocco

*STANLEY, Nate (USF) Social Change for the Better: Increased Gender Representation through Community-Based Ecotourism

STEIN, Adriana (Portland State U) Practicing Anthropology through Community Service with Lambda Alpha at PSU

STUART, Ashely (U Cincinnati) Understanding Challenges that Micro-Finance Recipients Encounter to Successfully Start and Develop Their Businesses in Port au Prince, Haiti

STUMO, Samya (UMass) Social Assistance Programs and Surveillance of Populations of Extreme Poverty in Rural Andean Peru

TAYLOR, Moriah, JENKINS, Katelyn, and RICHARDSON, Samantha (St Vincent Coll) The College Experience: Exploring Student Perceptions of Alcohol and Drug Policies

TORPIE-SWETERLITSCH, Jennifer (UTSA) Learning to Care?: Testing the Model for Zoo Conservation Education

TRIBBLE, Anna Grace (WFU) Understanding of Tuberculosis for Female Community Health Volunteers in Nepal

*WARD, Rachel M. (SFU) Appalachian Punks: An Ethnography of Changing Traditions in the Era of the Interactive Documentary

WILLIS, Kathalene E. (U Saskatchewan) A Cultural Model of Flooding as a “Problem” along the Mississippi River

WITT, Brian (SOAS, U London) and JOHNSON, Nadia (Penn State U) A Continuing Legacy of Conquest: Understanding the Historical Roots of Regional Disparities in Socio-Economic Indicators in Central Mexico

WYLD, Malachite (U Puget Sound) Our Daily Choices: Analyzing How and Why We Eat What We Eat

*Tourism Posters
(TH-122) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Sternwheeler
Michael Kearney Lecture

COMMENTATOR: CRUZ-TORRES, Maria L. (Arizona State U), HOLMES, Seth M. (UC-Berkeley)

(TH-123) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Riverboat
Moving Organizations into the Foreground, Part II: Case Studies and Discussion

CHAIRS: BRIODY, Elizabeth K. (Cultural Keys LLC), EATON, Tara (Wayne State U, Karmanos Cancer Inst)
EATON, Tara (Wayne State U, Karmanos Cancer Inst) Striving for “Meaningful Use” in Health Information Technology Adoption among Health Care Organizations: Anthropology’s Role
SQUIRES, Susan (UNT) Workflow and Communities of Practice among Computational Scientists
WRIGHT, Rachel (Independent) The Making and Unmaking of Class in Nonprofit Organizations
RAMER, Angela (UNT & HKS Inc) Anthropology in an Organizational Setting: Architecture
DISCUSSANT: STEWART, Alex (Marquette U)

(TH-125) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Conference A
Making Cognitive Anthropology Relevant to Policy (SASci)

CHAIR: SHENTON, Jeffrey (Vanderbilt U)
SHENTON, Jeffrey (Vanderbilt U) Understanding Environmental Benefits: Environmentalism, Forest Exploitation, and Changing Notions of the Kichwa Rain Forest
KOHUT, Mike (Vanderbilt U) Evolution in Mind: How Do We Know What Students Know?
HERTZOG, Werner (Vanderbilt U) Cultural Basis of Economic Institutions: Notions of Fairness, Resource Allocation, and Community Service in Chenalhó, Chiapas

(TH-126) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Conference B
The Moral Economy of Human Rights Research in Guatemala and Ecuador

CHAIR: WASSERSTROM, Robert (Terra Grp)
BARRETT, Paul M. (Bloomberg Businesweek) Law of the Jungle: Decoding the Texaco Lawsuit in Ecuador’s Amazon
DISCUSSANTS: STOLL, David (Middlebury Coll), WASSERSTROM, Robert (Terra Grp)

(TH-127) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Conference C
Videos

FORD, Anabel (Exploring Solutions Past) In a Maya Forest Garden: Archaeology in the Borderlands
STINNETT, Ashley (U Arizona) Growing Together - Las Milpitas De Cottonwood Community Farm: Community-Based Participatory Visual Research
HAFFLING, Ian (IUP) Up In Smoke: A Participant Observation of Cigarette Smoking at IUP
(TH-128) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Phipps
Spaces of Resistance: Community Building, Grassroots Movements, Migrant Rights, and the Role of the Activist Ethnographer

CHAIR: LONG, Tracy N. (Fielding Grad U)
LONG, Tracy (Fielding Grad U) Creating a New Community Commons through the Practice of Time Banking
STREET, Colette and WILLOCK, Yvette (Fielding Grad U) On Crossing Sacred and Profane Boundaries in Time-Space: The Child Protection Practitioner as “Other”
LOWThERS, Megan (UWO) Labour Migration, Sexual Commerce, and Health Disparity at Kenya’s Cut Flower Industry
BUCCI, Deborah (Fielding Grad U) Continuity and Change in Healthcare: An Ethnographic Analysis of the 30-Day Re-Admission Penalty
DISCUSSANT: WILLIS, David Blake (Fielding Grad U)

(TH-129) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Oliver
Push, Pull and Pushback: from Historical Context to Current Impacts and Political Resistance in US Fossil Fuel Extraction

CHAIR: CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U)
MCGUIRE, Tom and AUSTIN, Diane (U Arizona) From Pennsylvania to the Gulf of Mexico and Back: Continuity and Change in the U.S. Petroleum Industry
RYDER, Stacia and HALL, Peter M. (CO State U) How Did We Get Here?: Understanding the Historical Context of Hydraulic Fracturing through a National and State-Level Policy Review
COOLEY, D. Robert (Penn Coll Tech) and CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U) Marcellus Shale as the Golden Goose: The Political Discourse of Development, Regulation, and the Marginalization of Resistance in Northcentral Pennsylvania
BIESEL, Shelly A. (U Louisville, KY Env Fdn) Claiming Kentucky: Extraction Discourses and the Political Process
CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U) Well-being while Being among Wells: Psychosocial Stress in the Pennsylvania Marcellus Shale Gas Boom

(TH-130) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Vandergrift
Innovative Strategies for Continuity and Change among Vulnerable Groups, Part II (CONAA)

CHAIRS: DE CHESNAY, Mary (Kennesaw State U), Breda, Karen (U Hartford)
DE CHESNAY, Mary (Kennesaw State U) The More Things Change
VENTURA, Carla and BITTENCOURT, Elidia (U São Paulo) Brazilian Psychiatric Reform and the Perception of Rights by Mental Health Patients and Families
MACGREGOR, Bonnie (Sisters of Providence) Utilizing the Shewhart Cycle to Foster Change and Continuity in Mental Health
BROWN, Brenda (Kennesaw State U) Development of a Tool to Assess Health Status of Afghan Refugee Women in the Greater Atlanta Area
PADILHA, Maria Itayra and CARAVACA, Jaime (Federal U Santa Catarina) Transexuality: Reflecting Stigma and Social Exclusion

(TH-131) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Carnegie I
Practicing Anthropology between Classroom and Fieldwork: Urban Space and Justice, Immigration and Community Activism in Baltimore

CHAIRS: REHAK, Jana Kopelemtova and STEFANO, Michelle (UMBC)
WILLIAMS, Jennie (UMBC) Engaging Baybrook: A Sustained Exchange between Community and Classroom
TEKLU, Jonathan (U Maryland Baltimore County) The Role of Corner Stores as Social Institutions in Urban Food Deserts: An Exploratory Study of an East Baltimore Community
DISCUSSANT: REHAK, Jana Kopelemtova (UMBC)

(TH-133) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20

Carnegie III
Addressing a Critical Question: Are There Universals in Risk, Disaster, and Policy Issues, or Are All Aspects Local and Specific?

CHAIR: HOFFMAN, Susanna (Hoffman Consulting)
OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony (U Florida) and BURTON, Ian (U Toronto) Towards an Epidemiology of Contemporary Disaster: Notes on a Theory of Universal Root Causes
HOFFMAN, Susanna (Hoffman Consulting) Social, Cultural, and Processual Universals in Risk and Disaster: Do They Exist? Are They Relevant?
BARRIOS, Roberto E. (SIUC) Spaces, Socialities and Bodies: A Look at the Commonalities and Particularities of Disaster Reconstruction
KOONS, Adam (Relief Int’l) Disaster Universals vs Local Uniqueness: A Practitioner’s Dilemma in Designing Rapid Response Activities
KRIMGOLD, Frederick (VTU) Disaster Response: The Supply Side View, The Quest for Global Solutions
DISCUSSANT: JEGGLE, Terry (U Pitt)

(TH-137) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20

Parkview E
Applying Social Sciences to Law Justice and Policy

CHAIR: MARIL, Robert Lee (ECU)
FERREYRA, Gabriel (TAMU-Corpus Christi) “Kiki” Camarena’s Case 30 Years Later: A Legal Anthropology Analysis of Caro Quintero’s Acquittal and Its Reversal by the Mexican Supreme Court
MARIL, Robert Lee (ECU) Strategies Employed to Minimize, Control, and Frame Corruption by a Federal Law Enforcement Agency: U.S. Customs and Border Protection
KURLANSKA, Courtney (RIT) Weeding the Grassroots: Governmental Influence on Social Movements in Nicaragua
LEDERACH, Angela J. (U Notre Dame) Necesitamos Memoria/We Need Memory: Transitional Justice and the Politics of Memory in Colombia
HUGHES RINKER, Cortney (GMU) What It Means To Be Muslim: Constructing Muslim Identities through Death and Dying in the U.S.

(TH-138) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20

Oakmont
Working With NGOs
CHAIR: BISHOP, Ralph (I-PLUS)
BISHOP, Ralph (I-PLUS) Managing Leadership Transition in Entrepreneurial Nonprofits
FRYMAN, Brandon (AUHS) A Program Evaluation on an NGO Working with Orphans and Their Families in Southern Uganda
HOKE, Morgan (Northwestern U), STUMO, Samya and LEATHERMAN, Thomas (UMass) Social Assistance Programs, Poverty Alleviation, Diets, and Growth in the Southern Andes

(TH-139) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Shadyside
Applying Anthropology in Higher Education
CHAIR: ERICKSON, Pamela (UConn)
KUNTZ, Sarah M. (U Dallas) The Lonesome Community: Coping with Loneliness as a First Year Residential College Student
MILLER, Jason Edward (Seattle U) Teaching Undergraduate Applied Anthropology as a Community-Based Research Firm: A Case Study from Seattle
RUTH, Alissa (AZ State U) Changing Networks of Support for Undocumented College Bound Students
TAYLOR, Evan, USHERWOOD, Elizabeth, HARPER, Krista, HUTTON, Sarah, and WILL, Carol (UMass-Amherst) Participatory Design Ethnography in the Learning Commons
ERICKSON, Pamela (UConn) College Students’ Knowledge and Perceptions of Privacy and Safety in the Digital Age

(TH-140) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Fox Chapel
Trafficking Taste/Tasteful Traffic: How Food Memories Walk, Part II
CHAIRS: BRAWNER, June, REID, Robin, and NAZAREA, Virginia (U Georgia)
OCAMPO-RAEDER, V. Constanza (Carleton Coll) Cevichito Rico, Cevichito Fresquito: Revealing Freshness Fantasies of the Peruvian Gastronomic Movement and Harsh Realities of Artisanal Fishing in Northern Piura
VANWINKLE, Tony (U Tenn) Nostalgia and Remembrance in the Cultural Economy of Southern Appalachian Urban Food Movements
BRAWNER, June (U Georgia) Changing Tastes: Place-Based Food Policies in the New Europe
AISTARA, Guntra (Yale U) Authentic Anachronisms: Food, Memory, and Authenticity in Post-Soviet Latvia

(TH-141) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Churchill
Anthropology and Public Policy in Brazil, Part II
CHAIRS: NELSON, Donald R. (U Georgia), FACHEL LEAL, Andréa (UFRGS)
NELSON, Donald R. (U Georgia) and FINAN, Timothy J. (U Arizona) Smallholder Resilience: The Dynamics of Climate, Poverty, Policy, and Politics in Northeast Brazil, 1998 – 2014
GREENFIELD, Sidney M. (UW-Milwaukee) Community Therapy as a Technique for Working with the Poor to Facilitate Change
FINAN, Timothy (BARA) and NELSON, Donald R. (U Georgia) Contested Participation within a Clientilistic Tradition: Resistance to Community-Based Development in the Periphery of Fortaleza, Ceará
FACHEL LEAL, Andrea and RIVA KNAUTH, Daniela (UFRGS) A Qualitative Near Miss Approach to AIDS-related Death in Porto Alegre, Southern Brazil
FACHEL LEAL, Ondina, SOUZA, Rebeca, and SOLAGNA, Fabricio (UFRGS) Global Policies and the Development Agenda
THURSDAY 5:30-7:00
Oakmont
Behind the Scenes of the Margaret Mead Award

CONVENOR:  YOUNG, Sera  (Cornell U)
This roundtable will include previous Mead Award recipients and jurors.
From the jurors: What makes a book competitive for the Mead Award? Are the jurors looking
only for a ‘hot-button’ topic? How important is research design? Writing style?
From the recipients: How did I go about doing the project and the book? Did I know that it would
be competitive?

THURSDAY 5:30-7:00
Laughlin
Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco Study Group

THURSDAY 6:30-8:30
Conference A
University of North Texas Reception

(TH-156) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Conference B
Policy, Politics, and Protest

CHAIR:  FENG, Xianghong  (E Mich U)
DINGLE, Geniro T.  (U Akron) “Government Isn’t the Problem, It’s the Prize”: Reframing the
Occup Model of Activism as Political Organizing
FENG, Xianghong  (E Mich U) Protesting Power: Everyday Resistance in a Touristic Chinese
Miao Village
SANCHEZ, Shaundel  (Syracuse U) Emiratisation: Are Policies Actants?
STEVENS, Melissa  (UMD) The Empowerment Paradox: Hope and Helplessness in a Tanzanian
Community-Based Cultural Tourism Initiative
OLIVEIRA, Frederico  (Lakehead U) Aboriginal Title in Canada: Practical Implications of
Contemporary Court Decisions to an Aboriginal Jurisdiction
LEZA, Christina  (Colorado Coll) Hip Hop Activism on the U.S.-Mexico Border

(TH-157) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Conference C
a Contact and Team Sport!  (INDR Organized Session)

MODERATOR:  CERNEA, Michael M.  (Brookings Inst, INDR)
PRICE, Susanna  (Australian Nat’l U, INDR) Tracing Influences and Challenges to “Putting
People First” in Asia
DOWNING, Theodore E.  (INDR) Putting People First Means Sharing Development’s Benefits
and Fighting Development’s Risk
OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony  (U Florida) Social Risks Are Environmental Risks, and the Risks to
the Environment Are Risks to People as well
CERNEA, Michael M.  (Brookings Inst, INDR) Why “Putting People First” Continues To Be an
Uphill Battle Today: Fighting Impoverishment and Defending Human Rights in Development

(TH-158) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Phipps
Health and Healthcare

CHAIR: SMITH, Bev (WVU)

VARVAREZOU, Dimitra Mari (ASU) Moving between Traditions: Health Understandings among the Dine

TRUBITS, Ryan J. (UNT) The Needs and Resources of International Torture Survivors Living in the Dallas Fort Worth (DFW) Metroplex: An Investigation of Healing and Assimilation Perceived by Center for Survivors of Torture’s Clients and Staff as well as the Greater Resettlement Community

SPEIER, Amy (UT-Arlington) “Our Children in the World”: Czech Gamete Donation on a Global Scale

SMITH, Bev (WVU) Biographical Sketch of William Charles White in Public Health and Tuberculosis

SAKELLARIOU, Dikaios (Cardiff U) Creating a Way of Living with a Progressive, Incurable Illness

(TH-159) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20

Oliver

Development and Sustainable Development

CHAIR: PANT, Dipak R. (LIUC)

BABU MALLAVARAPU, Ram (CSD) Applied Anthropology in Development: Approach and Rationale

BACON, Cecily (Eckerd Coll) Sustainable Development Practices and Impacts in the Peruvian Highlands

EARLE, Duncan (Marymount California U) Congo Carbon Cropping: Rainforest Offsets and Sustainable Community Development (LLC)

HOLST, Joshua (U Arizona) The Good Way of Living: Buen Vivir and the Amazonian Alternative to Development

MCWHORTER, Jaclyn D. (UF) A Phenomenological Approach to Resilience and Resistance: Utilizing Capoeira as Cultural Capital to Promote Social Change and Development


(TH-161) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20

Carnegie I

Engagement and Collaboration

CHAIR: BULLED, Nicola (UVA Ctr for Global Hlth)

BULLED, Nicola (UVA Ctr for Global Hlth), POPPE, Kara (U N Iowa), WINEGAR, Geoffery (UC- Berkeley), RAMATSISTI, Khuliso and SITSULA, Londolani (U Venda) Affecting Sustained Behavioral Change: Educating Future Scientists on the Importance of Local Collaborations to Improve Hand Washing Behaviors of Young Students in South Africa

CINNAMON, John M. (Miami U) Service Learning, Civic Engagement, and the Ethnographic Encounter in Exotic Southwestern Ohio

DOUGHTY, Paul (UF) Travels with Teddy: Chance Encounters and Their Application to Project Needs

HANLAN, Marc and CLOUTIER, Claude (Fielding Grad U), PARISI, Patricia (LLMC Partners) Finding Magic in the 21st Century: Using Symbols and Ceremony to Build Care and Community in Nerdsville

NORDIN, Andreas (U Gothenberg) Knowledge about Honour Violence among Swedish Police and Prosecutors

53
JACOBSON, Shari and BODINGER DE URIARTE, John (Susquehanna U) *Who Gave What to Whom?: “Giving Back” and the Market Logic of “Service”*

(TH-163) **THURSDAY 5:30-7:20**  
**Carnegie III**  
**Crisis and Economic Development**

CHAIR: WOODARD, Lauren (UMass)  
WOODARD, Lauren (UMass) *Becoming International: Changing Dialogues of Development in Central Asia*  
NGANA-MUNDEKE, Annie (CUNY) *Ebola Outbreak: Crisis and Responses from African Heads of State and International Organizations*  
HINRICHSEN, Megan (SMU) *The Working Child and Microentrepreneurship in Urban Ecuador*  
SZEGHI, Steve (Wilmington Coll) *Economics without the Assumption of Rational Calculation: Why It Is Needed and What It Will Look Like*

(TH-169) **THURSDAY 5:30-7:20**  
**Shadyside**  
**Labor, Migration, and Resettlement**

CHAIR: ERICKSON, Jennifer (Ball State U)  
DECKER, Cassandra (USF) *The "Other" Side of Wall Street: Banking, Policies, and Adaptive Methods of U.S. Migrant Workers*  
GUBRIUM, Aline and KRAUSE, Elizabeth L. (UMass) *New Views on Young Parenting Latinas' Migration and Family*  
TRETJUKA, Ieva (U Pitt) *Anything but Certain: International Scientists in Contemporary Japan*  
PAYNE, Steven (U Memphis) *Financialization and Bank Worker’s Unions*  
STANLEY, Nate (USF) *Importance of Host-Community Empowerment: An Applied Approach*  
ERICKSON, Jennifer (Ball State U) *From Bosnia to Fargo to Middletown: Refugee Resettlement, Welfare, and Applied Anthropology*

(TH-170) **THURSDAY 5:30-7:20**  
**Fox Chapel**  
**About Social Problems of Our Time**

CHAIR: BUTTRAM, Mance (Nova Southeastern U)  
BUTTRAM, Mance and KURTZ, Steven (Nova Southeastern U) *Law, Policy, and Substance Use in Miami’s Dance Club Culture*  
CAULKINS, Douglas and FALLEY, Emma (Grinnell Coll) *Civil Society and Possible Futures for Derry-Londonderry, Northern Ireland*  
DEEMING, Karen (UCM) *Toward a More Holistic Transfer of Children*  
FAST, Danya (UBC, British Columbia Ctr for Excellence in HIV/AIDS) *Material and Moral Economies of Drug Dealing and Gang-Related Crime in Vancouver’s Inner City*  
FAST, Danya, CUNNINGHAM, David, and KERR, Thomas (UBC, British Columbia Ctr for Excellence in HIV/AIDS) *We Don’t Belong There: New Geographies of Homelessness, Addiction and Social Control in Vancouver’s Inner City*  
O’STEEEN, Brianna (USF) *Florida Safe Harbor Act Redefines Sex Trafficking of Youth*

**FRIDAY, MARCH 27**

(F-02) **FRIDAY 8:00-9:50**  
**Sternwheeler**
Food, Society, and Environment in Contemporary Ethnography (C&A)

CHAIR: ADAMS, Ryan (Lycoming Coll)
SEXTON, Lucy and LOZADA JR. Eriberto P. (Davidson Coll) “Making the Land Healthy”: Food Safety, Sustainability, and the ‘New Chinese Farmer’
ADAMS, Ryan (Lycoming Coll) Local and Organic: Distinct Food Movements in Brooklyn
MILLER, Theresa (U Oxford) Sustainability and Change: Indigenous Bio-Cultural Diversity Conservation in Brazil
PARKER, Jason Shaw (U Vermont) Shifting Visions of the U.S. Food System(s) and Structural Barriers to Sustainability

(F-03) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Riverboat
Anthropology as a Profession: Qualitative Data’s Role in a Quantitative World

CHAIR: NEWTON, Kevin (U Memphis)
NEWTON, Kevin (U Memphis) Quasi-Qualitative Methods Lead to Low-Hanging Fruit: A Case Study of a Consultancy Firm’s Approach to Anthropology
SCHILL, Elizabeth (Partnership for Public Serv) Do Not Underestimate the Power of Qualitative Data: Lessons from Business and Government
GEBERS, Jenessa (U Memphis) Amaadhi N’obulamu: How Diverse Approaches Benefit Water and Sanitation Research
ROTH, Heather S., BRICKLE, Tyler, GONZALEZ, Stephen, and MCLAUGHLIN, Logan M. (UNT) Ethnography and Engineering: How Qualitative Methods Can Help Build the Car of the Future
FABRI, Antonella (CAleidoscopio Ethnographic Rsch) The Ripple Effect of Voices in Qualitative Research
DISCUSSANT: BRIODY, Elizabeth K. (Cultural Keys LLC)

(F-05) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference A
Forays in Research: Undergraduates and the Field

CHAIR: HEFFERAN, Tara (GVSU)
PISKOROWSKI, Michael, POBLETE, J. Vicente, and SCHWARTZ, Leah (U Rochester) SNAP Recipients and Food Insecurity: Surveying the Effectiveness of Incentives within the Public Market
TALOS, Gabrielle, ANTVELINK, Andrea, APPLEYARD, Madison, and KATYNSKI, Riley (GVSU) Undergraduates Reflect on the Research Encounter: Studying Women’s Health at Grand Valley State University
ZEIDMAN, Elise (U Puget Sound) Migrants Search for Asylum from Narco Violence
ANTVELINK, Andrea (GVSU) Undergraduates as Consulting Ethnographers: Insights from Research on Classrooms
STUART, Ashely (U Cincinnati) Understanding Challenges that Micro-Finance Recipients Encounter to Successfully Start and Develop Their Businesses in Port au Prince, Haiti
FAZZINO, David (Bloomsburg U Penn) Exploring the Field in Your Backyard: Community-Based Learning in Environmental Anthropology
DISCUSSANT: OCCHIPINTI, Laurie (Clarion U)

(F-06) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference B
How Challenging New Sources of Food System Continuity and Change Are Confronting and Being Addressed by Anthropologists
CHAIR: KATZ, Solomon H. (U Penn)
MENCHER, Joan P. (CUNY & TSCF) Agro-ecological Systems of Food Production: Their Role in Providing Greater Food Security for Family Farmers and Their Consumers
BRENTON, Barrett P. and GADHOKE, Preety (St John’s U), MAZZEO, John (DePaul U) Anthropological Approaches to Reframing the Right to Food, Food Sovereignty, and Health Equity in the Context of Climate Change and Food Systems Globalization
KATZ, Solomon H. (U Penn) Addressing Negative Externalities in the American Food System: Implications of Anthropologically Based Models of Sustainability
DISCUSSANT: HOFFMAN, Susanna (Hoffman Consulting)

(F-07) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference C
Understanding Vulnerability - Building Resilience: Part I, Rural Contexts

CHAIRS: CHAIKEN, Miriam (NMSU), COMPANION, Michele (UCCS)
WEST, Colin Thor, NEBIE, Lisa, and MOODY, Aaron (UNCCH), BENNETT, John (U Minnesota) Climate Change, Adaptation and Resilience among Sahelian Smallholders in Northern Burkina Faso
YOUNG, Sera and DUMAS, Sarah (Cornell U), OYIER, Beryl and OTTICHA, Sophie (KMRI), ARBACH, Angela and ZHENG, Amy (Cornell U) Food Insecurity during Pregnancy and Lactation: Kenyan Women’s Experiences of Vulnerability and Strategies for Resilience
CHAIKEN, Miriam S. (NMSU) Compensating for Food Shortage: Strategies Employed by Rural Mozambiquans
COMPANION, Michele (UCCS) Material Goods and the Re-Routinization of Everyday Life: A Case study of Malawi

(F-08) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Phipps
Human Rights, Public Policy and Political Movements: Anthropologists Addressing the Challenges and Changes Advanced by Frances Fox Piven

CHAIR: MALDONADO, Julie (American U)
HO, Christine (Fielding Grad U) Challenging Public Policy and Human Rights
MORGEN, Sandra (U Oregon) Enabling and Disabling Progressive Activism: The Complex Roles of Public Employee Unions
MASKOVSKY, Jeff (CUNY) The Future of Poor People’s Movements: Comments Inspired by the Work of FFP
ROZEN, David (Independent) Suffering Caused by Welfare Reform
WILLIAMS, Brett (American U) Mobilized at Last?: Derailing Poor People’s Activism
DISCUSSANT: HYATT, Susan (IUPUI)

(F-09) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Oliver
Subterranean Substances, Surface Conflicts, and Extractive Materialities, Part I: Comparative Analyses of Water and Resource Environments

CHAIRS: DE RIJKE, Kim and MARTIN, Richard (U Queensland), LUNING, Sabine (Leiden U)
GOLDSTEIN, Ruth (UC-Berkeley) Blue Gold: The Liquid Landscapes of Hydropower in the Peruvian Amazon
BRAUN, Sebastian (UND) Extraction Futures Are Extraction Pasts: Resource Environments as Frontiers
WILLOW, Anna J. (Ohio State U) Shale Energy and Waterscape Transformation in Ohio
BABIDGE, Sally (U Queensland) Enigmatic Water, Mining Extraction and Crises of Environmental Scarcity in Northern Chile

(F-10) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50

Vandergrift
Museums and Tourism: Heritage Documentation and Economic Development through Museum Programs and Partnerships

CHAIRS: JOHNSON, Noor and WALL, Rebecca (Smithsonian Inst)
LAMOUREUX, Kristin and HAWKINS, Donald (GWU) The Role of Museums in Enhancing Heritage Education and Destination Competitiveness
N’DIAYE, Diana Baird (Smithsonian Inst) Tourist, Tradition Bearer, or Cultural Professional: Who Does the Folklife Festival Serve?
BUTVIN, Halle (Smithsonian Inst) Artisan Product Development and Market Access through the Smithsonian Folklife Festival
JONES, Simon (Solimar Int’l) Participatory Approaches to Gathering and Disseminating the Stories of a Destination through the Voices of the People That Live There
BELANUS, Betty (Smithsonian Inst) Tracking New Hampshire: Follow-up from the 1999 Smithsonian Folklife Festival

(F-11) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50

Carnegie I
Navigating Urban Environment, Part I

CHAIR: WYDRA, Michelle (NOLA Investigates)
SANTORO, Daniella (Tulane U) The Wheelchair Life: Disability Advocacy and Collaboration in New Orleans
WYDRA, Michelle (NOLA Investigates) Ethnographic Practice in Identifying Adaptive Functioning Deficits and Intellectual Disability
YOUNG, Rebecca (UCF) Networking and Neoliberalism among the Florida Homeless
CARSON, Sarah (Wayne State U) Branding a ‘Broken’ City: A Discourse Analysis of Detroit-Themed Consumer Goods
GREGORY, Siobhan (Wayne State U) What’s on the Surface: Aesthetic Divides in Signage, Muraling, and Other Forms of Surface Treatment in a “Renewing” Detroit Landscape
GERBER, Elaine (Montclair State U) Are People with Disabilities Inherently Vulnerable?

(F-13) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50

Carnegie III
Local Knowledges of Risk, Hazard, and Disaster: Culture, Power, and Discourse

CHAIR: VICKERS, J. Brent (U Georgia)
LAUER, Matthew (SDSU) and MATERA, Jaime (CSU-Channel Islands) Who Detects Change After Catastrophic Events?: Assessing Variation in Indigenous Ecological Knowledge and the Influence of Social Networks
COMFORT, Louise K. (U Pitt) Creating a Knowledge Commons to Support Community Resilience
VICKERS, J. Brent (U Georgia) A Comparison of the Use of Emic (Insiders Knowledge) and Etic (Outsider’s Knowledge) Indicators to Define and Measure Adaptive Capacity in Rural Samoa

(F-16) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Parkview W
Get Hired!: 12 Tips for Getting a Job in Anthropology (Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZER: ELLICK, Carol (Arch & Cultural Ed Consultants)

(F-17) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Parkview E
Pedagogical Continuities and Changes: Insights from Innovative Anthropological Training across Diverse Institutions

CHAIRS: GUZMAN, Jennifer R. (SUNY Geneseo), ORLANDO, Angela (Art Inst Tucson)
GUZMAN, Jennifer R. (SUNY Geneseo) Ethnography as Transformative Experience: The Potential of the Ethnographic Term Project in Undergraduate Education
ORLANDO, Angela (Art Inst Tucson) Artfully Teaching to Adult Art Students: Gen Ed Andragogy Methods in the For-Profit Sector
WELKER, Barbara (SUNY Geneseo) Bringing Theory to Practice in the Classroom and Community
MEDEIROS, Melanie A. (SUNY Geneseo) A Service-Learning Approach to Teaching Ethnographic Field Methods
PACHECO, Paul J. (SUNY Geneseo) Using Undergraduate Archaeology Field Schools for Transformational Learning through Collaborative Research

(F-18) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Oakmont

CHAIR: RITTER, Beth R. (UN-Omaha)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: GROBSMITH, Liz (NAU), HITCHCOCK, Robert K. (UNM), BABCHUK, Wayne A. (UN-Lincoln), RITTER, Beth R. (UN-Omaha)

(F-19) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Shadyside
Transformative Learning for Social Justice: Popular, Informal and Formal Education in a World of Higher Education Change

CHAIR: BRADLEY, William (Ryukoku U)
HOVE, Tad (Fielding Grad U) Access to Bachelor Degrees in California: An Ethnographic Inquiry into the Challenges for Community College Students
BUECHNER, Barton (Adler Sch of Prof Psych) Student Veterans on Campus: A “Moral Compass” for Social Justice and Transformation in Higher Education
BRADLEY, William (Ryukoku U) Diversity Within Constraints: Researching the Challenges Facing Japanese Higher Education through Internationalization and Gender Equality
DISCUSSANT: LONG, Tracy N. (Fielding Grad U)

(F-21) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Churchill
What Is the Aftermath of “Justice?”

CHAIRS: SALVI, Cecilia Maria and PARME, Lindsay (CUNY Grad Ctr)
SCHINDLER, Alexandra (CUNY Grad Ctr) Displacement as ‘Escape’: Rethinking Humanitarian Crisis through the Everyday Practices of Syrian Refugees in Urban Cairo

SPICE, Anne (CUNY Grad Ctr) Dispossess/ Colonize/ Recognize: Environmental Justice, Spatial Resistance and Indigenous Activism in Canada

CHRISLER, Matthew (CUNY Grad Ctr) Shifting Rhetorics of Justice: Teach for America and the Politics of Education Reform

AUGUSTYNIAK, Nadia (CUNY Grad Ctr) Facing the Risks: Negotiating Activist Research in Sri Lanka’s Post-war Context

OGUZ, Zeynep (CUNY Grad Ctr) “Common but Differentiated” Burdens: Questioning Environmental Justice and Historical Responsibility

(F-22) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Mt. Lebanon
Applying Environmental Anthropology, Part I

CHAIR: FURBEE, N. Louanna (U Missouri)


DOKIS, Carly and KELLY, Benjamin (Nipissing U), RESTOULE, Randy and RESTOULE, Paige (Dokis First Nation) “Water is Life”: Exploring Water Knowledges and Experience in Northern Ontario

DUKE, C. Trevor (USF) Archaeology as a Means to Ecosystem Conservation: Implications of Recent Findings from Crystal River, Florida

EBEL, Sarah A. and BEITL, Christine M. (U Maine) Promises and Pitfalls in Cooperative Fisheries Research

FURBEE, N. Louanna (U Missouri) Climate Change and Tojol-ab’al Farming and Calendars

HARVEY, T.S. (UCR) Muddying the Waters: Ambiguity and Complexity in the Language of Point and Nonpoint Source Pollution in the Great Lakes and the Risk to Human Health

FRIDAY 8:30-12:00
Foyer
Training Program Poster Session

This Poster Session is a great chance to inform students and colleagues about graduate programs, internship opportunities, field schools, and organizations that work with applied social scientists.

FRIDAY 9:00-5:00
Frick
Book Exhibit

(F-32) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Sternwheeler
Applied Anthropology in a Changing Multicultural Setting: Gender, Generation, and Identities in Washington, D.C.

CHAIRS: COHEN, Lucy M. (CUA), SANCHEZ MOLINA, Raul (UNED)

LORIA, Shaun (ELL Coordinator & Special Ed Teacher) Culturally Relevant Learning in High Performing Charter Schools

COHEN, Lucy M. (CUA) Church Communities and Parishes Adapt to Emerging Multicultural Neighborhoods
(F-33) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Riverboat
Reconsidering Migrant Health: Anthropologists in Conversation with Public Health Paradigms

CHAIRS: HORTON, Sarah B. (UC-Denver), ALEXANDER, William L. (UNCW)
GUEVARA, Emilia and SANGARAMOORTHY, Thurka (UMD) Health-related Deservingness and Illegality on Maryland’s Eastern Shore
ALEXANDER, William L., GUEVARA, Anthony, and BRANNOCK, Mary (UNCW) Casting Light in the Shadows of Checkpoints: An Ethnographic Video Project on Immigration Enforcement and Migrant Health in North Carolina
HORTON, Sarah B. (UC-Denver) “Burning Up”: Addressing the Heat Stress-Hypertension Syndemic in California’s Fields
SMITH-MORRIS, Carolyn (SMU) Salience and Food Sales: Ethnographic Evidence about Dietary Change in Mexican Immigrants
MENDENHALL, Emily (Georgetown U) Melding Methods in Anthropological Research for Public Health
DISCUSSANT: CASTANEDA, Heide (USF)

(F-35) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference A
Marine Fisheries Management in a Sea of Change

CHAIR: JOHNSON, Teresa (U Maine)
STOLL, Joshua and WILSON, James (U Maine) New Institutions on Old Boundaries: Mapping Management Boundaries in Gulf of Maine Fisheries
GOODWIN, Briana and CONWAY, Flaxen (OR State U), JOHNSON, Teresa (U Maine), NEEDHAM, Mark (OR State U) An Evaluation of Oregon State University’s Process for Selecting a Site for Their Grid-Connected Wave Energy Test Facility
PINTO DA SILVA, Patricia, OLSON, Julia, BENJIMAN, Sharon, BAKER, Ariele, and RATZEL, Meri (NOAA) Following the Fish: Mapping the Flow of Commercial Catch in New England
HALL-ARBER, Madeleine (MIT Sea Grant) Vulnerability and Resilience: Safety and Health in Fisheries in the Sea of Change
JOHNSON, Teresa (U Maine) Change and Response in Maine’s Soft-Shell Clam Fishery
DISCUSSANT: BLOUNT, Benjamin (SocioEcological Informatics)

(F-36) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference B
New Scholars Changing the Field: The Winning Papers of the 2015 SfAA Tourism and Heritage TIG Student Paper Competition

CHAIRS: STEEVENS, Melissa (UMD), WALLACE, Tim (NCSU)
ROCHE, Meagan (GVSU) Saracen Souvenirs and Islam: The Crusades, Memory, and Contemporary French Identity
XUE, Lan and KERSTETTER, Deborah (Penn State U) Tourism Development and Changing Identity in Rural China
HSIEH, I-Yi (NYU) "Developmental Heritage": Beijing Folklore Arts in the Age of Marketization

HILL, Susan E. (UW-Milwaukee) (Re?)Keying Post-Socialist Urban Space through the Luxury Walking Tour: Class Distinction and Cultural Production among Alternative Tourism Companies in Budapest

MCMICHAEL, David (UMD) The Most Fun You’ll Ever Have Saving the World: Voluntourism in Siem Reap, Cambodia

DISCUSSANT: FENG, Xianghong (E Mich U)

(F-37) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference C
Understanding Vulnerability - Building Resilience: Part II, In Response to Climate Change

CHAIRS: CHAIKEN, Miriam (NMSU), COMPANION, Michele (UCCS)
BECKER, Per (Lund U) Development and Resilience in Two Coastal Communities in Fiji
MURPHY, Daniel (U Cincinnati) Thresholds and Transformations in Place: Contextualizing Communities and Climate Change in the Big Hole Valley, Montana
ROY, Sudipta (IU-Bloomington) Can a Vulnerable Education Sector Combat Climate Change Vulnerability?: A Contextual Analysis of Coastal Char Lands’ Sustainable Adaptive Capacity in Bangladesh
RAHMAN, Md. Ashiqur (U Arizona) Exploring the Linkages between Corruption and Livelihood Resilience: Evidence from Bangladesh
RIVERA, Jason (Rutgers U) When Disasters Occur in Low Frequency Locations: Exploring Victims’ Understanding of the FEMA Home Assistance Application Process after Hurricane Sandy

(F-38) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Phipps

CHAIRS: UNTERBERGER, Alayne (FIU), LEE, Alison (UDLA), MARTINEZ, Konane (CSUSM)
LEE, Alison Elizabeth (U Américas Puebla) Everyday Violence at the U.S.-Mexico Border: Militarization, Organized Crime and Economic Crisis
MARTINEZ, Konane (CSUSM) ¡Raza Sí, Migra No! Farmworker Civic and Social Engagement amidst Violence in the U.S.-Mexico Border Region
UNTERBERGER, Alayne (FIU) Guanajuato’s Past and Present: The Role of Land Rights and Migration Revisited in 2015
GUTIERREZ, Lourdes (Drake U) Mobilizing for Justice on the El Paso/Cd. Juarez Border
NUNEZ, Guillermina Gina (UTEP), MUNTER, Judith (SFSU), GUEMEZ, Miguel (UADY), and PEREZ, Alberto (Asoc Mayab) Bridging Worlds: Addressing Barriers to Health Care among Yucatec Maya Immigrants in San Francisco, CA in a Binational Perspective
FLORES ALVAREZ, Jaqueline (UDLA) “Mi troca y yo”: Masculinities and Migration in Chalchihuites, Zacatecas

(F-39) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Oliver
Subterranean Substances, Surface Conflicts, and Extractive Materialities, Part II: Comparative Analyses of Mining and Resource Environments
CHAIRS: MARTIN, Richard and DE RIJKE, Kim (U Queensland), LUNING, Sabine (Leiden U)
COHEN, Tamar (U Queensland) Inscribing and Describing Post Mining Landscapes in Weipa, Australia
SKRZYPEK, Emilia (U St Andrews) Watching the Invisible Mine
NADELMAN, Rachel (American U) Sitting on a Gold Mine: The Unlikely Coalition That Halted Extraction Industry in El Salvador
PIJPERS, Robert (U Oslo) Reviving Our Glory: Mining Legacies, Future Projects in Rural Sierra Leone

(F-40) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Vandergrift
Food Traditions, Food Access and Food Identity: Continuity in the Face of Change (C&A)

CHAIRS: ANDREATTA, Susan and HALDEMAN, Lauren (UNCG)
DE ST. MAURICE, Greg (U Pitt) Food and Agricultural Heritage, Branded Kyoto-style
SASTRE, Lauren and HALDEMAN, Lauren (UNCG) Food: How Refugees Hold On to Their Past
BRABEC, Stephanie and ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG) La Gastronomía Toledana: An Analysis of Food and Identity in the Face of Globalization
ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG) Continuity in the Face of Change among Small-Scale Producers in Peru

(F-41) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Carnegie I
Navigating Urban Environment, Part II

CHAIR: KELLY, Patty (Haverford Coll)
KELLY, Patty (Haverford Coll) Coming Apart or Together: Race, Work, and Community in a Gentrifying Philadelphia
PEREZ, Dorie (UC-Merced) Streets as Sites of Power: An Anthropology of Urban Infrastructure in Oakland, CA
TOVAR, Antonio, OTT, Emily, MONAGHAN, Paul, and BOWDEN, Chandra (USF) Homeowners’ Ecologic Perceptions and Practices: “I Care, but It Needs to Look Good”
WINTER, Alexis (USF) A Case Study of Conservation Policy Implementation through Community Partnerships on Chicago’s South Side
HARP, Kyle (UCR) Clean Hands/Dirty Hands: A History of Boundary-work at an Urban River

(F-43) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Carnegie III
Setting the Stage for Injustice in a Time of Increasing Climate Chaos: A Critique of the World Bank’s Retreat from Environmental and Social Safeguard Policies (INDR Organized Session)

CHAIR: MALDONADO, Julie (American U)
MARINO, Elizabeth (OSU-Cascades), MALDONADO, Julie (American U), and BRONEN, Robin (UAF) Human Rights in the Era of Climate Change and Relocation: Why Climate Change Should Push the World Bank to Strengthen Protection for People and the Environment
BARRIOS, Roberto E. (SIUC) Re-Thinking Community Resettlement from the Vantage Point of the Social Production of Space
CERNEA, Michael M. (Brookings Inst, INDR) How to Address Now the Currently Unknown Risks and Demands of Future Displacements by Climate Change?
DISCUSSANT: FAAS, A.J. (SJSU)

(F-44) FRIDAY 10:00-12:30
Laughlin
Are You Planning a Career in Development?: A Workshop for Students Seeking Work with International Organizations (Workshop, Fee $30)

ORGANIZERS: MAYNARD-TUCKER, Gisele (UCLA), HANCHETT, Suzanne (Planning Alternatives for Change)

(F-47) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Parkview E
Spotlighting Student Research: Changing Perceptions and Approaches

CHAIR: MEDEIROS, Melanie A. (SUNY Geneseo)
ROMIG, Mark (SUNY Geneseo) The Power of Revision on Lexical Cohesiveness in ESL Academic Writing
FISCHER, Maya (SUNY Geneseo) What Do We Sound Like and Why Does It Matter? Regional Dialects in New York State and How They Affect ESL Learners
GAMBLE, Rosie (SUNY Geneseo) A Closer Look at Homelessness and Health in Western New York
BLANK, John (SUNY Geneseo) Holistic Intellectuality through Cultural Competency in Subversive RYSAG Pedagogical Approaches
DISCUSSANT: GUZMAN, Jennifer R. (SUNY Geneseo)

(F-48) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Oakmont
Following in Piven’s Footsteps: Negotiating the Scholar/Activist Role

CHAIR: EISENBERG, Merrill (Independent)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: EISENBERG, Merrill (Independent), HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP), LAMPERHE, Louise and NAGENGAST, Carole (UNM), STEPHEN, Lynn (U Oregon)

(F-49) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Shadyside
Understanding Obstacles and Success in Higher Education (SASci)

CHAIR: HUME, Douglas (NKU)
HUME, Douglas (NKU) Obstacles to Completing an Undergraduate Degree: Applying Consensus, Gap, and Network Analyses to Perceptions and Experiences
NEGRON, Rosalyn (UMass) Multiculturalism, Networks and Success in STEM Fields
CHRISOMALIS, Stephen (Wayne State U) Graduate Education in Cognitive Anthropology: Surveying the Field

(F-50) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Fox Chapel
Promoting Continuity AND Change for Health: Examining the Competing Roles of Anthropologists in Health Education-Public Health Applications, Part I

CHAIR: BENNETT, Elaine (St Vincent Coll)
KLEIN, Charles (Portland State U) In Bed Together?: Anthropology, Public Health and Community-based Sexual Health Promotion

JONES, Rose (PISD) Anthropology and Health Education: Confessions of a Serial Anthropologist

OWCZARZAK, Jill (JHSPH), PHILLIPS, Sarah D. (Indiana U), and FILIPPOVA, Olga (VN Karazin Kharkiv Nat’l U) Can NGOs Teach People To Be Healthy?: HIV Risk Behavior Change Interventions and the Role of Anthropological Knowledge

STAMEY MCALVAIN, Megan and SCOTT, Mary Alice (NMSU) Learning “Culture” in Medical Education: An Exploratory Study of Residents’ Experiences in a Borderlands Family Practice Residency Program

PREMKUMAR, Ashish (UCSF) “The Opposite of a History”: What Substance Use in Pregnancy Can Lend to a Critical Clinical Anthropology of Addiction

WATT, Ian (UNT, Children’s Med Ctr Dallas) Why Are You Here?: Using Anthropology to Partner with Low-Acuity ED Utilizers

(F-51) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Churchill
Sustainability and Change in Health and Environment in Ecuador

CHAIRS: MUSANTE, Kathleen, BRIDGES, Nora (U Pitt)
POATS, Susan V. (CGRR) Participatory Analysis of Climate Change Vulnerability and Impact on Food Security in Rural Ecuadorian Communities
BRIDGES, Nora (U Pitt) Napo Kichwa Political Ecology of Health
SWANSON, Tod D. (AZ State U) Living Forest and the Consulta: Amazonian Debate over the Role of Extraction for Sustainable Environment
MUSANTE, Kathleen and BRIDGES, Nora (U Pitt), SWANSON, Tod D. (AZ State U) Aswa in the 21st Century in Napo Province, Ecuador
DISCUSSANT: LU, Flora (UCSC)

(F-52) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Mt. Lebanon
Applying Environmental Anthropology, Part II

CHAIR: FRENCH, Diana E. (UBC)
FRENCH, Diana E. (UBC) Applied Anthropology and the Mining Industry in British Columbia
HERMANN, Gretchen (SUNY Cortland) Wine Not Brine: Saving Seneca Lake from Gas Storage in Old Salt Caverns
JONES, Barbara (Brookdale Comm Coll) Moose, Manatees, Sharks, and Wolves: Ecotourism and the Branding of Charismatic Fauna
KAMAT, Vinay (UBC) The Micropolitics of Marine Conservation and Natural Gas Extraction in Southeastern Tanzania
LI, Xiaoyue (OR State U) Public Perceptions on Smog in Tangshan Municipality, Northeast China
MCCUNE, Meghan Y. (SUNY Jamestown CC) Displacing Seneca to Protect Pittsburgh: Seneca Voices 50 Years after the Construction of the Kinzua Dam

FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Room 866
Past Presidents Meeting

(F-62) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Sternwheeler
My Experience in Grad School: A Round-Table Discussion on Learning Applied Anthropology

CHAIRS: SHADE, Molly (UNT), MANDACHE, Luminita-Anda (CoPAA)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: TEZAK, Ann (USF), NEWTON, Kevin (U Memphis), SURVANT, Cerinda (Portland State U), SHADE, Molly (UNT), PETERSON, Soren M. (UMD), STINNETT, Ashley (U Arizona)

(F-63) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Riverboat
Emerging Human Rights Issues: Immigration Policy Reform

CHAIRS: HO, Christine (Fielding Grad U), HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEPI)

(F-65) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Conference A
Disciplining Gender-Based Violence: Expert and Lay Voices in the World of Intervention, Part I

CHAIRS: MULLA, Sameena (Marquette U), BESKE, Melissa A. (Tulane)
BESKE, Melissa A. (Tulane U) The Impartial Advocate?: Examining the Potentials and Contentions of Providing Expert Testimony for Asylum Seekers Fleeing Gender-Based Violence
GARDSDANE, Diane (UMD) Promoting Social Justice within the Context of Power and Inequality
HALDANE, Hillary (Quinnipiac U) Selling Expertise: The Promises and Pitfalls of Contract Work in the Field of Gender-Based Violence
DISCUSSANT: MULLA, Sameena (Marquette U)

(F-66) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Conference B
Benefits-Sharing with Resettlers in World Bank Projects, and in China, Brazil, and Columbia (INDR Organized Session)

CHAIR: ROQUET, Vincent (World Bank)
OPENING REMARKS: CERNEA, Michael M. (Brookings Inst, INDR)
ROQUET, Vincent (World Bank) The Road to Avoiding Impoverishment: Implementing Benefit Sharing and Livelihood Restoration Strategies for Resettlement
ZHANG, Chaohua (World Bank) Evolution of Reservoir Resettlement Practice and Policies in China
BORNHOLDT, Luciano (World Bank) Innovative Country Systems for Resettlement: Example of Brazil and Colombia
DISCUSSANT: CERNEA, Michael M. (Brookings Inst, INDR)

(F-67) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Conference C
Understanding Vulnerability - Building Resilience: Part III, In Urban, Industrialized Contexts

CHAIRS: CHAIKEN, Miriam (NMSU), COMPANION, Michele (UCCS)
SZOKÉ, Stephen (Portland Cement Assoc) Voluntary versus Mandatory Approaches to Enhanced Resiliency
DU BRAY, Margaret, PALTA, Monica, STOTTS, Rhian, and WUTICH, Amber (AZ State U) Can Ecosystem Services Do More Harm Than Good for Vulnerable Populations?: Use of Urban Wetlands by Homeless Populations in a Desert City
RUBAII, Kali (UC-Santa Cruz) Vulnerability as Commodity on the Human Rights Market
VAN DIEPEN-HEDAYAT, Anandi (Portland State U) Beyond Description: Applying Environmental Vulnerability Assessment to Urban Planning in Portland, OR
GADHOKE, Preety and BRENTON, Barrett (St John’s U) Food Insecurity and Health Disparity Synergisms: Implications for Understanding Public Health Nutrition Vulnerabilities and Resiliency in Displaced U.S. Populations

(F-68) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Phipps
Crossing Borders: The Ecotones of Boundaries, Cultures, Communities and Individuals

CHAIR: WILLIS, David Blake (Fielding Grad U)
MACGILLIVRAY, Alice (Fielding Grad U) Boundaries: The Most Undervalued Concept for Leadership and Community Work (The Many Faces of Boundary Work)
SEIDMAN, Pearl (Fielding Grad U) Ecotones, Boundaries, and Culture: Doctoral Research Findings about Korean American Cultural Connectors
BUECHNER, Barton D. (CMM Inst), MATOBA, Kazuma, and VAN MIDDENDORP, Sergej (Fielding Grad U) Global Integral Competence and CMM: New Ways of Looking at Communication for Intercultural and Interdisciplinary Collaboration and Cooperation in Higher Education
WILLIS, David Blake (Fielding Grad U) Crossing Borders: Creolization and Creoles in Today’s World
DISCUSSANT: BUECHNER, Barton D. (CMM Inst)

(F-69) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Oliver
Subterranean Substances, Surface Conflicts, and Extractive Materialities, Part III: Comparative Analyses of Oil, Gas, Gold and Uranium

CHAIRS: BABIDGE, Sally DE RIJKE, Kim and MARTIN, Richard (U Queensland), LUNING, Sabine (Leiden U)
WOOD, Caura (York U) The Porosity of Finance: Mapping Formations of Oil in the Deep and Crowded Cretaceous
DE RIJKE, Kim (U Queensland) Breaking the Ground: Towards an Anthropology of the Underground and Hydraulic Fracturing
CAMPBELL, Jacob (Field Museum) The Nature of Hydrocarbons: Cultural Landscapes of Hydrocarbon Regions
LUNING, Sabine (Leiden U) Verticalization of Territory and Governing Mineral Wealth: Canadian Influences on Mining Practices in West Africa

(F-70) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Vandergrift
Agrarian Labor and Its (Commodity) Chains (C&A)

CHAIR: MARKOWITZ, Lisa (U Louisville)
DISCUSSANT: DONALDSON, Susanna (WVU), MARKOWITZ, Lisa and PARKHURST, Shawn (U Louisville)
(F-73) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Carnegie III
Food as Continuity and Change

CHAIRS: ROCK, Joeva, UEHLEIN, Justin, and HANNA, Jeanne (American U)
UEHLEIN, Justin (American U) Living on the Road: Towards a Model for the Archaeological Analysis of Hobo Subsistence
ROCK, Joeva (American U) Food as a Marker of Continuity and Change in an Economic Crisis
HANNA, Jeanne (American U) Currying Multiculturalism: Food and the Changing Dynamics of Immigration Debates in England

(F-76) FRIDAY 12:00-1:30
Parkview W
Promoting Cultural Awareness across Campus with the Day of the Dead (Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZERS: MCCANN, Lisa and CONKLIN, Samantha (IUP)

(F-78) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Oakmont
Disaster Narratives and Representation

CHAIR: TRIVEDI, Jennifer (U Iowa)
KULSTAD GONZALEZ, Tess (Grinnell Coll) Rescuing Haiti’s Children: Haitian Families, Missionaries and the Media along the Post-earthquake Haitian-Dominican Border
TRIVEDI, Jennifer (U Iowa) Race, Media, and Crisis in America
AIJAZI, Omer (UBC) Religion in Spaces of Social Disruption: Re-Reading the Public Transcript of Disaster Relief in Pakistan
ROXAS, Nichole (URSMD) Tindog (Rise Up) Tacloban: Examining the Interplay of Structural Violence and Post-Haiyan Relief Efforts on Recovery
JESSEE, Nathan (Temple U) Inhabiting Disaster Media Worlds: Uncertainty, Memory, and Environmental Journalism in Southeast Louisiana

(F-79) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Shadyside

CHAIR: BRENNEIS, Don (UCSC)
FOSTER, Brian L. (U Missouri) Domestic and Immigrant Entrepreneurs: A Significant Disparity
WILLIAMS, Jeffrey J. (CMU) The Debt Experience
ERDELEZ, Sanda (U Missouri) Higher Education as an Environment for Entrepreneurial Innovation and Discovery
EARLE, Duncan and SCHAUER, Ariane (Marymount CA U) Transformation in a Time of Turbulence: Leading across Cultures of the Academy
DISCUSSANT: BOYER, Dominic (Rice U)

(F-80) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Fox Chapel
Promoting Continuity AND Change for Health: Examining the Competing Roles of Anthropologists in Health Education-Public Health Applications, Part II

CHAIR: BENNETT, Elaine (St Vincent Coll)
AULINO, Felicity (UMass) Education as Investigation: Solidarity-Based Ethnography
BENNETT, Elaine (St Vincent Coll) Parsing “Ethnographically-Informed” Health Education Programming: A Case Study Approach
CERÓN, Alejandro (U Denver) Confusing Means with Ends?: Ideologies of Social Participation Shape Health Education Efforts
LESSARD, Kerry Hawk (Native American Lifelines) Did Our Ancestors Eat Buffalo Chicken?: Applied Decolonial Practice in an Urban Indian Health Program

(F-81) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Churchill
Applying the Subdisciplines of Anthropology

CHAIR: GORDON, Theodor (Coll St Benedict)
KIM, Jaymelee (U Findlay) and REINKE, Amanda J. (U Tenn) Anthropologists Beyond Borders: The Globalization of Justice and Human Rights
KIM, Jaymelee (U Findlay) Reclaiming Our Anthropological Roots: Forensic Anthropology Reframed as Holistic Anthropology
GORDON, Theodor (Coll St Benedict) How North American Settlers Perceive the Indian Casino Movement and Why It Matters
RUFFINER, Yohana, BOLAY, Matthieu, and KOHLBRENNER, Bogomil (HE-ARC) Issues of Trust in Techniques & Networks, Actors at the Margins of Legality, Society and the Environment in Three Field Sites in Comparison (Guinea, Mali and Colombia)
RUFFINER, Yohana, BAUDIN, Carole, and MAILLAD, Laura (HE-ARC) Wanamei: An Intervention For and With the Gold Mining Communities in the Peruvian Amazon

(F-82) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Mt. Lebanon
Applying Environmental Anthropology, Part III

CHAIR: ORTIZ, Gregorio (UTSA)
MESSING, Danielle (U Wyoming) Wolves in the West: How We Talk About This Predator and National Treasure
NORMAN, Karma (NOAA Fisheries), VARNEY, Anna (PSMFC), MILLER, Stacey and KASPERSKI, Stephen (NOAA Fisheries) Social Indicators and the West Coast Marine Environment: Problems within Non-Extractive Socio-Ecological Relationships
MILLER, Alesia and FINEWOOD, Michael H. (Chatham U) Local Environmental Justice: A Case Study of the Penn Hills Sewage Dumping Incident
ORTIZ, Gregorio (UTSA) Perceptions of Pollution: Fracking on the Eagle Ford Shale
SCHAFTLEIN, Amy and GATTUSO, Anna (United Housing Inc) Discovering Connections: Green Affordable Housing Initiatives at a CDC
VEDWAN, Neeraj (Montclair State U) Water Resources Management in Flux: Politics, Science and Ideology in India

FRIDAY 1:30-5:00
Foyer
Field School Exhibit

FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Laughlin
Business Anthropology TIG Meeting

(F-92) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Sternwheeler
Credit and Development: Anthropological Perspectives (PESO)

CHAIRS: GREENBERG, James and PARK, Thomas K. (PESO)
GREENBERG, James (PESO) The Road Not Taken: Medieval Credit in the Iberian Peninsula
PARK, Thomas (U Arizona) The Modern Implications of Financial Innovations and the
Christian Domination of the Mediterranean in the Late Middle Ages
DEUBEL, Tara F. (USF) Saving before Borrowing: Exploring the Rise of ‘Savings-Led’
Microcredit Programs as a Locally Sustainable Strategy for Women in the Developing World
MANDACHE, Lumița-Anda (U Arizona) Large Scale Credit: Development and Poverty, the
Two Sides of the Structural Adjustment Coin Some Lessons from Romania

(F-93) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Riverboat
Community Engagement in Our Contemporary Foodscapes: The Power of
Ethnography (C&A)

CHAIR: REESE, Ashante (Rhodes Coll)
REESE, Ashante M. (Rhodes Coll) “We Will Not Perish...We Will Keep Flourishing”: Food
Insecurity, Gardening, and the Roots of Hope
JANSSEN, Brandi (U Iowa) Improving Agricultural Safety and Health in the “Safer and
Healthier” Agriculture
KASPER, Kimberly, SANTUCCI, Anna, and RAMSEY, Samantha (Rhodes Coll)
Maintaining a Healthy Farmers Market: An Ethnographic View from Memphis
GARTIN, Meredith (AZ State U) Food Deserts as Emotional Stressor in the Global South

(F-95) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference A
Disciplining Gender-Based Violence: Expert and Lay Voices in the World of
Intervention, Part II

CHAIRS: MULLA, Sameena (Marquette U), BESKE, Melissa A. (Tulane)
COLON, Richard and CLANCY, Alexander (UConn) A Gentleman Always Tells: Challenging
the Way Fraternity Men Talk about Sexual Violence
WIES, Jennifer (EKU) Applying Anthropology to the Evolution of Campus Sexual Violence
Policies
MULLA, Sameena (Marquette U) Faculty as Risk Managers, Regime Critics, and Patriarchs:
The Obligation of Title IX
FRIEDERIC, Karin (WFU) Violence, Well-Being, and Community Development: Lessons from
Interventions into IPV in Coastal Ecuador

(F-96) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference B
Urban Displacement: Safeguarding the Human Rights and Livelihoods of
Involuntary Resettlers (INDR Organized Session)

CHAIR: KOENIG, Dolores (American U)
KOENIG, Dolores (American U) Livelihood Restoration in Urban Resettlement Projects: Some Cases from West Africa and India
PARTRIDGE, Chris and KOENIG, Dolores (American U) When Livelihood Restoration Is Not Emphasized: Lessons from Refugee Resettlement in the United States
BUGALSKI, Natalie, PRED, David, and GRIMSDITCH, Mark (Inclusive Dev Int’l) Lessons from the Cambodian Land Management and Administration Project for the World Bank Safeguards Review

(F-97) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Conference C
Applying Visual Anthropology

CHAIR: CRAIG, Jason (U S Carolina)
CRAIG, Jason, YOUNGINNER, Nick, and DRAPER, Carrie (U S Carolina) Feeding Our Families and Feeding Our Communities: Benefits and Challenges of Using Video in Participatory Action Research
WEIDLICH, Stev (AECOM) A Vision of Little Saigon: Using Participatory Photography to Inform Public Space
MARION, Jonathan S. (U Arkansas) Visually Documenting Traditional Garifuna Drum-making in Dangriga, Belize

(F-98) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Phipps
Negotiating Structural Vulnerability in Cancer Control: Contemporary Challenges for Applied Anthropology, Part I

CHAIRS: ARMIN, Julie (U Arizona), BURKE, Nancy (UCSF), EICHELBERGER, Laura (UTSA)
EICHELBERGER, Laura (UTSA) Epidemiologic Transition or Invisibility?: Structural Vulnerability and the Epidemiology of Gastric Cancer
STALFORD, Maria (Harvard U) Connecting Rural Cancer Patients with Urban Hospitals: A View from Vietnam on a Global Problem
BURKE, Nancy (UCSF) Stuck in the Middle: Patient Navigation and Cancer Clinical Trials Recruitment in the Safety Net
SHEON, Nicolas (UCSF) Guinea Pigs to Your Success: Ethnographic Perspectives on Barriers to Minority Participation in HIV and Cancer Research
DISCUSSANT: QUESADA, James (SFSU)

(F-99) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Oliver
Community-engaged Environmental Public Health: Informing Research and Advancing Dialogue around Unconventional Natural Gas Drilling

CHAIR: O’FALLON, Liam (NIEHS)
KORFMACHER, Katrina Smith (U Rochester), GRAY, Kathleen (UNCCH), and HAYNES, Erin (U Cincinnati) Community Concerns and Priorities for Research on Health and Hydrofracking
HOWARTH, Marilyn (U Penn), GRAY, Kathleen (UNCCH), KORFMACHER, Katrina (U Rochester), HAYES, Erin (U Cincinnati), SINCLAIR, Janas (UNCCH), and FISHMAN, Jessica (U Penn) Risk and Benefit Perception of UNGD: Impact of Place and Personal Perceived Vulnerability
GRAY, Kathleen (UNC Env Inst), SINCLAIR, Janas (UNCCH), KORFMACHER, Katrina (U Rochester), and HAYNES, Erin (U Cincinnati) Communication and Trust: Building a Strong Foundation for Environmental Health and Risk Messaging

HAYNES, Erin (U Cincinnati), ANDERSON, Kim, KINCL, Laurel, and ROHLMAN, Diana (OR State U), ELAM, Sarah (U Cincinnati), and PAULIK, Blair (OR State U) Engaging Rural Citizens to Answer Questions about Air Quality

DISCUSSANT: O’FALLON, Liam (NIEHS)

(F-100) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Vandergrift
Latino Research and Applied Studies in the Washington DC Metropolitan Area

CHAIR: SPREHN, Maria (Montgomery Coll)
SPREHN, Maria (Montgomery Coll) “Everyone Brought Their Own Saint”: The Construction of Latino Place in the Washington DC Metropolitan Area
CURTIS, Ariana A. (Smithsonian Inst) Forgotten Foreignness: Latinidad in “African American” Collections
RODRIGUEZ, Ana Patricia (UMD) “Entre Mundos/Between Worlds”: Memory-making in the Digital Stories of the Salvadoran Diaspora
BIRD, Barbara (American U), DANIELSON, Mike (CLLAS), and BULLOUGH, Amanda (U Delaware) Explaining Strategic Decision Making and Planning among Latino Entrepreneurs: The Impact of Country of Origin and Migration Experience

(F-101) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Carnegie I
Traversing Collaborative Boundaries: In Discipline, Authorship, and Legitimacy, A Roundtable Discussion

CHAIRS: KAISER, Bonnie (Emory U), MENDENHALL, Emily (Georgetown U), KOHRT, Brandon (Duke U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BREWIS SLADE, Alexandra A. (AZ State U), JUSTICE, Judith (UCSF), ANDERSON-FYE, Eileen (CWRU), WUTICH, Amber (AZ State U), MAES, Kenneth (OR State U), FOSTER, Jennifer (Emory U)

(F-103) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Carnegie III
The Making of Mourning, Memorialization and Post-Disaster Recovery: Anthropological Perspectives and Future Engagements

CHAIRS: MORIMOTO, Ryo (Brandeis U), SLATER, David H. (Sophia U)
MORIMOTO, Ryo (Brandeis U & Harvard U) Bit by Bit: Digitalization of Memory and Disaster
BORET, Sebastien (Tohoku U) Mainstreaming Memorialisation into Disaster Recovery?: Lessons Learned from the Indian Ocean and Great East Japan Tsunamis
SLATER, David H. and VESELIC, Maja (Sophia U) Archiving Disaster: Oral Narratives and Mourning
PHANEUF, Victoria M. (IUP) and HOLLENBACK, Kacy L. (SMU) Memorializing Massacres in the Metropole: Memories of the French-Algerian War

(F-106) FRIDAY 2:00-5:00
Parkview W
Geekout: UX Methods and Strategies Jamboree (CONAA Workshop, Fee $30)
ORGANIZER: HEBERT, Marc K. (SFHSA)

(F-107) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Parkview E
I Visited Some Place and All I Got Was This Souvenir: A 3-Minute Material Culture Session

CHAIR: SULLIVAN, Kristin (Ward Museum, Salisbury U)
PANELISTS: SULLIVAN, Kristin (Ward Museum, Salisbury U), COLON-CABRERA, David, MARTKERT, Patricia, and DANGERFIELD, Nadine (UMD), LESSARD, Kerry Hawk (Native American Lifelines), SWEREN, Rachel (UMD), STANLEY, Lori A. (Luther Coll), STEVENS, Melissa (UMD)

(F-108) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Oakmont
Roundtable with Frances Fox Piven: Lessons for Our Struggles in the 21st Century: Building a Common Agenda for Ordinary People in the Globalized “New Economy”

CHAIRS: TAYLOR, Betsy (VTU), MUSANTE, Kathleen (U Pitt)
DISCUSSANT: FOX PIVEN, Frances (CUNY Grad Ctr)

(F-109) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Shadyside
Anthropology of Higher Education: Part II, Political and Policy Perspectives

CHAIR: FOSTER, Brian L. (U Missouri)
GRAHAM, Steve and DONALDSON, Joe (U Missouri) Today’s Institutions of Higher Learning: Clashing Values in Motion
WESCH, Michael (KSU) The End of Higher Education: Assumptions, Implications, and Impacts of Apocalyptic Narratives
MCDONALD, James (SUU) The Situated University: Political-Economic Context, Organizational Culture, and Leadership
COMMER, Carolyn (Carnegie Mellon U) Citizen-consumers and the Rise of the New Civic Frame
THORKELSON, Eli (U Chicago) Saving the University?: The Production of an Oppositional Faculty Collective on the Scene of French University Reforms
DISCUSSANT: DAVIDSON, Glen W. (Vanderbilt U)

(F-110) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Fox Chapel
The Commodification of Alternative Proteins

CHAIR: JULIER, Alice (Chatham U)
RIDGE, Hannah (Chatham U) Elk: The Other Meat
CUADRADO-MEDINA, Ada (Chatham U) Consuming and Commodifying Crickets Sources
MALIS, Cassandra (Chatham U) Bison as an Alternative Protein

(F-111) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Churchill
Culture, Society and Change: Reports from the 2014 NCSU Guatemala Ethnographic Field School Program, Part I
CHAIRS: **PEZZIA, Carla** (U Dallas), **WALLACE, Tim** (NCSU)
**WALLACE, Tim** and **MORAIS, Duarte** (NCSU) Sustainable Livelihoods, Sustainable Communities and Networks through People First Tourism: Cases from the Maya of Guatemala and the Haliwa-Saponi of North Carolina
**ADAMS, James** (NCSU) Making Cents Out of Gringo Street: Artisanal Vending in Neoliberal Guatemala
**SEAMON, Christopher** (Chatham U) An Analysis of Household Livelihoods in Santa Catarina Palopo
**SZABO, Adriana** (NCSU) Tourism and Community Development in San Pedro la Laguna, Guatemala
**FITZPATRICK, Katarina** (Mercyhurst U) Plasmar en Oleo: An Ethnographic Study of the Painters of San Juan La Laguna

(F-112) **FRIDAY 1:30-3:20**
Mt. Lebanon
Labeling the Future: How Our Words Affect Our Discipline

CHAIRS: **SIDLER, Elizabeth** and **SHADE, Molly** (UNT)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: **BEYER, Molly**, **MORRISSEY, Natalie**, **PAYNE, Briana**, and **WHATLEY, Amanda** (UNT)

**FRIDAY 3:30-5:20**
Oliver
The Margaret Mead Award: Why Was It Started and How Has It Effected the Careers of Recipients?

CONVENER: **SIBLEY, Willis E.** (Cleveland State U, Emeritus)
A description of the history of the Mead Award will provide the context for a conversation about the impact that the Award has had on individual recipients. Former presidents Sibley and John Singleton will describe the negotiations with Dr. Mead, and the subsequent decision to partner with the American Anthropological Association in sponsoring the Award. Several previous Mead recipients will use this framework to discuss how the Award influenced their occupational careers.

**FRIDAY 3:30-5:20**
Carnegie II
Gender Based Violence TIG Meeting

**FRIDAY 3:30-5:20**
Laughlin
PESO Business Meeting

(F-122) **FRIDAY 3:30-5:20**
Sternwheeler
Using Local Social-Ecological Systems Models To Live Sustainably in a Changing African Savanna Landscape

CHAIR: **SHAFFER, L. Jen** (UMD)
**TOMPKINS, Jordan**, **GERARD, Bryan**, **MOHAMED, Hayatt**, and **SHAFFER, Jen** (UMD)
Local Models of the Health-environment Connection in an African Savanna SES
MICHAELIS, Adriane, SANKAR, Tarika, STRADA, Sarah, SHAFFER, Jen, and TOMPKINS, Jordan (UMD) Experiences of Individual and Group Agency in an African Savanna Social-Ecological System
SORIANO LUNA, Catherine, WARNER, Donald, and SHAFFER, Jen (UMD) Local Indicators of Change in a Complex Savanna Social-Ecological System
SHAFFER, L, Jen (UMD), CUNA, Domingos (U Eduardo Mondlane), and RIDLEY, Rachel (UMD) Bad Communication and Amplification of Wildlife Conflict in a Savanna SES

(F-123) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Riverboat
Ebola: Applied Social Science

CHAIRS: KUNSTADTER, Peter (PHPT), AMAYA-BURNS, Alba (Duke U & Duke Kunshan U), BURNS, Allan (UF)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: KUNSTADTER, Peter (PHPT), AMAYA-BURNS, Alba (Duke U & Duke Kunshan U), BURNS, Allan (UF), and SCHACHT REISINGER, Heather (CADRE - Iowa City VAHCS)

(F-125) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Conference A
Plenary: Continuity and Change in the Anthropology of Risk, Hazards, and Disasters

CHAIRS: FAAS, A.J. (SJSU), KULSTAD, Tess (Grinnell Coll)
PANELISTS: HOFFMAN, Susanna (Hoffman Consulting), OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony (U Florida), MALDONADO, Julie (American U), ZHANG, Qiaoyun (Tulane U), BARRIOS, Roberto E. (SIUC), SCHULLER, Mark (NIU)

(F-126) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Conference B
Lessons from Applied Social Sciences

CHAIR: STIGLICH, Janice (Rutgers U)
LI, Haochu, LI, Xiaoming, TSO, Lai Sze, QIAO, Shan, ZHOU, Yuejiao, and SHEN, Zhiyong (USF) Children’s Reactions and Opinions to Parental HIV Disclosure and Their Suggestions for Improving the Disclosure Practice: A Qualitative Study
RAMCHANDANI, Taapsi (Syracuse U) Not-Yet-Decentralized: An Analysis of Lateral State-Making in Trinidad and Tobago
STIGLICH, Janice (Rutgers U) The Space and Place of the Cholo Child in Peru: Continuity of Structural Violence, Its Impacts, and Change
SAUNDERS, Michael (Tulane U) Archaeology, Ecological Management, and Contemporary Ritual: Long-term Human-Environmental Interaction in a Highland Maya Community

(F-127) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Conference C
It Takes a Village To Understand a Village

CHAIR: SURREY, David (St Peter’s U)
SURREY, David S., BRITO, Emmanuel, FIGUEROA, Mariela, PEREZ, Michelle, and RODRIGUEZ, Barbara (St Peter’s U) Role of Immigrant Children in Translating Culture: Do Origin and Location Matter?
TRILLO, Alex, FREDRICKSON, Malia, PEREZ, Lucia, and GOMEZ, Melissa (St Peter’s U) Gentrification, Resistance, and Identity in Spanish Harlem
AYALA, Jennifer, TRILLO, Alex, MCLAUGHLIN, Joseph, CHAVEZ, Brenda, PICHARDO, Natash, and SANTOS, Amanda (St Peter’s U) In Order To Stay the Same You Have To Change”: A Study of Cultural Conservation and Change in a Latin@ Neighborhood
MALONE, Donal and TAYLOR, Ashley (St Peter’s U) Fighting Ethnic and Racial Apartheid: Eliminating An Educational DISCUSSANT: MCLAUGHLIN, Joseph (St Peter’s U)

(F-128) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Phipps
Negotiating Structural Vulnerability in Cancer Control: Contemporary Challenges for Applied Anthropology, Part II

CHAIRS: ARMIN, Julie (U Arizona), BURKE, Nancy (UCSF), EICHELBERGER, Laura (UTSA)
ARMIN, Julie (U Arizona) Bringing the People into Health Policy: Managing Cancer among Structurally Vulnerable Women
SARGENT, Carolyn and BENSON, Peter (WUSL) Cancer and Precarity: Rights and Vulnerabilities of West African Immigrants in France
DYER, Karen E. (VCU) Structural Vulnerability and Cancer Care in Puerto Rico
CRADDOCK LEE, Simon (UTSMC) The Familiarity of Coping: Kinship and Social Location in the Safety-Net Experience of Cancer
SHAW, Susan (U Arizona) Anxious Provocations: Engagements with Cancer Screening by the Medically Underserved
DISCUSSANT: QUESADA, James (SFSU)

(F-130) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Vandergrift
Sustainable Food Systems in Cross-Cultural Perspective, Part I (C&A)

CHAIR: WENTWORTH, Chelsea (U Pitt)
BARBOSA DE LIMA, Ana Carolina (IU-Bloomington) Family Cash Transfers and Food: Household Strategies in a Sustainable Development Reserve
WENTWORTH, Chelsea (U Pitt) Rethinking Sustainable Agricultural Development in Port Vila, Vanuatu
CHAPMAN, Elizabeth and SMITH, Nicholas (La Trobe U) Alternative Provisioning: Two Case Studies from Urban and Regional Australia
RODGERS, Susan and WALTERS, Martha (Holy Cross Coll) Re-Capturing Organic Farming in a Balinese Key: Indonesian Women Entrepreneurs and the Re-Narration of Internationalized Organic Food
LIN, Haoli (U Pitt) Sustaining Hidden Diversity: Fijian Village Gardens in the Age of Neoliberal Agriculture
DISCUSSANT: STANFORD, Lois (NMSU)

(F-131) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Carnegie I
Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CHAIR: DONAHUE SINGH, Holly (U Mich)
BLETZER, Keith V. (ASU) An Experience-Near Approach to Sexual Orientation in Popular Music
DONAHUE SINGH, Holly (U Mich) Reproductive Technologies, Gendered Violence, and the Work of Anthropology

JOLIE, Ruth B. and BOLLHEIMER, Merry (Mercyhurst U) Addressing the Gender Gap in the Legal Profession: Informed and Strategic Advising

KRIER, Sarah (HIV Prevention & Care Proj) Assessing and Addressing Homophobia at the Community Level: The Acceptance Journeys Social Marketing Campaign in Pittsburgh

BURGESS, Sarah, LUNDGREN, Rebecka, DIAKITÉ, Mariam, and IGRAS, Susan (Georgetown U-IRH) Diffusing Change: Shifting Attitudes on Gender and Family Planning in Couffo, Benin

WUNDRAM PIMENTEL, M. Alejandra (Purdue U) The Role of Activism in Constructing Trans Identities in Guatemala City

FUJIMURA, Clementine (USNA) LGBT at USNA: Military Communities after Don’t Ask Don’t Tell

(F-133) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Carnegie III
Anthropologists at the Intersections of Applied Anthropology and Criminal Justice

CHAIR: SIMPSON, Jennie (American Anth Assoc)
BURTON, Orisanmi (UNCCH) The Black Consciousness Coalition: Prison-based Activism and the Politics of Containment
GARDNER, Andrew (U Puget Sound) An Ethnographic Assessment of Transnational Labor Migrants’ Experiences in Qatar’s Justice System
SAN ANTONIO, Patricia (CSR Inc) The Cultural Appeal of Scared Straight Programs for “At Risk” Juveniles
SIMPSON, Jennie (American Anth Assoc) Police and Homeless Outreach Worker Partnerships: Secret Correctives, Public Mental Health Care, and the Policing of Homeless Individuals with Mental Illnesses in Washington, DC

(F-137) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Parkview E
Best Practices with Immigrant Populations

CHAIR: PHAM, Theresa Thao (CALU)
BASKIN, Feray J. (IU) Language and Integration: The Turkish Case in Eastern France
MOSHER, Sara (UMD) One Size Fits All?: Using Ethnographic Methods to Tailor Solutions for Refugees
PHAM, Theresa Thao (CU-Penn) Establishing Roots: Localizing Human Trafficking in Spain

(F-138) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Oakmont
Food Insecurity and Mental Health in Global Perspective

CHAIR: WEAVER, Lesley Jo (U Alabama)
YOUNG, Alyson (UF) Anxiety, Food Security, and Perceptions of Environmental Change in Northern Tanzania
HIMMELGREEN, David, AMADOR, Edgar, HALL, Kristen, and DAGNE, Getachew (USF) Food Insecurity, Food-Related Decision Making, and Mental Health: Making Tough Choices during Tough Times
WEAVER, Lesley Jo (U Alabama), KAISER, Bonnie and HADLEY, Craig (Emory U) Food Insecurity and Mental Health in Three Settings: Preliminary Results and Future Directions
COLLINGS, Peter (UF) and MARTEN, Meredith G. (Miami U-Ohio) Food Insecurity, Anxiety, and Depression in Ulukhaktok, NT, Canada
TRAINER, Sarah, WUTICH, Amber, and BREWIS, Alexandra (AZ State U) Food Security Is Not Enough: Overnutrition, Social Norms, and Mental Health
DISCUSSANTS: OTHS, Kathryn and DRESSLER, William (U Alabama)

(F-139) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Shadyside
Anthropology of Higher Education: Part III, Instruction and Learning: Delivery, Evaluation, and Innovation

CHAIR: DAVIDSON, Glen W. (Vanderbilt U)
LARRIVEE, Anne (Binghamton U) Exploring the Enjoyment of Learning by Making
HITCHCOCK, Robert (Truman State U) and BABCHUK, Wayne A. (UN-Lincoln) The Anthropology of Interdisciplinary Programs in Higher Education
HOOD, Stafford (UIUC) and HOPSON, Rodney (GMU) The Legacy of the Journal of Negro Education in Evaluation: Race, the Production of Knowledge in Black Higher Education, and Culturally Responsive Evaluation
MILLARD, Jodi (Missouri State U) MOOC’s, Ethnographies and Digital Resources
DISCUSSANT: MCCARTY, Teresa (UCLA)

(F-140) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Fox Chapel
Migrants and Migration

CHAIR: PILLING, Stacey (Walden U)
BLEAM, Ryan M. (AZ State U) Place Belonging for Retirement Migrants in Phoenix, Arizona
BURGEN, Benjamin (UF) Building a Place to Belong: Migration, Investment, & Transnational Sociality in the Senegal River Valley
PRESCOTT, Megan (U Arizona) Remembering Migration upon Return: Former Migrant Nurses’ Reconciling of Migration and Its Effects
JIAN, Li (U N Iowa) Rural-to-Urban Migration and Its Major Socioeconomic Impacts: An Ethnographic Case Study in a Mountain Village in Rural Southwest China
CRAWFORD, Ashley (OR State U) Migrant Farmworkers in Oregon: Experiences of Belonging
PILLING, Stacey (Walden U) A Qualitative Analysis of Migrant Women’s Perceptions of Maternity Care Management

(F-141) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Churchill
Culture, Society and Change: Reports from the 2014 NCSU Guatemala Ethnographic Field School Program, Part II

CHAIRS: PEZZIA, Carla (U Dallas), WALLACE, Tim (NCSU)
GARRISON, William (NCSU) Access and Economics: An Exploration of Diabetes Management in Rural Guatemala
GORDON, Paula M. (NCSU) Contamination and Chlorination: An Exploratory Study of Drinking Water Quality and Habits in Santiago Atitlán
SWEREN, Rachel (NCSU) El Habito Hace El Monje: How Conception’s Spanish-Kaqchikel Melting Pot Flavors Its Cultural Identity
GIDDINGS, Alexander (UM-Flint) Rains in a Porous State: The Rainy Season and Its Sociostructural Effects on Rich and Poor in Guatemala
(F-142) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Mt. Lebanon
Continuity and Change in Undergraduate Education: Innovative Approaches to Teaching and Learning

CHAIRS: HEFFERAN, Tara, WEIBEL, Deana, and ARNOLD, Elizabeth (GVSU)
HEFFERAN, Tara, WEIBEL, Deana, and ARNOLD, Elizabeth (GVSU) Teaching Anthropology Is Not a “Sin”: Emphasizing the Practical Aspects of the Anthropology Major
GRIFFITH, Lauren (Hanover Coll) Reconciling Applied Anthropology with the Liberal Education Mission
SPOON, Jeremy (Portland State U, Mount Inst) Expanding Student Skill-Sets through Planning, Practicum and Practitioners: Towards a Relevant Applied Anthropology Curriculum at Portland State University
QUINTILIANI, Karen (CSULB) Promoting Applied Anthropology through Community Partnerships in Visual and Historical Ethnography
AUSTIN, Diane and STINNETT, Ashley (U Arizona) Community-based Participatory Research in the Age of Engagement

(F-152) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Sternwheeler
A Legal Critique of the ESF: The World Bank’s Retreat from Safeguards Policies and Accountability Rules (INDR Organized Session)

CHAIR: HUNTER, David (American U)
BUGALSKI, Natalie (Inclusive Dev Int’l) The Demise of Transparent Accountability at the World Bank?
CERNEA, Michael M. (Brookings Inst, INDR) What Eminent Domain Law Leaves Unsettled and What Resettlement Legal Frameworks Must Correct?
PULASKI, TERESA (Georgetown U) and GREENSTEIN, Gus (Amherst Coll) Compensation: From Legal Framework to Real-Life Impoverishment- The Case of the Belo Monte Dam
DISCUSSANT: REISCH, Nikki (NYU, CHRGJ)

(F-157) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Conference C
Applying Anthropology in Training and Communication

CHAIR: LAKE, Larry M. (Messiah Coll)
HANCHETT, Suzanne (Planning Alternatives for Change LLC) Talking about Culture with Engineers and Other Scientists
BUECHNER, Barton D. (Adler Sch of Professional Psych) Moral Injury and Cosmopolitan Communication: Implications for Social Justice, Resilience, and Human Development
ARPS, Shalana (U Toledo) Cultivating Critical Thinking among International Volunteers: Strategies and Challenges
LAKE, Larry M. (Messiah Coll) Beyond the Trophy Picture: Improving Cross-cultural Training for Personnel on Short-Term Humanitarian Missions
SHEETS, William (TX State U) City Year Volunteers’ Practices in a Discourse of Dropout Prevention
WILLIS, Derrick (DuPage Coll) The Librarian and the Research Paper

(F-158) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Phipps
Knowledge and Misconceptions about Cancer and HIV
CHAIR: WEEKS, Margaret R. (ICR)

HUGHES, Shana and TRUONG, Hong-Ha (UCSF) Continuity and Change in HIV-Serodiscordant Couples: Partner Services as a Strategy for Recognizing and Meeting Diverse Health Needs

CHASCO, Emily E. (UC-Denver) “Our Modern Diseases”: The Intersection of HIV and Cervical Cancer in Rural Tanzania and the Implications for Increasing Utilization of Cervical Cancer Screening Services

FRANK, Cynthia (Yale U), KYRIAKIDES, Tassos (Yale U, VA CT Healthcare), FRIEDLAND, Gerald and ANDREWS, Laurie (Yale U), KOZAL, Michael (Yale U, VA CT Healthcare) A Study of the Concordance of Knowledge and Beliefs Held by Patients Infected with HIV and Their HIV Health Care Providers Regarding Single Tablet Regimens (STR). (KNABSTR Study)

WEEKS, Margaret R. (ICR) Walking the Line between Risk and Prevention: Considerations for the Implementation of Pre-exposure Prophylactic (PrEP) for HIV Prevention with High-Risk Hidden Populations

BOUSKILL, Kathryn (Emory U) Breast Cancer Support in Austria: Misconceptions and Stigmatization Despite the Pink Ribbon?

(F-159) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Oliver ExtrAction TIG Wrap Up

(F-160) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Vandergrift Sustainable Food Systems in Cross-Cultural Perspective, Part II (C&A)

CHAIR: WENTWORTH, Chelsea (U Pitt)
ZICKEFOOSE, Mandy (U Pitt) Sustainable Practices and Sustainable Ideologies on Small Farms in Appalachia
KIRWIN, Angela (KIRF) From Seeds to Smoothies: How Several Small-scale Organic Farmers Created Sustainable Food Systems in Ventura County, California
ROSSING, Howard (DePaul U) The Chicago Harvest Study: Exploring the Citywide Impact of Community Gardens on Fresh Food Access
DISCUSSANT: STANFORD, Lois (NMSU)

(F-163) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Carnegie III Migrants and Refugees

CHAIR: POWLEY, Megan (U Akron)
BALASUNDARAM, Sasi (William & Mary Coll) Children as Equal Partners: Including Children in Refugee Policy
KUBEIN, Adele (OR State U) The Heart of the City: Refugee Roles in Urban Vitality
LUKYANETS, Artem and RYAZANTSEV, Sergey (ISPR RAS) Climate Change and Migration: Case of Vietnam
POWLEY, Megan, HOLBROOK, Emily, RODRIGUEZ-SOTO, Isa, and BEHRMAN, Carolyn (U Akron) “…but here is freedom.”: Life Histories of Refugees from Burma
THAPA, Sneha (U Kentucky) Symbolic Analysis of Refugees in India: The Case Study of Tibetan and Tamil Refugees
SHOKEID, Moshe (Tel Aviv U) Labor Migrants and Refugees in Downtown Tel Aviv: Transforming Urban Landscapes and the Texture of Citizenship
(F-167) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Parkview E
Applying Ethnography and Ethics

CHAIR: FISHER, Lawrence (Roosevelt U)
BELDI DE ALCANTARA, Maria (USPFM) Anthropologists and Field Work: Dialogical Challenge
FISHER, Lawrence (Roosevelt U) Earning Its Keep: Consumer Ethnography and Its Entrepreneurial Audience
HOLLEY, Kirsten (CNU) Embodying History: Experiences of Civil War Living Historians
HEDGES, Jamie Lewis (U Ozarks) Exploring Outdoor Recreation Communities as Culture
KUEHN, Sarah (Slippery Rock U) and VOSGERAU, Joachim (Tilburg U) Accuracy of Morality Judgments

(F-168) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Oakmont
Health and Food

CHAIR: SHERLICK, Lucille A. (SUNY Buffalo)
SCHREIBER, Jacob (CSULB) I Will Follow You Everywhere: Independence and Dependence in Adult Day Care
SHAHBAZI, Mohammad (Jackson State U), SARRAF, Zahra (Shiraz U Med Sci), and FARAJI, Leila (Jackson State U) Community Health Houses and Health Workers: From Iran to Mississippi
SHERLICK, Lucille A. (SUNY Buffalo) Narratives of Parents Coping with Their Child’s Mental Illness/Brain Disease
SCHAEPKE, David M. (Sto:lo Nation), ANGELBECK, Bill (Douglas Coll), WELCH, John R. (SFU), and SNOOK, David (Ministry of Child & Family Serv-Chilliwack) Archaeology as Therapy: Linking Community Archaeology to Community Health
SANNWALD, Autumn, THURMAN, Lori, HUHN, Arianna, and SOBO, Elisa J. (SDSU) Privileged Vaccine Non-conforming Parents Are Not All Alike: Sub-cultural Differences and Their Implications for Intervention

(F-169) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Shadyside
Anthropology in and about Higher Education Institutions

CHAIR: SMITH, Kellan K.C. (U Arizona)
SMITH, Kellan K.C. (U Arizona) Assessing Sustainability on the University of Arizona Campus
GLASS-COFFIN, Bonnie, HAWVERMALE, Erica, and GEORGE, Audrey (Utah State U) “Speed-Faithing”: An Applied Anthropology Model for Developing Interfaith Literacy on a Public University Campus
GRIBBIN, Monica D. (William & Mary Coll) What Diversity Data Fails to Tell Us About Diversity in Higher Education
SCHALGE, Susan and PAJUNEN, Matthew (MSU-Mankato) Keepin’ It Real: The Value of Authentic Experience in Anthropological Education

(F-171) FRIDAY 5:30-7:20
Churchill
Intersection of Identity, Ethnicity, and Ethnography

CHAIR: MOSLEY, Carmen (UNM)
MOSLEY, Carmen, HEALY, Meghan, HUNLEY, Keith, and EDGAR, Heather J.H. (UNM)
Exploring Hispanic Identity: Relationships among Socioeconomic Status, Genetic Ancestry, Skin Color, and Ethnicity in the Land of Enchantment

POOLE, Sean (Otterbein U) Religious Identity and Intersectionality among Somali-Americans

FINKENAUR, Eleanor (Eckerd Coll) An Exploration of Mayan Women’s Worlds through Life History Interview

VICTORIA, Anne (UT-Knoxville) An Ethno-Historical Account of the African American Community in Downtown Knoxville, Tennessee before Urban Renewal

HIGUCHI, Yoshiko and ITO, Yasunobu (JAIST) Ethnic Entrepreneurship and Social Network: An Ethnographic Study of the Nepalese Community in Japan

MOREHEAD, Kristin (NMSU) Negotiating Multicultural Identity in France

FRIDAY 6:30-7:30
Room 866
Sustaining Fellows Reception

FRIDAY 7:30-9:30
William Penn Ballroom
SfAA Awards Ceremony
Reception to Follow

The Awards Ceremony is the high point of the annual meeting. President Alvarez will preside. The Program will recognize and feature the winners of the Margaret Mead Award, Sol Tax Award, and the Bronislaw Malinowski Award. A reception will follow and hors d’oeuvres will be served; beverages will be available for purchase.

SATURDAY, MARCH 28

SATURDAY 8:00-12:00
Parkview W
SfAA Board Meeting

(S-02) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Sternwheeler
Immigrants’ Experiences, Part I

CHAIR: EDBERG, Mark C. (GWU MISPH)
BAIRD, Melissa (MI Tech U) Mining Heritage: Corporate Claim Making in Aboriginal Australia
EDBERG, Mark C., CLEARY, Sean D., ANDRADE, Elizabeth L., and EVANS, W. Douglas (GWU MISPH) A Community Intervention to Address the Co-Occurrence of Substance Abuse, Sex Risk and Violence in an Immigrant Latino Community: Applying an Anthropological Lens to Syndemic Conditions
FLOYD, Stephanie (BRLIT) Examining Immigrant Experience in the Roanoke Valley
KLINE, Nolan (USF) The “Poli-Migra” and Health: Consequences of Multilayered Immigration Enforcement in Atlanta, GA
LOERA, Lilia (TX State U) FIEL (Familias Inmigrantes En La Lucha): Creating Visibility and Voice for Undocumented Immigrants in Houston

(S-03) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Riverboat
Using Ethnography To Understand How Policies Reproduce Social Inequality

CHAIRS: HYATT, Susan B. and VOGT, Wendy (IUPUI)
LAWS, Brian V. (IUPUI) Co-existing with Chaos: Invisible Injuries and Reintegration among U.S. Military Veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan
CHAPMAN, Christina (IUPUI) Systems-Based and Integrated STEM Alternative Education Models
BLICE, Derek (IUPUI) Welcoming the Unwelcome: Multicultural Centers in Enschede
THANG, Lian (IUPUI) Out of Monsoon, Into the Snow: Refugee Resettlement, Liminality, and the Refugee as Neoliberal Subject
DISCUSSANT: QUINTILIANI, Karen (CSULB)

(S-07) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Conference C
Plurality and Planning: The Problem of Risk at Multiple Scales

CHAIRS: BROOKS, Emily and REDDY, Elizabeth (UC-Irvine)
REDDY, Elizabeth (UC-Irvine) When Can We Repair That Field Station?: Mexican Technoscientific Earthquake Risk Mitigation Meets Narco Violence
BIEGACKI, Emma (U Penn) Creating the Disaster Space: Social Mapping of the Aid Response to Cholera in Haiti
BOKE, Charis (Cornell U) Will There Be Food When the Trucks Stop Running?: An Exploration of Affective Landscapes of Preparation in Vermont
BROOKS, Emily (UC-Irvine) The Community as Petri Dish: Scaling Water Insecurity and Climate Change in a California Town
DISCUSSANT: BARRIOS, Roberto E. (SIUC)

(S-08) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Phipps
Politics, People and Participation in the Extraction Industry

CHAIR: LODER, Thomas (TAMU)
SHADE, Lindsay (U Kentucky) Public Revenues and Extraction in the Context of Ecuadorian “21st Century Socialism”: The Intag Case
BEEBEEJAUN, Yasminah (UCL) How Mobile Is the Fracking Industry?: A US/UK Comparison
LODER, Thomas (TAMU) Spaces of Dissent and the Creation of “Fracking Subjects” in North Dakota
SMITH, Nicole M. (CO Sch of Mines) Human Health and Safety: The Missing Links in Artisanal and Small-Scale Mining Discourse

(S-09) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Oliver
Settlement, Resettlement, and Refugees

CHAIR: STOCKS, Gabriela (U Louisville)
ESARA, Pilapa (Brockport Coll) No Time to Learn: How Gender Impacts Refugee Resettlement & Adaptation
POLLARI, Lynette P. (ASU) Diné Cultural Sustainability through Settlement Form
PATEL, Ashvina (SMU) Burmese Refugee Care Coordination
STOCKS, Gabriela (U Louisville) From Space to Place: The Importance of Social Geometry in Involuntary Resettlement

82
(S-10) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Vandergrift
Anthropology of Higher Education: Part IV, Capstone Discussion

CHAIRS: FOSTER, Brian L. (U Missouri), BRENNIES, Don (UCSC)
DISCUSSIONANTS: BOYER, Dominic (Rice U), MCCARTY, Teresa L. (UCLA), DAVIDSON, Glen W. (Vanderbilt U), KARIM, Tazin (MI State U)

(S-11) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Carnegie I
Applying Social Sciences to Health, Part I

CHAIR: GOLDIN, Liliana (NYU)
CICCARONE, Dan (UCSF) Fire in the Vein: Heroin Acidity, Vein Loss and Abscesses
FORSYTH, Colin J. (USF) Structural Processes and Explanatory Models of Chagas Disease in Rural Bolivia
GAULDIN, Eric and BRUNSON, Emily (TX State U) Life and Limbs: Decision Making in the Case of Limb Salvage
GOLDIN, Liliana (NYU) Maya Diabetes: Intersection of Gender and Poverty in Treatment Adherence to Type 2 Diabetes among Poor Maya Women of Highland Guatemala
HALLBERG, Tia (Independent) Anthropological Applications to Chronic Care Management in Community Nursing
MAYNARD-TUCKER, Gisele (UCLA) Rural Women’s Behaviors in Seeking Healthcare: Continuity and Change in Developing Countries

(S-13) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Carnegie III
Applied Anthropology in National Parks: A Roundtable of Works-in-Progress in the National Capital Region

CHAIR: TALKEN-SPAULDING, Jennifer (NPS)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: TAYLOR, Sue (American U), LOY, Christopher (Christopher Newport U), HAIT, Michael, CHAMBERS, Erve and FISKE, Shirley J. (UMD)
DISCUSSIONANTS: TALKEN-SPAULDING, Jennifer and WATKINS, Joe (NPS)

(S-14) SATURDAY 8:00-12:00
Laughlin
Business Anthropology (Workshop, Fee $25)

ORGANIZERS: MCCABE, Maryann and BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC), HITCH, Emilie (Thinkers & Makers)

(S-15) SATURDAY 9:00-5:00
Heinz
Social Network Analysis (SASci Workshop, Fee $95)

PRESENTERS: JOHNSON, Jeffrey (E Carolina U), MCCARTY, Christopher (UF)

(S-17) SATURDAY 9:00-5:00
Parkview E
Text Analysis (SASci Workshop, Fee $95)

PRESENTERS: WUTICH, Amber and BERESFORD, Melissa (AZ State U)

(S-18) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50  
Oakmont  
Small Island / Big Problems: Ethnographic Training and Applied Field Research on Isla Mujeres, Mexico

CHAIR: PIERCE, Todd G. (Isla Mujeres Ethnographic Field Sch)  
YATES, Seth (IN State U) Male Perspectives on Teen Pregnancy on Isla Mujeres, Mexico  
JOHNSON, Aly sia (Baylor U) Moscos Peligroso: Dengue Fever on a Mexican Caribbean Island  
TEODOSIC, Novena (Franklin Pierce U) Tortugranja: Sea Turtle Conservation in the Mexico Caribbean  
SMITH, Marissa (U Chicago) Tequila Sunrise: Culture, Gender, and Alcoholism on Isla Mujeres  
FISCHER, Brandon (New School) Documenting the Permanence of Transience: A Study of the Political Economy of Street Vending on Isla Mujeres  
DISCUSSANT: PAGE, J. Bryan (U Miami)

(S-19) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50  
Shadyside  
Anthropology Of and About Education

CHAIR: BAINES, Kristina (CUNY, Gutman CC)  
BAINES, Kristina (CUNY, Gutman CC) The Original Hybrid: Applied Anthropology Facilitating Community Research and Practice with Technology  
BOCZON, Clare (William & Mary Coll) Conflicting Contexts in International Student Service Trips: Perceptions of Service Learning in Global Communities  
EASLEY, Linda Elaine (Siena Heights U) Feedback Loops: Evaluations, Ethnographies, and Education  
BORLAND, Katherine (Ohio State U) The Bluefields Fieldschool: Lessons in Community Ethnography

(S-20) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50  
Fox Chapel  
Experiential Learning in the Food System (C&A)

CHAIRS: MARKOWITZ, Lisa (U Louisville), ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG)  
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ANDREATTA, Susan and HALDEMAN, Lauren (UNCG), HIMME LGREEN, David (USF), JULIER, Alice (Chatham U), MARKOWITZ, Lisa (U Louisville)

(S-21) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50  
Churchill  
Health and Healing

CHAIR: DESAI, Chaitri (Creighton U)  
BELDI DE ALCANTARA, Maria (U São Paulo) How to Work with the Concept of Intercultural Body?  
BELDI DE ALCANTARA, Maria (U São Paulo) The Discussion on the Design of the Body between the Guarani and Biomedicine
DESAI, Chaitri (Creighton U) Exploring Connections between Language and Quality of Care in Refugee Health
DANNER, Victoria X. (UMD) Research to Reality: Bridging the Gap between Research and Practice in Online Communities
DESSECKER, Maeghan (GA State U) Vaccine Uptake in an Amish Community
DRAPER, Suzanne C. (UCF) Catholic Healing Masses: The Intersection of Health and Healing

SATURDAY 10:00
Frick
Book Auction

(S-32) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Sternwheeler
Immigrants’ Experiences, Part II

CHAIR: GETRICH, Christina (UMD)
GETRICH, Christina (UMD) Buffering the Uneven Impact of Obamacare: Immigrant-Serving Providers in New Mexico
MCKENZIE, Breton M. (NAU) Policy Perspectives in Sunnyside Neighborhood
WHEATLEY, Abby C. (CIIS) Migration as a Community Strategy: The Case of San Sebastián Abasolo, Oaxaca
RAZAVIMELEKI, Bita (TX State U) Financial Self-Sufficiency for Immigrants and Refugees
TRILLO, Alex, UGAZ, Christian, and DELORENZO, Joe (St Peter’s U) Gender, Stress, and Coping Strategies among Undocumented Immigrants

(S-33) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Riverboat
Environment and Extraction: Liabilities, Resistance, Legislation, and Inequality

CHAIR: ERVIN, Alexander (U Saskatchewan)
MATISOFF, Adina (UCLA) The Block 113 Dialogue: The Role of Activism in Attaining Chinese Corporate Accountability to Society in Peru
PALMER, Andie (U Alberta) Aboriginal Title and Gold at $1200 Per Ounce: A First Test Case in Canada
MOSES, Joshua (Haverford Coll) and DOMBROWSKI, Kirk (UN-Lincoln) A Different Kind of Ecological Refugee: Migration and Emerging Inequalities in Northern Labrador
ERVIN, Alexander (U Saskatchewan) Saskatchewan First Nations and Settler Environmental Movements in Resistance to Uranium Extraction

(S-37) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Conference C
Urban Risk Management for the Informal Sector

CHAIRS: KRIMGOLD, Fred (VTU), BENDER, Stephen (former OAS)
DUYNE BARENSTEIN, Jennifer (U Applied Sci Southern Switzerland) Socio-Cultural vs. Disaster Risk Reduction Considerations in Informal Building Processes: An Analysis of People’s Transformation of Agency Built Houses Post-Disaster in India
DE LINT, Michael (World Bank) The Formal Structure of Building Regulatory Organizations
KRIMGOLD, Frederick (VTU) Informalization of the Building Regulatory Process
BENDER, Stephen (OAS, retired) Comments on Public Social Infrastructure Safety
DISCUSSANTS: OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony (U Florida), JEGGLE, Terry (U Pitt)
(S-39) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Oliver
How Policies Could Mitigate or Aggravate the Intractable, Intangible Impacts of Forced Displacement? (INDR Organized Session)

CHAIRS: DOWNING, Theodore E. (INDR), PRICE, Susanna (Australian Nat’l U)
DOWNING, Theodore E. (INDR) and GARCIA-DOWNING, Carmen (U Arizona) Crafting Policies to Cope with the Intractable, Intangible Psycho-Socio-Cultural Risks of an Involuntary Resettlement
XI, Juan (U Akron) Displacement and Mental Distress in the Three Gorges Area
ARONSSON, Inga-Lill (Uppsala U) and DOWNING, Theodore E. (U Arizona) Five Sides of the Same Coin: The Place of Global Policy Frameworks in the Setting of Negotiation Agendas of Involuntary Resettlement
TAMONDONG, Susan (IDEAS) The Likely National Consequences of the Proposed Changes in International Involuntary Resettlement: A Close View of the Philippine Scenario
DISCUSSANT: PRICE, Susanna (Australian Nat’l U)

(S-40) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Vandergrift
Talking Bout Ethics

CHAIR: FULCHER, Michele J. (Royal Anth Inst)
FULCHER, Michele J. (Royal Anth Inst) Spies, Soldiers and Miners: The Shifting Sands of Meaning in Practice
FULCHER, Michele J. (Royal Anth Inst) From Baltimore 1996 to Pittsburgh 2014: Social Media, Applied Anthropology and Ethics
GALLAGHER, Kathleen (St Mary’s U) Scholarly Disarmament: An Anthropologist Teaches Ethics at Fort Hood
ILAHIANE, Hsain (U Kentucky) Arbitrating Purity: Monetary Practices and Ethical Anxiety in Morocco
JOLIE, Edward A. (Mercyhurst U) Considering the Pedagogy of Ethics in Anthropology

(S-41) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Carnegie I
Applying Social Sciences to Health, Part II

CHAIR: HULEN, Elizabeth (N Arizona U)
HALLBERG, Tia (Independent) Applied Anthropology and Transformations in Clinical Systems
HUSSAIN, Nazia (SMU) Health-Seeking Behaviors and Reproductive Healthcare of Pregnant and Parenting Women in Recovery
KAGAYA, Mari (Nat’l Museum Ethnology) Pressures of History: Factors Affecting the Development of an Okinawan Community
KELLY, Kimberly (U Arizona) Flexible Ontologies: Animals as Lab Experiments, Pets and Food in American Thought

(S-43) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Carnegie III
Disaster Planning and Preparedness: People, Strategies, and Capacities

CHAIR: CHOW, Morgan (OR State U, AquaFish Innovation Lab)

CHOW, Morgan (OR State U, AquaFish Innovation Lab) and EGNA, Hillary (AquaFish Innovation Lab, OR State U Fish & Wildlife) Gender Integration in Disaster Management: Assessing How Gender Roles in Disaster Recovery and Disaster Management Policies Have Changed for Coastal Aquaculture and Fishing Communities in the Philippines, Since the 2009 APEC Study

GARLAND, Anne (Applied Rsch in Env Sci Nonprofit Inc), SIGMAN, Marilyn (AK Sea Grant) and FISCHER, Kathleen (Applied Rsch in Env Sci Nonprofit Inc) Historical Ecology for Risk Management: Community Based Monitoring

GUERIN, Cassie (Chatham U) The Role of Urban Farming in Building Community Capacity and Resilience in Pittsburgh, PA

BAILEY, Brett (OSU) Aligning the Unique Needs of Children with Autism with Emergency Management Roles

(S-48) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Oakmont

Negotiating Health

CHAIR: BRUNSON, Emily K. (TX State U)

BITTLE-DOCKERY, Darius (U Pitt) Conflicts of Interest: A Syndemic Approach to Policy and Non-communicable Disease in Jordan

BRUNSON, Emily K. (TX State U) “Alternative Medicine” : Coping without Health Insurance in Central Texas

CHAN, Isabella (USF) Sobreparto in the Callejón de Huaylas: Negotiating Postpartum Care in a Dynamic Environment

EPSTEIN, Jenny (WUSL) Compliance/Adherence and Structural Vulnerability

GOIAS, Christopher A. F. (U Penn) Context and Consensus in Culturally Appropriate Sobriety Interventions: A View from Northern Argentina

JIAO, Yang (UF) and ZHANG, Yunzi (Purdue U) Chinese Aid in the Ebola Pandemic and Global Health Governance: Lessons for Africa

(S-50) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Fox Chapel

Reality Workshop: Experiments in the Practice and Performance of Anthropology

CHAIRS: TROMBLEY, Jeremy, MARKERT, Patricia, COLÓN-CABRERA, David,

SULLIVAN, Kristin (UMD)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: TROMBLEY, Jeremy, MARKERT, Patricia, COLÓN-CABRERA, David, SULLIVAN, Kristin (UMD)

(S-51) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Churchill

Applying Anthropology to Health Care

CHAIR: BELL, Sue Ellen (MSU-Mankato)

BELL, Sue Ellen (MSU-Mankato) The Case for Educating Health Care Providers about Social Justice

BOERI, Miriam (Bentley U), LAMONICA, Aukje (USCT), and ANDERSON, Timothy (Bentley U) The Social Construction of Marijuana as Medicine

HEDGES, Kristin (Ashford U) and HEDGES, Jamie Lewis (U Ozarks) Negotiating Medical Pluralism in Maasailand
LINCOLN, Martha, AMES, Genevieve, and MOORE, Roland (PIRE) Obstacles to Qualitative Research on Stigmatizing Conditions with Military Populations
PYLYPA, Jen (Carleton U) The ABCs of ‘Cultural Competency’ in International Adoption: Applying Lessons from Medical Anthropology to Address Engagement with Adopted Children’s Cultural Heritage in Non-Essentializing Ways
SOMERS, Jessica (SUNY Albany) Post-Treatment Lyme Disease Syndrome and Internet-based Communities

SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Phipps
Meet the Editors of Human Organization, Practicing Anthropology, and SFAA News

Editors will convene an informal discussion about the practices and policies of SfAA publications. What types of manuscripts are appropriate? Are there particulars that authors should know? This is an excellent opportunity to join in an informal conversation with the Editors.

SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Parkview W
Student Business Meeting

(S-62) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Sternwheeler
Immigrants Experience, Part III

CHAIR: MENZIES, Charles R. (UBC)
IDRIS, Mussa (Elon U) Ethnography of Transnational Entrepreneurs from Ethiopia and Eritrea in the Washington D.C. Area
MELO, Milena A. and FLEURIET, K. Jill (UTSA) Notions of Personhood, Citizenship, and Deservingness of Care and Access to Health Care for Undocumented Immigrants in Texas
PETERSON, Soren M. (UMD) Brokering the Disconnect between Government Policy and Undocumented Immigrants
MENZIES, Charles R. (UBC) Immigration, Social Class and Local Politics in a Vancouver Neighbourhood
MORGAN, Jonimay J. (UNCC) Successful Programming for Organizational Development

(S-69) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Oliver
Open Forum: Options and Contributions to Defend, Improve and Genuinely Update the World Bank’s Resettlement Safeguard Policy (INDR Organized Session)

MODERATORS: DOWNING, Theodore E. (INDR), PRICE, Susanna (Australian Nat’l U)

(S-71) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Carnegie I
Applying Social Sciences to Health, Part III

CHAIR: WILSON, Susan L. (NMSU)
KRIEGER, Laurie (Manoff Grp) Practicing Medical Anthropology in Training
LAMONICA, Aukje (SCTSU), BOERI, Miriam and ANDERSON, Tim (Bentley U) Medical Marijuana Policy Implementation and Its Challenges: Health Care Professionals and Medical Marijuana Entrepreneurs
MAGRATH, Priscilla A. (U Arizona) The Old in the New: Co-Existence of Centralization and Decentralization in Indonesia’s Health Insurance for the Poor

YAMAGUCHI, Hiromi and ITO, Yasunobu (JAIST) Interprofessional Work for Preventing the Progression of Diabetic Nephropathy: Focusing on Medical Information Tools and Health Care Fees in Japan

WILSON, Susan L. (NMSU) Fighting Ebola: Public Health Preparedness, a Culture under the Microscope

MAUPIN, Jonathan (AZ State U) Assessing the Accuracy of Two Proxy Measures for BMI in a Semi-Rural, Low-Resource Setting in Guatemala

(S-78) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Oakmont
Disaster Impacts and Recovery: Management, Assessment, and Lessons Learned

CHAIR: TAYLOR, Sarah (USF)

SEDLACIK, Melissa (USF) Deconstructing Disaster Culture, Reconstructing a Safer Shore: A Glimpse into Vulnerability Assessment and Resiliency Development in Post-Sandy New Jersey

KULSTAD, Pauline (Leiden U) Applied Archaeology at Concepcion de la Vega: Glimpses into Early Spanish American Culture through Interpretation of Earthquake Contexts

TAYLOR, Sarah (USF), LOCASCIO, William (FGCU), and HALBIRT, Carl (City of Saint Augustine) Hurricane Response and Recovery in Colonial St. Augustine, FL

WARNASCH, Scott (NYC OCME) The Role of Archaeological Methodology in Mass Fatality Response Lessons from the World Trade Center Site

NGANA-MUNDEKE, Annie (CUNY) The Aftermath of the Sandy Storm

(S-79) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Shadyside
Reflections on Anthropology in Education

CHAIR: PENNEY, Lauren (BARA)

FERNANDEZ REPETTO, Francisco (UADY) and ARIZAGA, Diana (IFSA-Butler Mexico) From Volunteer Tourism to Academic Tourism: Practices and Reflections of the Abroad Experience

FINESTONE, Erika (U Toronto) From African Savannah to Canadiana: An Anthropology of the Academy

HUBER-SMITH, Madison (Johnson Cnty CC) and WILLIFORD, Anne (U Kansas) Collaborating to Understand Latino Parent Engagement: A Case Study

VEGA, Anais and WILLIS, Derrick (DuPage Coll) Study of Digital Bookworms

PENNEY, Lauren (BARA) Growing and Evolving CBPR Relationships and Student Training Opportunities

(S-91) SATURDAY 1:30-3:20
Oakmont
Risk and Disaster TIG Meeting

(S-103) SATURDAY 1:30-3:20
Room 866
Informal Discussion: Future of Anthropology of Higher Education

CHAIRS: FOSTER, Brian L. (Missouri U, Emeritus), BRENNEIS, Don (UCSC)